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• Thepurposeof this programwasto investigatethe processlngand propertiesof twL,high strength
tantalumbasealloys. The selectionof alloy compositionwasbasedon resultsof a prior pro-
- gram, NAS 3-10939. Thealloy designationand compositionwere as follows.
ASTAR-121IC - Ta-12.0W-1.0Re-0. 7Hf-0. 025(:*
ASTAR-1511C - Ta-15. 0W-I.0Re-0. 7Hf-0. 02,5C
TheASTAR-|211C composition,as selected to providean alloy wlth goodhigh temperature
tensile andcreep propertieswith sufficient low tempe_ture ductility to permit sheetand tubing
to be fabrlcated. Theall_/was expectedto possessmoderateweldabillty. TheASTAR-1511C
compositionwasselecmdto provideevenbetter elevated temperaturetensileand creep properties
with somesacrifice in lowtemperatureductility and weldabillty.
1. l PROCESSINGSTARTINGMATERIAL
Two 12.6 cm (5. 0 inch)diameter ingotsof eachalloy compositionwere producedby double
vacuumarc melting. Primaryingot breakdownwasaccomplishedby extrusionat 1649°C
(3000°F) to produce7. I cm (2. 8 inch)diameterbar stock. To evaluate the fabricability of
each'alloy, the extrudedbar stockwas recrystallizedandreextrudedto nominal2. 5 cm
(1.0 inch) diameterbar stock,to 2. 3 cm (0.9 inch) by 5 cm (2.0 Inch) sheetbar, and to tube
hollows. Other sectionswere upsetforged to dlsc shapesfor evaluation.
1.2 SWAGEDROD EVALUATION
The materialextrudedto nominal2.5 cm (1.0 inch) diameterbar stockwasswagedto 9.5ram
• (0. 375 Inch)diameter rodat two processl_gtemperatures,1371°C (250(t°F)and 1649°C
(3000°F), to evaluate the effect of workingtemperatureon material properties. Theeffect
" of final annealingtemperaturewasalsoinvestigated. Material swagedat the twoworking




_.--i._- temperatureswere annealedat 13710C(25000F), 14820C(27000F), 1649°C (3000°F), 1815ac '
._i: (33000F), and 1982°C (3600°F). To evaluate the effect of workingand fina' annealing tem-
peratureson properties,a testingprogramto investigatelow temperaturetensile properties,
_: |3|60C (2400°F)tensile r nopertles,andelevated temperaturecreep behaviorwasconducted.
,Z*
_._* While bothalloys exhibited roomtemperatureelongationvalueson the orderof 20 percent *_
_L_. r_,gardlessof processingand final heat treatment,materialannealedabove |649°C (3000OF)
_- experienceda ductile-to-b_,ttle transitionas test temperaturewasreducedto sub-zerovalues. '_
_ The1316°C (24000F)tensilepropertiesof ASTAR-1211Cwereunaffe=tedby processingtern- :i_
perature, except where wrought material was Involved. Ulti_:Jte strengths ranged f_
372 MN/m2 (54 ksl) to 442 MN/m 2 (64 ksl) asa functionof final annealingtemperature. :_
il * The tensile propertiesof ASTAR-1511Cat 13160C(2400°F) exhibiteda degreeof sensitivity
_" to processingtemperature,particularly for material final annealedat 1482°C (27000F), _
;i 1649°C (3000°F), and 1815°C (3300°F). Thematerial swagedat 1649°C (3000°F) had tensile
'_ strengthpropertieswhichaveraged69 MN/m 2 (10 ksl) higherthan material swagedat 13710C
_. (25000F). Final annealingtemperatureappearedto have little affect on 13160C (2400°F)
_ tensile strengthpropertiesof ASTAR--1511C.Theultimate strengthof 1371°C (2500°F)
swagedmaterial was414 MN/m 2 (60 ksl) while the ultimatestrengthof 16490C(3000OF)
swagedmaterial was483 MN/m 2 (70 ksl).
;* Thecreep behaviorof bothalloyswassimilar. Material of bothalloys processedat 16490C
_'_ (3000OF)hadgreatercreep _eslstancethanmaterial processedat the lowertemperature. The
}_ disparity in creep resistancewasgreatestfor final annealingtemperaturesbelow 16490C
. (3000OF). In general, the higherthe final annealing temperaturethe better thecreep prop-
!-
_ * ertles for bothalloysandbothprocessingtemperatures.
IL
_" i, ...... ii i _ i --
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Basedon the resultsof the low ductility behavior, 1316oc (2400°F) tensileproperties,and a
creep properties,a standardfinal annealingtemperatureof 1 hourat 1649°C (3000OF)was
selectedfor both alloys. Thisfinal annealingtemperaturepmvldeclthe bestcompromise
betweenlow temperatureductility andelevated temperaturestrengthproperties.
Swagedrodstockof each alloy wasgiven the standardfinal annealingtreatment, and exten- I :_
slve mechanicalpropertieswere developed. They includedtensile propertiesfromroomtern- o_
pemture to 1649°C (3000°F)at 333°C (600°F) increments;elastic propertiesincluding Young's
modulus,shearmodulus,and Poisonratio; impact properties;tensile DBTT;notched-unnotched _
strength properti_; and a_:iltional creep properties. The nddltlonal throe pement of tungsten !i
in ASTAR-1511Cwasreflected in all of the propertiesevaluated.
ASTAR-1511Chadhighertensile propertiesthan ASTAR-1211Cat all test temperatures. At !
1649°C (3000°F), the ultimate strengthof ASTAR-1211Cwas204 MN/m 2 (29.5 ksi) compared
to 244 MN/m2 (35.4 ksl) forASTAR-1511C. Young'smodulusfor ASTAR-151IC wasslightly _;
higher than ASTAR-1211C, 196. I GN/m 2 (28.4 x 106 _i) versus 199. 1 GN/m 2 (28.8 x .:
106 psi) at roomtemperature. A similarrelationshipwasnotedfor theshearmodulus,74. 7
GN/m 2 (10.8 x 106 psi)versus76.8 GN/m 2 (11.13 x 106 psi1. Polsson'sratio for ASTAR- :_
1211Cwas0. 32 and 0.30 forASTAR-1511C. Bathvaluesremainedconstantup to 871°C
(1600°F). Under impactloading, ASTAR-1211Cexhibited indicationsof a transitionfrom ;_
brlttle-to-ductile behavioras temperatureincreasedto 538°C (1000°F)while ASTAR-1511C
exhibited completelybrittle behaviorup to the sametemperature. The tensile DBTTfor swaged .
rodannealed 1 hour at 1649°C (3000OF),was< -157°C (-250°F)for ASTAR-1211Cand approx- %
imately -129°C (-200OF)for ASTAR-1511C. Theunnotched-not=hedratio of bothalloyswas •_
_ greater than one for temperaturesas low as -196°C (-3200F). In creep, ASTAR-1511Cexhibited _;
slightlybetter properties. Thestressrequiredto produce1 percentcreep strainin 1000 hours ';
i!l. at 1204°C (2000°F) was 176 MN/m 2 (25. 5 ksi) forASTAR_.1511C.ForASTAR-121IC, the ._
.s_m, requiredwas 155 MN/m 2 (22.5 ksl). Thesevalueswereslgnlficantl,, higherthan
I
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thoseof ASTAR-811C, 124 MN/m2 (18 k_i), andT-111, 93 MN/m 2 (13.5 ._sl)Forthesame
_ timeand temperaturerequirements.
_':. b
It wasalsodemonstratedthat a duplexanneal, 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) Followedby 1 hour
7: at 1260°C (23000F), red_ed roomtemperaturetensilestrengthappmxlmately10 percent " '
i without adverselyaffecting roomtemperatureductility. Althoughelevated tempera_re i_
i' . 13160C(2400°F) tc._ile propertieswere reducedabout10 percentby the duplexanneal, creep ;l_
: ...... pmpertleswere unaffectedby the heat treatment. _:
1.3 SHEETEVALUATION
lilBothASTAR-1211Cand ASTAR-1511Cwere successfullyconvertedto I. 0 mm(0.040 inch):_ thick sheet. Thesheet10amproducedby the reextnusionof bar stockwere fo_gedto plate at
1316°C (2400°F), conditionedto removetheco-extruded molybdenumclad, annealed, and _:ii
rolled at the rate of 10 percentreductionper pass. ASTAR-1211Cwasreduced60 percent
_ by rolling beforeintermediateheat treatmentwasrequired. ASTAR-1511Cwasreduced
_ 40 percentprior to intermed|ateheat treatment. Sufficient sheetmaterialof both alloyswas _
.A
• prodL,_edto permit mechanicalpropertyevaluation andcharacterizationof welded sheet. 2
_ The tensile andcreep propertiesof ASTAR-121IC and ASTAR-1511Csheetgiven the standard 1_
_ final heat treatment, ! hourat 16490C(3000°F), were comparableto swagedrod properties_ !_
bothalloys, i:i_
: ThebendDBTTfor longitudinallyEBand GTA welded ASTAR-1211Csheetwasdeterminedfor
_:_ "as-welded"and past-weld-onnealedconditions. The It bend DSTTfor "as-welded" GTA
_ weldedASTAR-1211Csheetwas121°C (250°F)comparedto 10°C (50°F) for baseme_al. A .
.... past-weldannealof 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) reducedthe weld bendDBTTto 38°C (100°F).
_* The "as-welded" DBTTfor EBweldedASTAR-1211Csheetwas24°C (75°F). A post-weld -
i., 4
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annealof I hour at 1315°C (3300°F), resultedin an increasein the DBTTto 38°C (100OF).
ASTAR--1511C,reflecting the effect of a highertungsten,:ontent, exhibiteda DBTTabove
" 316°C (600°F) for GTA weldedmaterial in the "as-welded"conditioncomparedto 38°C
(100°F) for basemetal. Themostaffecting PWA, 1 hourat 1815°C (33000F), reducedthe
DBTrto 149°C (300°F). In the caseof EBweldedASTAR-1511Ctall the post-weldannealing
treatmentsaffected a reductionin the DBI"rfrom 107°C (225°F) for "as-welded" conditionto
93°C (200OF).
.TheDBTTof GTA weldedASTeR-1211CandASTAR-1511Csheetwasalso detennlned in the
tensilemode. "As-welded"and past-weld--annealedtensile specimenswere thermallyaged
for 100 hoursat 1149°C (2100°F), 1316°C (2400°F), and 1427°C (26000F). The tensile
DBTTfor nonpast-weld-annealedASTAR-1211Cand for material given PWAof 1 hourat
1649°C (3000°F)were notaffected by thermalaging. In manycases, the DBTTsfor thermally
aged materialwere below "as-welded" levels. The DBTTfor thermallyaged, nonpast-weld-
annealedASTAR-1211Crangedbetween52°C (125°F)and 66°C (150°F) comparedto 121°C
(250°F) for the "as-welded"condition. A PWAof 1 hour at 1649°C (3000JF)priorto thermal
aging producedDBTTsin the range38°C (100°F) to -46°C (-50°F). Thebehaviorof GTA
weldedASTAR-1511Cwasquite similar to ASTAR-1211C. The DBTTsfor thermallyagedmaterial,
given a PWAof 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) fell in the range 52°C (125°F) to 93°C (200°F).
Thesevalueswere the lowestobservedforwelded ASTAR-1511_.
1.4 TUBING EVALUATION
. AlthoughASTAR-I211C andASTAR-1511Cwerenot speciflcally designedfor tubingapplications,
the femlbllity of producingtubingof the two alloyswasInvestigated. Tubehollowssuitable








:_ successfullyproducedby two methods. Hollowsweremadeby "rifle" drilling extruded
,_,_'_ roundbar stockand by direct extrmion over a mandrel. Thetubehollowswere conditioned
_', by machinlngto 2. 7 cm (1.1 Ioch) OD by 2. 3 cm (0. 9 Inch) ID. A processfor producing
{:_o_ ASTAR-1211Ctubingof thedesiredslze wasdeveloped. Theprocessconsistedof drawing
_:j on a mandrelat reductiom of 10 to 12 pement per po. at a temperatureof 204°C (400%)
_ to 316_C (6000_. ,Thetube hollow were Initially gtven a duplexanneal, ! hourat 1649°C )_.--,
mneallng ] hourat 13160C_400°F) betweendrawing passes. Themaiorproblematom
_i:; ei_:ountemdinvolved "tagging"the tube endto accommodatemandrelgrip, removingthe ,.,_,•,.,:.-_ _
drawntube fromthe mandrel,anddeterminingtheproper lubricant. Insufficient ASTAR-1211C :.!_i__tubingwm producedto pemit evaluation. ASTAR-1511Ccould not be "tagged" or pointed ....
due to lack of ductility and thusno tubing was produced.
:i:i 1.5 EVALUATIONOF FORGEDDISCS
;i!_ I_ alloyswere successfullyupsetforgedto flat discswhich rangedfrom11.5 rnm(0.455 inch)
_:,_ to 13.9 mm(0i 545 inch) In thickness. Upsetratim rangedfrom2. 8 to 3. 7. Therecrystallized
_:_i! _glng billets wereencapsulatedIn powdermetmolybdenumcans, heated_ 1538°C (2800°F) !i:_
_2: andthen forgedIn c_e blow in a high-energy-ratemachine. The'msultlngforgeddiscsof beth t
_; } alloysWerecrock fr_. Mechanical propertiesof the _ged dl_s were coml_mble to the
:_._,_,__




" 2. 1 BACKGROUND
Thlsprogramwasthe third and final of a seriesaimedat the developm_t of advancedhlgh
temperaturestrengthtantalumbasealloys for usein Ranklnecycle spacenuclearpower
systemsoperatingin the 1093°C (2000°F) - 1649°C (3000°F) temperatureregime.
The initial programof the serieswasconductedunderContractNAS 3-2542(1) and led to
_ tSe developmentof ASTAR-811C(Ta-8. 0W-1.0Re-0. 7Hf-0. 025C), a hffjhly fabrlcable,
weldable, creep resistantalloy. Duringtheconduct'ofthat programa numberof pertinent
_ observationsweremadeandconclusionsdrawnasto the characterof tar_talumbasealloys.
Theywere:
• Excessivereactlvemetal (Hf, Zr) additionsto a tantalummatrix severelydegrades
creep resistance. To retain optimumcreep resistancewithoutcompromising
corrosionresistanceto liquid alkali metals, the reactive metaladdition mustbe
maintainedat nominally0. 5 to 1.0 atom percent.
• Creepbehaviorwassignificantlyaffected by rheniumcontentwlth maximum
Improvementresultingat rheniumconcentrationsof 0. 5 to 1.5 atompercent.
Improvementsin creep propertieswere achievedwithoutaffecting shorttime
tensile propertiesor low temperatureductlIity.
• Optimumcreep propertiescommensuratewlth good"as-welded"ductility was
achievedby limiting carbonconcentrationswithin the rangeof 200 to 300 ppm.
• Partial or total substitutionof carbonwith nitrogenresultsin a still further
improvementin creep propertiesby the formationof a coherentnltrlde preclpltot|on
recmtlon.
ContinuedstudiesWire conductedin the secondprogramof the series, underContractNAS
, 3-10939(2) andwere directed towardhighercreep properties. 1he level of strengthening
additionsto theASTAR-811Ccompositionwaslimited by fabricatl_, andweldablqltycon-
" siderations. It was, however,apparentduringthe Initial Investigationthat relaxatle,'_of
7
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-_.-"._I theweldablilty criterion wouldpermitdevelopmentof alloys with higherelevated temper- _
_;.' ature strengththat would becompetitivewith hlghstrengthcolumblummodifiedTZM i:
> molybdenumbosealloy. ContinuingstudiesunderContractNAS 3-10939 weredirected " i3"'
;L tow_.dhighercreep propertiesby increasing, prinelpally, the tungstenlevel of the ASTAR- _
_ 811C compositionwhile retainingthe hafnium, rhenium,andcarbonwithin the limitsdis- " '_
_° " cussed. Small heats, 7. 3 kg (16 pounds) maximumslze, wlth tungsten levels mnglng from :!
_:::_, 13 to 16 atompementand rheniumlevels varyingfrom1 0 to 2.0 atompercentwere pro- :ii
:,i_.__.,/i ducedand evaluated. Theresultsof the programare summarizedin Figuresi and2. Sig- ii"
.!'_""i n|ficant improvementin creep propertiesof tantalumbasealloyswasachievedby increasing :i_
_ i alloy solutecontent A comparisonof thecreep strengthof the experimentaltantalumalloys i)
_ r _ with ASTAR'811C, T'111, andcolumblummodifiedTZM alloy is shownin Figure1. At ,%
t_, r * * t_m_ above 1204°C (2200°F), the experlm_ntaltantalum basealloys wereclearly !i
superior, even on a densitycompensatedbosls. It isapparentfromFigure2, that Increasing
::- salute _ontentabove15 percent, resultsin an abruptdecreasein roomtemperaturetensile
'_. ductility. Althoughthe elevated temperaturestrengthincreasesmonotonicallywith increasing
} solutecontent, o tradeoff in elevated temperaturestrengthmustbe madeto retain low tem-
p. peratureductility, sinceductility is one of the primerequisitesof tantalumbasealloys, c_J
_: 2, 2 PROGRAMOBJECTIVES -_
3
_, Theobjective in thisprogramwasto select two alloy compositionsbasedon the resultsof the ,;
_*i screeningstudiescarried outunderNAS 3-10939. In thisprogramlarger ingots12. 5 cm _-
ii!I' (5.0 inches)in diameterwere produced,processedto various mill shapes,andextensively _
;::,!:i evaluated with resp_t to mechanicaland physicalpropertle_.
!ii,_/:! Thealloy compa_itionselectedwere asfollows:
".,';. ASTAR-1211C - To-12.0W-l. 0Re-O.7Hf-0. 025(:
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, The Ix;maryselect;oncriteria _r the ASTAR-121]C compositionwasthe attainmentof hlgh
creep andyield strengthswhile malnmlnlnga moderatelyfabricablealloy. FromFigure2,
• the total solutecontentof ASTAR-I2iIC, 13. 7 atom percent, providesa low temperature
ductility level sufficient to permit the fabrication of sheetand possiblytubing. Theselection
- of the ASTAR-ISI 1C compositionwasbasedon obtaining the highestpmslblecreep andyield !
strengthsand still providesochanceof prmlucingmostmill products. It wasanticipated
that the productionof sheetor tubing fromASTAR-1511Cwould be difficult. Thesolute
L+ _ntent_fA_TAR-_5||Ce|6.7atampercenttfa_sinthereg_nwhereduct_ityIsdecreas_ngrapidlywith increasingsolu econtent, li !
2
}:+ 2. 3 PROGRAMPLAN
_ In orderto meet the objectives, the programwasdivided into five speclf]careas:
• Melffng and Processingof StartingMaterial
: • Processingand ECalu_tlonof SwagedBarStock
• Process|ngand Evaluationof Sheet
_ • Processingand Evaluationof Tubing
• Processingand Evaluationof Forg_JDiscs
Thepurpmeof the first taskwasto providesound,homogeneoustartingmaterial in a suitable
formfor the remainingfourtasks. To providethe requiredmaterial, two 12.5 cm (5.0 inch)
diameter ingotsof each alloy were doublevacuumarc melted. Priorprogramswere limited
to a maximumdiameterof 5. 0 cm (2.0 inches). Possiblecommerclalproductionwouldbe
demonstratedby thescaIo-up of ingot slze.
. In the secondtask, bothalloys were processedto smalldiameterswagedrod. Theeffect of
swagingandfinal annealingtemperatureon low temperatureductility, elevated temperature





selected. Extended physical and mechanical properties for standardannealed swaged rod /
were determined for both alloys.
For the sheet evaluatlon, a p:'ocessfor reducing both alloys to 1.0 mm (0. 040 inch) thick . :
sheet wasdeveloped. A major portion of the sheet evaluation was determining the effect
of fusion Weicllng or) the ductile-to-brittle tmr_tlon temperature _DBTT). The DBTTwas
determined |n bendln9 and tension for both electron beam (EB)and inert-gas-tungsten-arc
_._:_ (GTA) we_'Jedmater|al. The effect at post weld annealing (PWA) and thermally aging the _!
: DBTTof welded material was also investigated. "
" The feasibility of producing tub|ng from both alloy compmitlom wasalso scheduled for in- _+_
vestigation. This effort was conducted in coopemtlon with a commerc|al tubing manufacturer. _,
SK_Ia_ tubing _tN_ and equipment were utilized. ,_':
-#
Since there are many applications where forged partsare required in turbo- machinery for
space power generation, a shvdy involving the properties of forged discs was also included
in this program.
2.4 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES






3. 0 MELTING AND PROCESSINGOF STARTINGMATERIAL
Theobjective of this taskwasto providematerial for the evaluationtasksof thisprogram.
Theprocessingscheduleforachieving thisobjective is shownin Figure 3. Two12 cm
(5 inch) diameteringotsof eachalloy compositionwere txoducedby doublevacuumarc
melting. Theheatswere identified as follows:
H.eatDesignatlon
ASTAR-1211C(Ta-] 2W-IRe-0. 7Hf-0. 025C) NASVF--1000A
NASVF-1000B
ASTAR-1511C(Ta-15W-I Re-0. 7Hf-0. 0250C) HASVF-2000A
_IASVF-2000B
Thearc castingotswere processedto roundbar approximately7 cm (2. 6 inches)in diameter
by extrusion.
3. 1 FIRSTMELTELECTRODEFABRICATIONAND MELTING
Four¢'irstmelt electrodesof each compositionwere fabricatedto producetwo 12 cm (5 inch)
diameter ingots. Twofirst meltelectrodeswererequiredto produceone finishedingot.
Vendoraealysesof the startingmaterialare given in Table 1. Tantalumstrip, 0. 635 cm
(0.250 inch) thick by 2.54 cm (1 inch) wide wasusedwith tungsten,hafnium,andrhenium
stripsinterspersedbetween. A typical firstmelt electrodecrosssectionis shownin Fig-
ure 4. Carbonwasaddedas carboncordwrapm_clin tantalumfoil. Firstmelt electrodes
averaged32.7 kg (72 pounds). A fabricated firstmelt electrode is shownin F|gure5 along
with a resultingfirstmelt _ngot. Firstmeltswere madeusingAC power, 4500 to 4800 amps
at 30 volts to prodtcea 9 cm (3-1/2 inch) diameteringot. Thomeltingratesaveraged
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_ _ 3.2 SECOND MELT ELECTRODEFABRICATION AND MELTING
The secondmelt electrodes were composedof two first melt ingots joined together as shown -
_, in Figure 6. The secondmelt electrodes for ASTAR 1211C (heats NASVF-1000 A and B)
"_ weighed 60 kg (132 pounds)and 61.4 (135 pounds). The secondmelt electrodes for ASTAR "
; 1511C (heats NASVF-2000 A and B)weighed 61.9 kg (136 pounds)and 63. 2 kg (139 pounds),
respectively.
Melting of the secondmelt electrodes into a 12 cm (5 inch) diameter m,ld proved to be more i_
difficult than anticipated. The initial attempts to melt electrode NASVF-1000B using DC
power with a IX: stirring coil were unsuccessfuldue to poor electrical _ontact between the
starting pod and the maid bottom. Thin tantalum sheet wedged between the starting pad and the
mold side wall alleviated the problem. The am was struck at 30 volts and 5500 ampsand
gradually increased to 8000 amps. After 3/4 of the electrode had been melted, it wasnoted
that melti,g had ceased even though the arc was being maintained. It was also noted that the
buss bar carrying the current back to the power supplies was overheated. Melting was halted
to prevent damage to the equipment. The resulting ingot, which had excellent sldewall, and
the remainder of the unmelted electrode are shownin Figure 7. Inspection of the current
_eturn path from the mold to the bussrevealed several high resistance interfaces where exces-
sive heat buildup was occurring, thus reducing power at the arc. A new mold with a heavier
flar=gewas designed which would permit direct coupling to the ;etum bussbar with water-
cooled leads, thus reducing extraneous power losses. Electrode NASVF-1000A was melted
usingthe redesignedmold assembly. During the final minute of the NASVF-1000A melt, the
rate of electrode bum-off decreased significantly indicating o lossof melting power at the arc.
For this reason, no intentional hot topping op_ratlon was conducted. The resulti_lg ingot is
shownin Figure 8. Becauseof the reduction in melt rate during the first two melts, it was
il concluded that the available DC power, 8500 amps at 30 volts, was marginal for theelectrode/mold diameter ratlo being used. An additional 2500 ampsof continuousduty cycle






































!!_**_/I Thefinal two ingotsof NASVF-2000 were madewith the additional power. Electrode
"i , NASVF-2000A wasmeltedat an initial DC currentof 8000 ampsat 30 volts. As melting
'i
ii:i"/_i progressed,powerwasincreasedto 9500 ampsat 35 voJ_. However, melting had to be
_** stoppedafter 80 percentof the electrodehadbeencastwhen the pressurein the chamberrose
_;__ from2 x 10M torr to the 1 to 10 torr range. The p_um m_med to the 10-5 torr range
_ * immediatelyon cessationof melting. The pressureburstwastraced to the overheatingof a _
!, i mlcorta insulatingrlng.
:_
ElectrodeNASVF-2000Bwas.meltedat an Initial currentoF9000 ampsat 35 volts wh;ch
was increasedto 9500 ampsat 40 voltsduring the melt. Again _neJtlnghad to be stopped
•after 80 percentof the electrodehad beencastclueto the ruph,reof a wate,r_inecarrying
cool'ingwater to a power lead.
_i_; Informationconcerningthe arc castingof the four 12.7 cm (5 inch)diameter ingotsis given
• : in Table 2.
• i 3. 3 INGOT CHFJ_ISTRY
Uponcompletionof the meltingprocessand priorto encupsulat|onof the ingotsin _hemolyb-
denumcans, chemical samplesin the form of machinlncchipswere takenfrom the topand
bottomof each Ingot. The ingot endsweredivided Into threezonm to assessthe homogeneity
of the ingots. ChipsfromZone 1 were takenfrom the center area 7. 2 cm (3 inches)in dla-
meter. Zone 2 includedthearea betweenthe 7.6 cm (3 Inches)and 10.2 cm (4 inches)d!a-
meters. Zone 3 cansiste,Jof the areafromthe 10.2 cm (4 Inch)diameterout to the OD of
the Ingot. Thezonesare Illustrated in Figure 9. Solidsamplesfor interstitiala,alyses
were taken froma slice, approximately1.3 cm (1/2 Inch) thick, cut fromthe top of the ingot.
The resultsof the chemicalanalysesare givenin Table3 along with the specificationrange.
The accuracyof the chemicalanalysisasdeterminedthroughthe useof standardsis +_.0. 2

























rhenium are well within the specification range. The !ower values for the l_ottomsof ingots
NASVF-1000A and Bare the result of the pure tantalum chips which were used to initiate
the arc during melting. The ingots were cut from the starting padsat this interface in order
to conserve material. The dlstrlbution of hafnium, however, presented a different picture.
In general, the hafnium levels were slightly below specification range at the ingot bottoms :
and slightly higher at the ingot tops. The dilution effect of the starting chips, although
evident, does not account for tile consistent difference in hafnium concentration noted
between the top and bottom of all four ingots. One passible explanation involves the melting
point of hafnium. Considering that the melting points of tantalum, tungsten, and rhenium
are relatively close to one another (3000 to 3410°(:) and that the meltlng point of hafnium
(2222°C) is significantly lower, a zone refining effect is posslble where hafnium is rejected
to the molten pool as solidification proceeds from bottom to top. Additional chemistry checks,
which are described in detail in a following sectlon of thls report, indicated hafnium levels
which were very near to target values. _
3.4 METALLOGRAPHY OF AS-CAST INGOTS
Metallographlc sampleswere taken from the slice cut from the top of each ingot. Micra-
graphsof ingots NASVF-1000A and Bare shown in Figure 10; ingots NASVF-2000A and B
are shown in Figure 11. The mlcrographs reveal a typical cast structure wlth the dendritic
poffem more pronounced in the ASTAR-1511C alloy. Thls dlfference is tnost likely due to
sample location than to the difference in composition. The 1500X mlcrographs for both
compositionsshow a typical secondary phaseprecipitate which formedduring cooling of the
cast ingots after melting. Prior experience on previous programswith alloys of similar com-
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Figure11. Mlcrostructureof 12. _"cm (5 inch) Diameter Ingotsof




3.5 INGOT PROCESSINGAND EXTRUSION
The four ingots were conditioned and clad in pressed and sintered molybdenum in preparation
for extrusion. A minimumamountof material wasremovedfrom the sidewall of me ingots
dueto the e_ceJJentconditionof "as-cast"ingots. Extrusioningot data are given in
Table4.
The method used to encapsulate the ingots ih molybdenumis shownin Figures12 and 13.
The ID of the molybdenumcylindersweremachinedto flt the OD of each ingot. Noseand
endplugswere machinedto fit snuglyinto each endof the molybdenumcylinders. Theplugs
wereheld in placewith threadedmolybdenumpinsapproximately0.48 cm (3/16 inch) in
diameter. Thenoseplug hada 2.54 cm (1 inch) mdlusat the OD, andthe ingot wasgiven
a 0. 63 cm (1,/4 inch) radius. Thenoseplugswerea minimumof 2. 54 cm (1 inch) thick.
The ingotswere extrudedat the ARMCO AdvancedMaterials ProcessingLaboratoryin
Baltimore, Maryland (formerlyFansteelExtrusionFacility). Theywere extrudedat a re-
duction ratio of 3.4:1 basedon the ID of the pressliner which was15.2 cm (6 inches). The
clad ingotdiameterwas14.6 cm (5. 75 inches)/ the 0. 63 cm (1/4 inch) difference in diameters
providedfor thermc,I expansionand ingot lubrication. Initial pt._,scalled for a 15 minute
hold at the extrusiontemperature, 1650°C (3000°F), prior to extrusion. Excessiveoxldatlon
of the molybdenumcan in the "inert" atmosphereof theargonpurgedbell jar surroundingthe
heatercauseda shortcircuit in the inductioncoil, and necessitatedextrusionof the first
ingot, NASVF-1000A with onlya 6 to 7 minutesoakat temperature. The heating procedure
wasmodifiedfor the remainingingots. The ingotswere heatedto 1260 - 1370°C (2300 -
2500°F) andheld for 15 minutes. Oxidation of the molybdenumwasnot a problemin this
, temperaturerange. The ingotswere thenheatedto 1650°C (3000°F) for extrusion. Transfer
time fromshutdownof the heaterto completionof the extrusionprocesswason the orderof
• 10 to 15 seconds. The ingotswereextrudedthrougha ceramiccoated die with a 8. 25 cm















andramspeed,were notoperableand preventeddeterminationof extruslor_ccnstantsfor
thesematerials. Becauseof the speedof the extrusionprocessand the inertia of the gage
pointer, accurate visualobservationof the pressuregage readoutwasnot possible.
Theextrusionswere permittedto air cool to a temperaturewhichpennnlttedhandlingwith "L
asbestos gloves. About 1 hour was sufficient to r_c_, these condition,., The Fourextrusions
are shownin Figute 14. The noseplugs,which separatedduringextrusion, are shownin
the lowerporfior of the p'cture. All four extrusionswere pushedthroughthe samedie. The "!
appearance of tl._ ex_oslons aml the uniform diameter of the extrusions f_ nose to tail
indicate that the cooled die held up quite well. The diameter of each extrusionnt the nose
andtoll was8.22 cm(3.230 inches)anddid not vary morethan+_25.4 pm (+_0.001 inch)
from ext_sion to ext_slen. All four exh'uslon_ were bowed slightly near the nose; the
remaining2//3 of the extrusionappearedto be quite straight.
The molybdenumclad was removed from the extrusions with a pickling solution of 60 percent
concentratedHCI and 40 percentconcentratedHNO 3. Themasslvemolybdenumtall plug
wasremovedfromeach extrusionpriorto pickling. Theextrusionsof heatsNASVF- 1000A _ _"
and Bare shownin Figure 15. A 0.63 cm (1/'4 inch) slide, which contained the oxidized : "[
portionof the noseexposedduringcooldown,wasremovedfromeach extrusion. Exceptfor _
thenose, the diameterof the extrusionswasa uniform 7. 33 cm (2-7/8 inches)for heats :_
NASVF-|000A and B. Thediametersof heatsNASVF-2000A and B were not asuniform _,:




In orderto determinethe heat treatmentrequiredto recrystolllzethe extrudedbar stockprior _
to hlrther mechanicalprocessing,a heat treatmentstudywasconducted. A slice 1.27 cm





Figure 14. Extrusionsof ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C '_
¢
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the crosssection of the extrusion were given 1 hour heat treatments at the fol lowing temper-
atures: 1316°C (2400°F), 1427°C (2600°F), 14820C (2700°F), 1538°C (2800°F), 1593oc
(2900°1:), 1649°C (3000°F), 1816°C (3300°F), and 1960°C (3600°F). Photomicrographsof "
0
_: extruded and heat treated ASTAR-1211C, heat NASVF-1000A, are shown in Figure 16.* _:_
Photomicrographsof ASTAR-1511 C, heat NASVF-2000B, are showninRgure 17" The
mlcrostructure of the material heat treated at 1316°C (2400°F), 1427°C (2600°F), 1482°C -i:
(2700°F), and 1593°C (2900°F) for both alloys, whlch are not shown.,exhlblted essentially ._
i: the same structureas the "as-extruded" condition shownin Figures 16A and 17A.
Thls behavior was typlcol for both heats of each alloy ,=ompasltlon. The "as-extruded" _
structure for both heatsof ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C was partially recrystalllzed.
The 1649°C (3nJ0G°F)extruslon temperature was apparently hlgh enough, and the slow cooling
rote due to large mcssof material involved were sufficient to permit initiation of the recrystal-
Iizatlon process. This structure persisted up to the 1649°C (3000°F) annealing temperature.
The _terlol heat treated for 1 hour at 1647°C (31_0°F)was essential ly completely rec_stol-
Iized; however, a duplex graln structure was produced. Numerous small grains can be seen
with a fewer number of lane grains interspersed among them (Figures 16B and 17B.
After 1 hour at 1816°C (3300°F), a mare uniform grain size is produced yielding a structure
which is typical for this type alloy. (Figures 16C and 17C.) One hour at 1960°C
(3600°F) produceslittle change compared to 1816°C (3300°F) heat treated material (Figures _--
16-D and 17-D). i"
i Plots of the roomtemperature hardnessdata taken from heat treated specimensof ASTAR- _-
1211C and ASTAR-1511C am shown in Figure 18. A consistent difference of 30 to 40 _
DPH points between the twr ,:omposit|onsapparently reflects the effect of the additional
3 w/o tungsten in the ASTAR-1511C. The hardnessbehavior of both alloy co,_pasltlons with
:' • r
_ respect to annealing temperatures was quite similar. The "as-extruded" materlal, although
partially recrystalllzed, retained some residual stressesfrom the extrusion process. One hour
:: exposure at 1316°C (2400°F) resulted in a lowering of the room temperature hardnessindicative
_:_ _
, ,_
._ Plane of micrographsnormal to extrusion dlrec_lon.
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?of the recovery processtypical of tantalum alloys. Heat treatment at higher temperatures
re_jlted in a gradual increase in hardnesswith higher annealing temperatures. The increase
in hardnessis mastprobably due to resolutioning of the carbide phase, To2C, which was
precipitated at lower temperatures during ¢_ling from the extrusion temperature.
t
As a result of the heat treatment study of the recrystolllzation behavior of the primary
extrusionsof both alloy compositions, a 1 hour anneal at 1816°C (3300°F) was selected as
the heat treatment for all extruded material. Although | hour exposureat 16490C (3000OF) ;_
; appeared to be adequate for complete recrystallizatlon, the higher annealing temperature, ,
1816°C (3300°F), produced a mare uniform microstructure with no apparent increase in room
temperature hardness. _
2_
: 3. 7 PROCESSING OF ASTAR-12.1C AND ASTAR-1511C EXTRUSIONS
; The extrusions of ASTAR-1211 C, heats NASVF-1000A and B, and ASTAR-1511 C, heats
NASVI:-2000A and B, were declad. The molybdenumclad was removedby pickling in a
" solution of 60 percent HCI and 40 percent HNO 3. The extrusionswere sectioned to produce
seven billets approximately 12 cm (4-3/4 inches) long and three billets 4..t cm (1-3/4 inches) .
long of each composition. A diagram illustrating how the extrusions were sectioned is shown _
in Figure 19. The diagram doesnot showthe curvature in the extrusions which cuu_ed some
lossof material when the billet ends were squaredoff the axis of the billet. The billet ODs
were machined to produce a maximum diameter free of surface defects.
I.
It was noted during the "facing off" of billets A-5 and A-6 that there was a voided region - _ :_
*' commonto both billets at the center of each billet. A small diameter wire probe revealed _
;r
the depth of the void in blllet A-6 to be 1.9 cm (3/4 inch) deep. The void in billet A-5 was •
found to be 1.3 cm (1/2 inch) deep. The location of the vold in extrusion NASVF-1000A is i_i
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_ confined to a region around the ax|s of billets A-5, A-H, with minor indications appearing in _"
billet A-4 toward the nose of the extrusion. Minor indications were noted ,inbillet B-6 of _
S extrus|on NASVF-IOOOB.
An extensive analysis of the central bursting defect produced in extrusion and wire drawing
_- . r4)
wasmode by B. Avltzur . In his discussionof the factors which contribute tc, the formation
"} L
of the noted defect, AvltTur indicated that the defect is primarily a product of the extrusion
process and not n_cessorily characteristic of the ma.erlal. Materials which are considered to be
very amenable t_ the exhnuslonprocesscan be mode to exhibit the noted defect under the proper
circumstances. The amount of reduction and the inlet angle of Ihe die appear to be two of the
?,
" critical factors which influence the generation of the central burst defect. The criterion for
central burst as derived by Avltzur is shown in Figure 20. When extrusion is performed with a
; combination of s_micone die inlet angle (a), reduction (r), or friction factor (m) above the
solid llne, no central burst is expected. When extrusion is done with a combination of factors
below the llne, materials may or may not burstdepending on other lesswell defined conditions.
A review of the parameterswhich were used for the extrusion of the four ingots of this program
_ revealed that the ve,,dor used a sheardie (90 degree semicone inlet angle) instead of a die with
; i
a 45 to 60 degree, ;micone inlet angle which is commonly used for refractory metal alloys.
The combination ,f inlet die angle and reduction ratio, 3. 4:1, clearly puts the extrusion con-
ditions in the, ,nger zone according to Avltzur's criterion. Even under the adverse conditions
noted, the r, ior defect appears to be confined to the nose regions of extrusion NASVF-1000A _.
with mlno' ndlcations noted in the other extrusions, also near the nose. The presence of the
: defects " the extrusionsdid not hinder the evaluation of the moterlal. The billets cut from the
ex_ru: ,ns were allocated to the tasks in sucha manner as to eliminate possible interference of
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:_.... 3. 8 CHECK CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
. Resultsof the chemical analysesof samplestaken from the top and bottom of the "as-cast"
I
_: five inch diameter ingots, reported previously, indicated somevariation from target values
: part'icularly with respect to hafnium at the ingot bottoms. During machining of the primary
_+ extrusion, sampleswere taken for check analyses from locations indicated in Figure 19.
"_ The results of the check analyses for ASTAR-1211C extrusionsare given in Table 5. These
*: data indicate that the metallic alloying additions approach the nominal al Ioy composition quite
.... closely in the interior of the cast ingot+ The previous explanation for the apparent disparity
"_ in alloy concentrations, particularly hafnium, in samplestaken from the ends of the as-cast
+
ingot appears to be valid.
i
" 3. 9 ALLOCATION OF MATERIAL
A total of seven billets approximately 12. 7 cm (5 inches) long and three billets 4. 5 cm
(1-3/4 inches) long of each alloy com_itlon were r_lulred for the 4 remaining evaluationY












Sample Rhenium Hafnium Tungsten
Location (wt%) (wt%) (wt%)
nu n i i
A-1 1.05 C _9 12.2
A-3 I. 07 O.69 12. I
B-1 1.05 0.69 12. l
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4. 0 PROCESSING AND EVALUATION OF SWAGED BARSTOCK
" This task had two primaryobjectives:
• The development of a thermo-mechanlcai processfor producing swaged
bar stack wlth optimum mechanical properties.
• The generation of tensile, creep, and ductile-to-brittle transition temper-
ature data for materlal produced by the above process.
The programoutline for achieving the first objective is illustrated in Figure 21. A quantity
of each alloy was processedto small diameter rod using two swaging temperatures and five
final annealing temperatures. The effect of swaglng temperature and final annealing temper-
ature on mechanical behavior was evaluated by creep and tensile testing. The processing
schedule, which produced the optimum creep resistance and elevated temperature tensile
strength without adversely affecting low temperature ductility, was selected as the standard
working procedure for each alloy comrnositlon.
The outline for achlevlng the secondobjective is shownin Figure 22. Upon selection of
the optimum processin the initial investigation, sufficient additional .naterlol was produced
to permit a mere extensive characterlzatlon of material produced by the optimum process.
The development of mechanical properties included the following:
• Tensile properties from roomtemperature to 16,50°C (3000°F) at 343°C
(600°F) intervais.
• Determination of Polssonratio from room temperature to 538°C (1000°F).
• Determination of DBTTby Impact and by tensile loading. Tenslle loaded
, specimenswere tested in both the notched and unnotched condition.
• Confirmation of initial creep test results. Initial creep test resultswere
• obtained usingmultiple stressand temperature changes on a given test specimen. The con-




_. ThreeExtrusionBilletsof EachAlloy _
6.6 cm (2. 6 in. ) Diameterby 12.7 cm(5 in. ) Long
_ Anneal 1 Hour/i816°C (33000F)
_ Can in Molybdenum :
i: Extrudeto 2. 54 cm (1.0 in. ) DiameterBarat 1650°C (3000°F) " _
:_ ReductionRatio 7:1
Swageto 1.0 cm (0. 40 in, ) Diameter Swage to 1.0 cm (0.140 in. ) Diameter _ ,_
Rodwith ExtrudedMolybdenumClad Rodwith ExtrudedMolybdenumClad : ;
_ "in sltu" in the TemperatureRange "in sltu" in the Tem_rature Range _




Give Quantity of Material Produced ,
ByEachSwagingProcessa Final
Anneal at the Followina Tem_ratures:
1371°C (2500°F), 1427°C (2700°F), 1650°C (3000°F),
; 18160C(3300°F), and 1982°C (3600"F)
ConductMetallogra hlc and Mechanical _'
:; PropertyEvaluationfor EachSwaging
_ Processand Final A_neallng Temperature




5 Select Optln,umCombinationof Working •
Processand Final Annealing Heat Treatment ii
,
,D
_, Figure21. Schedulefor Processingand EvaluatingSwagedBarMaterial
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TensileJTests....... Determi!e Polsson Determ!neDBTT Conhrmotory"J
Creep Tests
RT, 316°C (600OF), Rat!oRTto 538°C 1 Ten_ile 6. 7 x 10_.N/m"649°C (120()°F), (1000°F) Impact
816°C (1500°F), i I (5 x 10" torr)982°c(!co0° _),
1149Oc(2100_F), Smooth Notched
1316°C (2400)F), Bar Bar
1482°C (270_!F),and
1650QC(31_X)'JF)at
I. 3 x 1._"4 N,/m2(1 x 10 ton"
e
Figure 22. Developmentof M_chanlcal Propertiesfor SwagedBa_




4.1 PROCESSING OF SWAGED ROD
4. 1. _ Extrusion
Three billets of each alloy composition were selected for this task. For ASl"AR-1211C, billets
NASVF-1000A-1, -2, and B-1. For ASTAR-1511C, billets NASVF-2000B-1, -2, and -4.
The billets, which had been annea!ed for 1 hour at 181.5°C (3300°F), were canned in pressed
and slnfered molybdenum for re-extruslon at the Expcrlmental Metals Processinglaboratory
at Wright-Patterson AFB. The canning procedure is illustrated in Figure 23. The molyb-
denum cans were machined to an OD of 7. 5 cm (2. 95 inches) with an liD matched to the in-
dlvldual billets. Can walls were generally 4.7 mm (~3/16 inch) thick. A 1.9 cm (3./4 inch)
thick nose plug was usedwith a 1.05 rad (60 degree) by 1.25 cm (1/A2 inch) level. The c lad
billets were coated ,ith Coming 7740 glass slurry prior to heating for extrusion. The glass
coating wasdone by heating the billets to 7"/°C(170°F)to 88ac(190°F)in an oven then
removing from the oven and applying while hot a colloidal suspensionof glass powder. The
heat in the billet caused the water in the suspensionto evaporate, leavlng a glass resid, "
coating of 0. 50 mm (0. 02 inch) to 0. 75 mm (. 03 inch) thick on the billet. The bottom of tl_e
billets were left uncoated. The billets were heated for extrusion in a 30 KW (4200 Hz)
induction furnace which was flushed contlnuousJywith argon. The billets were soaked at the
extrusion temperature, 1650°C (3000OF),for 10 minutes. The temperature was monitored
by meansof a tungsten-rhenium thermocouple in contact wlth the bottom of the blJlet. When
ready for extrusion, the bll lets were transferred manually wlth tongs to the presscontainer in
10 secondsor less. A graphite follower block was used to insurecomplete extrusion of the
blilet. The billets were extruded through a zJrconla coated die at a reduction ratio 8. 9:1.
Extrusion data are given in Table 7. Typical extrusionsare shown In Flgur_ 24. Billets
NASVF-1000A-1 and A-2 were extruded through the samedie. TJ'a first _'.truslon, A-l, had
a uniform diameter of 2. 62 cm (1. 030 inches) from nose to tall. The secondextrusion caused
a washoutof the zlrconlcrcoating on the d!e. The resulting extrusion wasstriated and slightly




?Table7. ExtrusionData forASTAR-1211Cand " _
ASTAR-1511CSwagedBarStudy
....... ExtnuslonConstants
_. Breakthmu_lh Runnlng :
_ Billet Reductlon
_ Identificatlon _ Ratlo* i (MN/m2) (ksl) (MN/m2) (ksl)". NASVF-1000 (ASTAR-1211C) :.
-A-1 8.9:1 521 75 6 501 72. 7 :
A-2 7. 95:1 ....
B-1 8. 9:1 520 75. 4 510 74. 0
NASVF-2000 (ASTAR-1511C)
B-1 8.9:1 462 67. 0 431 62. 5
B-2 8. 9:1 427 62. 0 401 58. 2
B-4 7. 4:1 410 59. 5 358 52.0
All billet_ extrudedat 1650°C (3000°F)andyielded--76 cm (~30 inches)of sound i
material.
" Diamefer of Contalner 2
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!of the die, the true reductionrat|o wascloserto 8:1. Eachof the remainingbillets were
• extrudedthrougha newdie. Exceptfor extrusionNASVF-2000B-4, thediameterof the '
resultingextruslonswere all within a rangeof 2.6 cm (1. 025 inches)and2.62 cm (1.030
_ inches). Thezlmonla coatingon the dle face apparentlyspalledoff duringextrusionof the
B-4 billet, resultlngin a I_wer reductionrotlo, 7.4-.1 anda largerdiameter. For some
inexplicable mason, the breakthroughand runningpressureduringtF_ extrusionprocesswas i
significantly lowerfor the ASTAR-1511Ccomparedto the ASTAR-121IC.
Theextruslons:wem_immed to removethe extrusiondefect at the tall end thencut into four ':
equal partswhich rangedbetween15.24 cm (6 inches)and 20. 32 cm (8 inches) in length !
dependingon the yield of soundmaterlal. A uniformcontinuouslayerof molybdenumclad
1.0 mm (0.04 inch) to 1.27 mm(0. ,')5inch) thick fromnoseto toll wasnoted for eachextrusion. =
:_
" 4. 1.2 Swaging
As partof the evaluation to determinethe effect of thermo-mechanlcalprocessingan the mech-
: anlca I propertiesof the twoalloys, two swagingtemperatureswere investigated. At thls stage -
• of the reduction processtho objectivewasto compare"hot" vs %:old"working. Fromthe
: primaryextrusiondata of the prior section, a temperatureof 1371°C (2500°F) wasselectedfor £
= thecold working process. Selection of a hot working temperaturewaslesscertain. Two
_, temperatureswere evaluated in a preliminary processingstep. Initially a swagingtemperature
of 1538°C (2800°F) wasusedfor hot worklng.
Theextrudedbarswith theco-extrudedmolybdenumclad intact werecut into four equal lengths ""
'" and numbered1 through4 fromtail to nose. Thus, ASTAR-1211CextrusionNASVF-1000A-1 ?.
becameextrusion barsNASVF-I _X)0A-I1, -12, -13, and -14. Theswagingprocedurefor the _
initial andsubsequentprecesslngconsistedof preheatingthe extrudedbars in an argonpurged
furnaceto 871°C (1600°F)then transferrlngto a hydrogenpurged furnaceoperatingat the .
swagingtemperature. Thebarswere reheatedfor15 minutesbetweeneach pass. After the
final swagingpass,the barswere returnedto the swagln{1furnace and held forone hour prior
to cooling to roomtemperature.
54




Rr_J_tlonsof 1.52 mm(. 060 inch)on the diameteror 12 percentwere usedat the larger
diameters. At told-way in theswagingopemtlon, the amountof reductionwaschangedto
0. 76 mm(0.030 inch) or a reductionof 14 pelx:entat the final diameterof 1.0 cm (0. 40 inch).
Thetotal reductionfromstartingto finishedsize wason the orderof 84 percent.
The temperatureof the bardroppedduring theswaging process. Theamount of heat lossin-
creasedas the dlam_terof the bardecreased. In the caseof thehot workingprocess,the
reheat betweenswaging passeswasconsidered_ufficient to facilitate recrystalllzation resulting
in a quasl-hotworking process.
The microstrucl_jresof ,tle finishedproductsare shownin Figures25A and 25B. The
material swagedat 1371°C (2500°F) exhibiteda wroughtstructure. The precipitate is a
carbide, mostlikely Ta2Cwhichhasbeenidentified in the tantalun,-tungsten-hafn|umcarbon
systemin alloysof similarcomposition. Thebar swagedat 1538°C (2800°F), Figure 25B,
exhibited a similarmicrostructurewith almostidentical hardness,351 DPH. The reheat
temperature, 1538°C (2800°F), wasapprox.matelyhighenoughto promoterecoverywithout
inducingrecrystalllzation, at leastwithin the shorttime periodbetweenswagingpassesand
duringthe 1 hourannealat theswagingtemperatureafter the final swagingpass. Theobjective :
of a "hot-worked" structurewasnot achieved undert_e given conditions.
A secondextrudedbar, NASVF-1000A-12, wasswagedto roe'. _49°C (3000°F). The
processingwasthe sameas previouslydescribed. The microstruct,.f_of the processedbar is
shownin Figure25C. Thecombinationof thermalandmechanicalenargywassufficient to
" promotecompleterecrystallizatlon. Theas-swagedhardnessvalues includean increment i
due to hydrogenpickupduringthe swagingprocess.
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A_a resultof the initial invest';gation,the swagingprocessfor convertingbothASTAR-1211C
andASTAR-1511Cextrudedbar to 1.0 cm (0.4 inch)diameterrodwasstandardized. Approx-
imately 406 cm (160 inches)of eachalloy wasprocessedto 1.0 cm (0.40 inch) rod. One-
half wc _aged at 137|°C (25(]0°F), andthe other half wasswagedat 1649°C (3000°F).
Thefinished rod retaineda molybdenumclad appmxlmately0.25 mm(0. 010 inch) thick.
Samplesof the swagedrodwereanalyzed for interstitial chemistry. Resultsare given in Table
8. The "as-swaged"material exhibiteda slight increasein oxygen level over the "as-
cas,_'' ingotchemistry,Table 3. Nitrogen andcarbonlevelsappearedunchangecl.The
hlghhydrogenlevel wasnot unexpectedandwasattributed to the atmosphereof the reheat
furnaceUtilized betweenswagingpasses. Themolybdenumclad on therod provldedoxidation
pmtectlonas well as lubrication for the workingprocess. A vacuumanneal for 1 hourat a
temperatureas Iowas 1093°C (2000°F) wassufficient to reducethe hydrogenlevel to below
lppm.
Theswagedrodwasdivided into five groupsand heat treated accordingto the programschedule.
Theheat treatmentswerecarried out undera pressureof 1.3 x I0-3 n/rn2 (1 x 10-5 torr) or less
for 1 hourat 1371°C (2500°F), 1482°C (2700°F), 1649°C (3000°F), 1816°C (3300°F), and
1982°C (3600°F). The m;crostmcturesof heat treatedsamplesare shownin Figures26
through29. Samplesof ASTAR-1211Cswagedat 1649°C (3000°F) werea Isoheat treated at
10930C(2000°F) and 1260°C (2300°F). Themlcrostructuresfor thosesamplesare shownin
Figure 27 along with the "as-swaged"structure. Thebehaviorof both ASTARalloysswaged
at 1371°C (2500°F)wassimilar. Bothcoldworkedalloys retaineda wroughtstructureafter
1 hourat 1371°C (2500°F). Recrystolllzationwascompleteafter 1 hourat 1482°C (2700°F).
Thegmln size, however_wasnonuniformin each case. A moreuniformgrain size wasproduced
in the material heat treatedat 1649° C (3000°F). All the mlcrostructureswere taken parallel
• to the rodax|s; thestrung-outTa2C preclpitotesindicate the workingdlrectlon. As the final
annealingtompemturewasraisedto 1816°C (3300OF)and 1982°C (3600°F), thecarbide
57
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/Table 8. Interstitial ChemlcalAn,'_lysisof
: ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511CSwagedRod
opm)
Identification and Condition N 2 0 2 H2 C
ASTAR-1211C-RoclSwagedat 1371°C (2500°F)As-swaged
NASVF-1000-A-23 12 17 37 260
i|l|
ASTAR-1211C-RoclSwagedat 1649GC(3000°F) As-swaged
NASVF-1000-A-13 21 48 31 240
ASTAR-1511C-RodSwagedat 1371°C (2500°F) As-swaged
NASVF-2000-B-12 13 27 27 250
ASTAR-1511C-Rod Swagedat 1649°C (3000°F) As-swaged
NASVF-2000-B-43 11 23 36 190
ASTAR-1211C-RodSwagedat 1371°C (2500°F)(Swaged+
: 1 hr./1093°C (2000°F)in vacuum)
NASVF-1000-A-23 - 5 0. 2 -
ASTAR-1511C-RodSwagedat 1649°C (3000°F)(Swaged+
1 hr./1093°C (2000°F) in vacuum)
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Figure29. Microstructuresof ASTAR-1511CSwagedat 1649°C (3000°F)and





precipitate was taken into solution and in somecases repreclpltated during cooldown from the
anneal_._gtemperature. The graln sl_,'efor hot worked material unnealed at 1649°C (30000[) i,_
and below was essentially the same.
Hardnessvalues for the swagedASTAR alloys are shownin Figure 30 as a function of thermo-
_- mechanical processingand final heat treatment. The hot and cold worked ASTAR-1511C i:
_: dlsplayed ha,dnessvalues whlch were comparable for each final heat treatment even after the
_ 1482_'C (2700°F) anneal. The hardnessdata for the ASTAR-1211C wo._more dyna_'4c. The _:
_ hot worked ASTAR-1211C exhibited a hardnessminimumat 1260°C (2300_F) and a maxlmum }
2 at 1482°C (2700°F) while the cold woricedexhibited a minimumat 1482°C (2700°F) and a
:} maximumat 1649°C (3000°F).
4
' The roomtemperature hardnessof the ASTAR alloys dependsto a great extent on the disposition
-,.;
of the carbon. The role of carbon in tantalum basealloys containlng small quantities of hafnlum
has not been fully explored and as a result is not completely understood. The variatlon in
hardnessof ASTAR-1211C as a functlon of flnal annealing temperature and thermo-mechanlcal
processingwas more extensive than the more highly alloyed ASTAR-1511C. The reason fo,
the difference in behavlor is not known.
i 4. 2 MECHANICAL PROPERTYEVALUATION
,_ The effect of the thermomech,_nlcalprocessingon mechonlcal propertles of the ASTAR alloys
: was evaluated by the following _rlteria: low temperature ductility, 1316°C (2400°F),
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Figure 30. RoomTemperature Hardnessof ASTAR 1211C and ASTAR 15l 1C ,,_ ,
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4. 2. 1 Low Temperature _echanical Properties
Three tensile specimensof each campasition, swagedat 1371°C (2500°F) and at 1549°C
(3000°F) were heat treated at 13710C (2500°F), 1482°C (2700°F), 1649°C (3000°F), and
1816°C (3200°F), and 1982°C (3600°F). One t_nsile specimen was tested at room temperature,
i
the remaining two speclnlenswere tested at sub-zero temperatures. Shoulder loaded round bar i
i
test specimenswith a 2. 9 mm (0. 115 inch) uniform diameter gage length 28. 6 mm (1.125 i
inches) were used for the mechanical property evaluation. Short time tensile tests were con- i
l
ducted at a constant strain rote of 0. 05 per minute, i
I
T"
The low temperature tensile 'ata For ._TAR-121 IC and ASTAR-151 IC r _d swaged at 1371°C
• (2500°F) and 1649°C (30(_. I-/ore given in Tables 9A and B, 10A and B, 11A and B, and
12A and B. TF, ":.v ten.rera';_Jreultimate and yield strengthsare shownplotted as a function
of test temperature i,_ Figures 31 and 32. The datu are presented along with curves for the
ultimate anr_yield strength of ASTAR-811.C( 1 ). Bothalloys, as would be expected, exhibited
tligher strength values compared to AST,_,_-gl 1C; ASTAR-1211C has 4 percent and ASTAR-
1211C has 7 percent higher tungsten content than ASTAR-811C. The increased alloy content
had a prono ced effect on low temperature mechanlcai behavior. _ar graphs in Figur_ 33
_nd 3" give com_arlson of the roomtemperature _ns|l_ properties for material swagedat the
.w._ "rklng temperaturesand as a function of final anneaffng temperature. No significant
• effect of swaging temperature wasevPJenced for either material. Material of both compositions
swageda_ 1.371°C (2500°F) and annealed at 1371°C (2500°F) exhibited a high yield and
ultimate strength compared to material swagedat 1649°C (3000°F). The difference in prop-
erties ran be attributed to the difference i, microstructure. The material swagedanc_heat
treated at 1371°C (2500°F) displayed a wrought structure, Figures 26 and 28, wh_le the
material swagedat 1649°C (3000°F) displayed a completely recrystailized microstructure, i
Figures 27and 2#. E×cept tar the 1482°C (2700°F)anneQ_ed condit'on, the ultimate strength







Table 9A. LowTemperatureTensilePropertle_of ASTAR-1211C
RodSwagedat 1371°C (SI Un!ts)
1Annealln_l Test Yield Ultimate Elongation Reduction_n
Temperature Temperature Stmngtll_ St,engt_h Unlform Tol_._! Area
(°C) (°C) (MN/mL) (MN/mL) (%) (%) (%)•
1371 RT 938/931 1020_ 13.5 19, 1 60. 9 :
1371 -157 !233/1233 1274 9.8 14.5 52.3
1371 - -196 1438/'1438 150"2 14, 9 tg. 1 45. 5 _
=J = -. =="- . .
1482 RT 796/793 865 t 5. 3 2I. 8 70. 0
t482 -157 7100/1076. -11_L4 12:5 18.2 65,4
1482 -196 1258/1258 - !32.7 _ 14. 4 16.4 35. 1 ,;
•z i_ • ?_ J
1649 RT ! 944/'9t4 _- 971 13.0 21.8 6!.9
; 1649 -129: 1169/_160 "_ :.1193 _9.2 14.5 52.4 "
i 1649 -157 1223,/1199 1234 _8. 2 13.6 48. 7 ,
1816 RT _ 858/:ff,.53 :. 919 "i4.2 21.0 5!.4
1816 - 73 986,_.84 I 1066 14.5 20. 9 36. 5 _:
1816 -129 1089/1_089 _ 1132 - 6.Z 6.4 6:7 -,:_
I
1816 -157 1163 1176 0.9 ..1.8 1.6 -:-i
i _ " ,_, w iii i I • i - z . .
1982 RT 695 853 _ " 16.3 22.7 39. !
1982 j -:0] - 888 925 1.6 1.8 3.9
i1982 -129 938 _92 2. 1 2.7 4.8 -i
1982 i --,46 " 784 936 17.0 17.0 13.9
0. 05/m!n. strain rate usedthroughoutest.
. * Doubleyield figuresam upperand lower yield strengths. Sk_gley_eldfiguresare




Table 9B. LowTemperatureTensile Propertiesof ASTAR-1211C
RodSwagedat 2500°F
Annealing Test Y;eld Ultimate Elongation Reduction
TemE_ature Temperature Strength* Strength Uniform Total in Area •(re c,e) (ksl) (ks0 (%) (%) (%)
2500 RT 136.1/135.1 147.9 13.5 19.1 60.9
2500 -250 !78.9/178.9 184.8 9.8 14.5 52.3 :
?
2500 -320 208.6/208.6 217.8 14.9 19.1 45.5
iwl ,_
2700 i(T 115.4/115.0 125.5 15.3 21.8 70.0
2700 -250 159.6/156.2 165.9 12.5 18.2 65.4
f
2700 -320 182.5/182.5 192.5 14.4 16.4 35.1
j i i., • q _
3000 RT 136.9/132.6 140.9 13.0 21.8 61.9
; 3000 -200 169.6/168.3 173.1 9.2 14.5 52.4
3000 -250 ! 77.4/173.9 179.0 8.2 13.6 48.7
J
3300 RT 124.5/_23.7 133.3 14.2 21.0 51.4
3300 - 1O0 143.0/142.7 154.7 14.5 20.9 36.5
3300 -200 158.0/158.0 164.2 6.2 6.4 6.7
3300 -250 168.7 170.6 0.9 1.8 1.6 •
3600 RT 100.8 123. 8 16.3 22.7 39.1
3600 - 150 128.8 134. 2 1.6 1.8 3.9
3600 -200 136.0 143. 9 2.1 2.7 4.8
3600 -50 113 7 135. 8 17.0 17.0 13.9
.OS/mlnstrain rate usedthroughoutest. •
• Doubleyield figuresare upperand loweryield strengths.




Table 10A. LowTemperatureTensilePropertiesof ASTAR-1211C
RodSwagedat 1649°C (SI Units)
• Annealing Test Yield Ultimate Elongation Reductionin
Temperature Temperature Strength* Strengl_ Unlfonn Total Area
(°C) (°C) (MN/m2) (MN/m') (%) (%) (%)
1371 RT 771,/744 872 13. 1 26. 4 48. 8
1371 - 129 995 1125 16. 7 20. 5 31.8
1371 -157 1050 1183 14.2 18.2 27.9
1482 RT 797/791 916 15. 5 22.2 25.8
1482 -129 1135 1169 13.2 19. 1 54.4
1482 -157 1095 1215 18.5 22.9 45.2
i
1649 RT 762 917 16. 1 23. 6 47. 6
1649 -101 960 1106 14.8 19.4 37.0
1649 -129 1009 1149 15. 1 19.0 35. 0
1816 RT 714 900 14.7 22. 9 36. 0
1816 - 73 855 1147 15.3 16.7 18.1
1816 -101 909 1079 9.4 9.4 4.7
1982 RT 712 880 13.7 19.4 41.0
1982 - 46 •1_ 848 984 7. 2 7. 2 5. 5
1982 - 73 809 943 5. 8 5. 8 4. 5
i
O.05/mln. _tralnrate usedthroughoutest.






Table lOB. Low Temperature Tensile Properties o,_ ASTAR-1211C
Rod Swaged at 300OAF -
?
Annealing Test Yield Ultimate Elongation Reductlr_n
TemL_erature TemL_erature Strength* Strength Uniform Total in Area
(OF) (oF) (ksi) (ksi) (%) (%)
2500 RT 111.8/107.9 126.5 13.1 26.4 48.8
2500 -200 144.3 163.2 16.7 20.5 31.8
/
: 2500 -250 152.4 171.6 14.2 18.2 27.9
2700 RT 115.7/114.8 132.8 15.5 22.2 25.8
• 2700 -200 164.6 169.5 13.2 ! 9. t 54.4
2700 -250 158.8 176.2 18.5 22.9 45.2
3000 RT 110.6 133.0 16.1 23.6 47.6 :
3000 -150 139.3 160.4 14.8 19.4 37.0
- 3000 -200 146.4 166.7 15.1 190 35.0
331;10 RT : 03.6 130.6 14.7 22.9 36.0i -
: 3300 -100 124.0 151.9 15.3 16.7 18.1
i
" 3300 -150 131.9 156.5 9.4 9.4 4.7 '
2- p
3600 RT 103.3 127,7 13.7 19.4 41.0
. 3600 -50 123.0 142.8 7.2 7.2 5.5
3600 -11;10 117.4 136.8 5,8 5.8 4,5
0.05/min strain rate used throughout test.
*Double yield figures are upper and lower yield strengths•
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i Table 11A. LowTemperatureTensilePropertiesof ASTAR-1511C
RodSwagedat 1371°C (Si Units) m
Annealing Test Yield Ultimate Elongation Reductionin
Temperature Tempe,'ature Strength* Strength Uniform Total Area
. (°C) (°C) (MN/m2) (MN/m z) (%) (%) (%)
1371 RT 1032/939 1086 14.7 27. 0 64. 2
1371 -129 1350/1313 1370 13.4 22.0 56.6
"!" 1371 -129 1353/1305 1371 14.6 23.0 58.3
,- 1482 RT 980//928 999 16.0 25. 0 67. 7
/
1482 -129 1233/1215 1280 15.0 19.0 27.9
, 1482 -129 1229/1217 1273 13.6 20.0 38. 1
1649 RT 962/962 984 15.0 25. 0 54. 8
: 1649 - 46 1084/1084 1032 14.7 22.0 34.2
1649 - 73 1118/1103 - 3.6 & 0 -
: 1816 RT 939/890 965 15.0 25.0 54. 9
1816 - 73 1080/1064 1122 13.1 20.0 38.0
\
: 1816 -129 1164 1225 9.7 1.0 16.2
1982 RT 875/858 904 16.2 24. 0 26. 9
1982 - 46 860/956 988 10.0 11.0 7. 6
1982 - 73 1002/999 1021 8.3 9.0 8.8
I,=
O.05/mln. strainrate usedthroughoutest.




tTable 11B. LowTemperatureTensile Propertiesof ASTAR-1511C
RodSwagedat 2500°F
Annealing Test Yield Ultimate Elongation Reduction
Tem_arature Temperature Strength* Strength Uniform Total in Area
("F) ("F). (ksi) (ksi) (,.%) (%) (%)
2500 RT 149.7/136.3 157.6 14.7 27.0 64.2
_ 2500 -200 195.8/190.5 198.7 13.4 22.0 56.6 i
2500 --200 196.2/189.3 198.8 14.6 23.0 58.3
2700 RI: 14.2.2/'134.7 144.9 16.0 25.0 67.7
2700 -200 178.8/'176.2 185.6 15.0 19.0 27.9
2700 -200 178.2/176.6 184.7 13.6 20.0 38. I
i,i
. 3000 RT 139.5/139.5 142.8 15.0 25.0 54.8
3000 -50 157.2/157.2 149.7 1,".7 22.0 34.2
3000 -100 162.2/160.0 .... 3.6 4.0 ---
_ i= :
3300 RT 136.2/129.1 140.0 15.0 25.0 54.9
3300 - 1O0 156.7/154.4 162.7 13.1 20.0 38.0
3300 -200 168.8 177.7 9.7 10.0 16.2
t
3600 RT 126.9/124.4 131.1 16.2 24.0 26.9
3600 -50 139.2/138.6 143.3 10.0 11.0 7.6
3600 -100 145.4/145.0 148.1 8.3 9.0 8.8
i i 4
O.05/minstra|nrate usedthroughoutest. •
*Double yield figuresare upperand loweryield strengths.







Table 12A. LowTemperatureTensilePropertiesof ASTAR-1511C i_
RodSwagedat 1649°C _al Units)
Annealing Test Yield Ultimate Elongation Reductionin
" Temperature Temperature Strength.* Strength,, Uniform Total Area
(°C) (MN/m z) (MN/m '_) (%) (%) (%)
• i:1 i i
1371 RT 928/911 999 12.6 20.0 52.2
1371 - 73 1109/1099 1173 14.0 23.0 49.8
i
1482 RT 949/942 1006 15.3 21.0 56.3
1482 -129 1251./1248 1290 12. 3 19.0 23. 0
1482 -129 ]262/1258 1298 10. 1 18.0 30.8
1649 RT 981/964 1028 12. 1 19.0 47.6
1649 - 73 1118/1115 1184 12.2 16.0 20.4
1649 -129 1277 1279 9.9 14.0 25.0
i
1816 RT 921/921 1004 13.9 20.0 48.4
1816 - 73 1106 1159 10.0 15.0 29. 1
1816 -129 1242/1239 1302 11.5 13.6 13.9
i i
1982 RT 878/873 965 _3. 5 21.0 24. 4
1982 - 46 964 1031 3._ 4.0 -
1982 - 73 1025 1080 2. 8 3. 0 4. 0
O.05/mln. StralnRateusedthroughouto_t. !






• Table 12B. LowTemperatureTensile Propertiesof ASTAR-1511C
RodSwagedat 3000°F
• -Annealing Test Y_eld Ultimate Elongation Reduction
_ Temperature Temperature Strength* Strength I_|form Total in Area i
C'F) _'F) (ksl) (ks0 (%) (%), (°_)
t 2500 RT 134.7/132.2 144.9 12.6 20.0 .52.2
• 2500 -100 160,9/159.5 170._2 14.0 23.0 49.8
2700 RT 137.7/'136.7 145.9 15.3 21.0 56.3
; 2700 -200 181.4/1_1.0 187.2 12.3 19.0 23.0
2700 -200 183.0/182.5 188,3 10,1 18.0 30.8
3000 RT 142.3/139.8 149,1 12.1 19.0 47.6
3000 -100 162.2/161.8 171.8 12.2 16.0 20,4
3000 -200 185,3 185.5 9.9 14_0 2,5,0
J 3300 RT 133,6/132_8 mr,,, 145.6 [ 13.9 20.0 48.4
3300 -100 160.,5 168_1 10.0 15.0 29,1
3300 -200 180.1/179.7 188.8 11,5 13.0 13.9
i i i
3600 RT 127.4/126.7 140.0 13.5 21.0 24,4 "
3600 -,50 t39.9 149.6 3.9 4.0 _ --- _
3600 -100 t48,7 156.6 2.8 3.f_ 4.0 i*,
?
_: O.05/mlnstrainrate usedthroughou_test:
! *Double qguresare upperundlower yield strengths.
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Figure32. LowTemperutureTensilePropertiesof ASTAR151IC Swaged







the strengthof eachalloy tendedto decreaseslightlywith increasingflna; ani,eallng temper-
* ature. The yield strengthof ASTAR-1211Cdisplayedanomalousbehaviorin th:; mnterial
swagedat 1371°C (_,S00°F)and annealedat 1371_C (2500°F), 1482')C (27000F), c*_61815°C r'
(3300°F)exhibited an upperand loweryield pointphenomenon.Material swageda_ 16490C
(3000° -F) with two exceptionsexhibited a moreconventionalstress-shalnrelationship. 4.
T
ASTAR-1511Cin mastcases"Jisplayedthe upper-loweryield polr,t behavior.
Themostdmmatlcbehaviorwasdisplayedby the tensileelongationwhich fell in a range
between19 and27 percen_r_rall thermal-mechanicalandannealingtreatment_for both
allay compositions.
In order to appreciate theaffect of prlol thermal-mechan|calhi_toryand final annealin
temperatureon Io,+,temperatureductility, t_e total elon&.,tlonandreducl"innin area results
are plottedasa functionof te,cttemperature in Figures35 through42. Tlle &-to pr_.r.ted
are the results-_ singlepoint tests,and someanomalousbehaviorwasevident. Thetrerds
that are shownare the importantfactorswhichwe,e considered. Boththe total tendle
elongationand the reductionin area for _.th ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cshowec_a
trendtowardlowerductility as fln._lannealingtemlx-.'aturewas increase_. _n:hec.:_eof
ASTAR-1211C,only materialannealedabove 1649°C (3000°F)displayeda ductile-i'o-brittle
tmmltlon with decreasingtemperature. Material _nnealedat 1649Cc (3000°F)ana below _,
displayedtensileelongationv,Jueswell abcve 1(3percent. Thiswastrue regardle-,so_ !
swagingtemperature. Reductionin areadata exhibitedsimilar behaviorfor ASTAR-1211C. !
ASTAR-1511Cexhiblt_ moreor lesssimilartensile-elongatlonandreduction-ln--area
behaviorwith decmasingtemperature.
Grain size is knownto havea slgnlficantinfluenceon the low temoeratureductility of re-
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_;_ of ductile-to-brittle transitiontemperaturehasbeen_noted(5). As graln size decreases,the _
_+._ transitiontemperatureshiftsto lowervalues. The tantalumbaseASTARalloys appearto :
behavein a similar manner. Asshownin Figures26 through29, the grain slze of eachalloy -;
increaseswlth final annealing temperature. ;
_:'., 4.2.2 ElevatedTem_rotureTensile Propee!.es
k_5_ Theelevated temperaturetensilebehaviorof swagedASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Crod
_ ._ stockwasevaluated at 1316°C (2400°F). The tensile testswere conductedin vacuum0F '_,+
r _;_-
_/_'] 1.3x 10"4N/2 (1 x 10-6 torr)or lower. The tensilespecimenshadthe samegeometryas I:}_
_'_:__ the low temperaturespecimens,2.9 mm(0. 115 inch)gagedlameter and gagelengthof i :{
28.6 mm(1. 125 inch). One speclmenwasheat treatedat each of the final annealingtern- >_
peratures,1371°C (2500°F), 1482°C (2700°F), 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and _!
1982°C (3600°F) priorto testing. Thetestswere carried out at a strain roteof 0. 05/mln.
Testresultsare listed in Tables13 and 14 andare depicted In bar graphsin Figures43 and 44. +]'i
Data for ASTAR-Sl1C were included for comparisonpurposes. /,_
+ The ASTAR-1211C alloy exhlblted little or no affect of swaglng temperature on elevated _
temperaturetensilepmpertles. Thedifference In propertlesnotedat 1371°C (2500°F) was }
•a_'Ibuted to the d|fference in mlcr_ctum. The _teriol, which was swaged and annealed !_
at 137i°C (2500°F), hado wroughtmicrostructure,Figure26A; the material swagedat 1649°C )_
(3000°F)andannealed at 1371°C (2500°F) hado recrystalllzed mlcrostructum. Theapparently _
r" I retained raiduol strum in the wroughtmaterial _m responsiblefor the difference In strength _}_
_ level at 1371°C (2500°F), The,ASTAR-1211Ctensile resultswere consistentformaterial i_.
'],'_?,,+:"( •iJ+nmmledat 1482_C_700OF) and olx)ve. TEe1815°C- (3300°F)annealedmaterial displayed '_
.+', ]t_ _ I!_/t strengthlevel of:the recry!mlllzed material. Thevariation In mechanicalprop-
+.... Wm _ enou _oattribute to the effect of final annealingtemperature,since i_
+++i_']:))++ :thl v_rlat+I_.+couldfoII-wlth|n..thenormol doto _otter bond, _.
_j, • . , . , + li-,,+,.,,+ + . ,.., +
...... _I, r_ + _, _ +_1 + +',+1 .... , , " + I'+: ....... ' +4+ ' h ....
,+..... .........- .... :, ...... .+ , -.-+•r; ++'+
._I_. " • • *,,'-" ''+' ,+ '" :' • ' -+',' + ,'+' :':' :
i' . • .+ . . ,;++.,,\,:y_,,'.._+ ,,++'+.?+,/+,.,.',+._+,-++ ,_,,+' _. ,, ,,;_, .'+ ,,, ,' . +, :'c ,++ + _., ' _"
++ .:.:i+-:'..... • _+•:I " •
I+ ,s_, _,,, +\ +,+_ , ,.. + , + + ,+ _ +_+ ++ +. • _, +.... ,"_
.:;;'_.,++,.,++-,,(.._,+,.+, '"/:,:']_,,,,,,'.+,:,:,+,+],'_, ++.,,,' +, ,,+, , , , , , '_+_.,,
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Table 13A. 1316°C TensilePmpertimof ASTAR-1211CSwagedat
1371and 164_C ($1Uni_)
,,, ............. ill roll I I
Swage Annealing Yield Strength Ultimate Elongation , Reduction
. Temperature Temperature 0. 2% Offset Strength Uniform Total in Area
(°C) (°C) (MN/m2) (MN/m2_ (%) (%) (%)
i III i i I J ii i i I i i I J i
1371 1371 487 - 520 1.8 16.4 66.1
1649 1371 293 396 1I. 0 26.5 61.6
L I I I I I I " ' " I I I I III I I I I I i
1371 1482 287 367 7. 7 13.6 45. 0
1649 1482 298 400 9.4 31.5 69.0I -ii :, [ I l lll i I i |ill H i i i
1371 1649 287 400 9.4 34.6 75.0
1649 1649 286 392 12. 0 30. 7 68. 0
-,, , ,,J -,,, , , i i i i i
1371 1816 326 446 7.4 20.0 67. I
1649 1816 316 442 11.0 27.4 66.2
!
I II lii I I II I I
1371 1982 303 417 8. 8 24.5 61.9
1649 1982 301 414 11.0 26.4 62.4
..... i ii ll;i , Hi| ii i i i "'








" Swagedat 1371and1649"C (Sl Un,ts)
.... , i i ira - ' , i =llllll • i ......
Yield
Swage Annealing Strength Ultimate Elongation_ Reduction
TemperatureTeml_emture0.2 Offset Strengtt_ UniForm Total inArea
_C) ("C) ...... (MN/m) (MN/m'_) (%) (%) (%)
" 1371 1371 494 , 527 3.3 21.0 70
1649 1371 492 527 I. 4 19.0 66
I lib II [
1371 1482 291 400 I 1.9 47.0 74
1649 1482 440 500 4. 8 16.0 60
-- • i i i
1371 1649 292 406 12.2 35.0 67
1649 1649 405 481 5.6 22.0 68
i iii i ii i i iii
1371 1816 298 411 11.9 32.0 68
1649 1816 403 481 6. 9 26.0 67
iii i ii i iii i
1371 1982 299 430 10.8 24.0 58
1649 1982 317 452 11.6 24.0 55
0. 05/m|n. strainratethroughouttest.
...... I ....... ]
j ............................
_ _ r _ Table 14B, 2400°F TensilePvopertlesof A_AR-1511C Swagedat 2500 and3000OF
' _ Swage AnneaIing Strongth Ultimate EIongat|on Reducfion
_!_"! Temperature Temperature (0.2 Offset) Strength Uniform Total "n Area
!i___! (OF) (OF) (ksl) Oa_i) (%) (%) (%)
.,_.;_;-" _ _ ....
_,_;_! 2500 2500 71.6 76.5 3.3 21.0 70
:_:_ 3000 2500 71.4 76.5 1.4 19.0 66
}_..!:_-",t 2500 271111 42.2 58.0 11.9 47.0 74 _.
_ _,! 3000 2700 63.8 72.5 4.8 16.0 60 ;
;_: ! 2500 3000 42.4 58.9 12.2 35.0 67
, ? 3000 3000 58.7 69.8 5.6 22.0 68 ?
:;_ 2500 3300 43.3 59.6 11.9 32.0 68 ;
): 3000 3300 58.5 69.7 6.9 26.0 67
I II II I II
._, 2500 3600 43.4 62.4 10.8 24.0 58 "












In contrastto the resultsfor ASTAR-1211C, the elevated temperaturetensile resultsfor
ASTAR-151IC indicateda possibleinfluenceof swagingtemperature. Material given a final
annealat 1482°C (2700°F), 1649°C (3000°F), and 1815°C (3300°F)displayed a significant
difference in mechanicalpropertiesfor the twoswagingtemperatures. Resultsfor mater,al
• annealedat 1371°C (2500°F) and 1982°C (3600°F) wereapproximatelythe samefor the two
swagingtemperatures. The1982°C (3600°F) final annealingternperature,as--mthe caseof
the ASTAR-1211C,produceda large groinslze--lnbeth swagedmaterials(Figures28Eand29[).
The effect of priorthermomechan|calhistorywasapparentlyminimizedby the 1982°C (3600°F)
final anneal. Thesimilarityof resultsfor the 1371°C (2500°F)annealedASTAR-1511Cwas
lesscertain. Themateriai swagedand annealedat 137i°C (2500°F) hada wroughtstcuctum,
Figure28A, while the 1649°C (3000°F)swagedmaterial exhibited a recrystallizedgroin
structure, Figure29A. Thesimilarity of mechanicalbehaviorwasmostlikely fortuitousand
wouldrequireadditional teststo verify the results.
BothASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cexhibited significantlyhigherstrength levelsat 1316°C
(2400°F) comparedto ASTAR-81IC with a similar processinghistory. ASTAR-1511C, in gen-
eral, hadhigherstrengthpropertiescomparedto ASTAR-1211Cin all processconditions.
In bothalloys the moststableconditionwith respectto mlcrostructureandmechanical prop-
erties occursin materialannealedat 1649°C (3000°F) andabove, regardlessof priorthermo-
mechanicalhistory.
4. 2. 3 Creep Properties
CreeptestingwasconductedIn accordancewith proceduresdevelopedunderprior programs,
NAS 3-2542 andNAs 3-10939(|'2). A shoulderloadedcreepspecimenwith a 2.5 ram(0. I
!i! .oor0.0no_on. w--na decd-weight loadmachineequippedwith a 400 llter-per-second ion pumpingsystemcapable .i . of maintainingan Internal pressureof 1.3 x 10"6N/m2 (1 x 10-8 torr) or better at test :_
95 I"
1975005014-113
_ .... temperature. Strainwasmeasuredby meansof an optical extensometer. Testtemperature
_ wasmonitoredandcontrolledby mearmof a Pt/Pt-Rh thermocoupleattached to the gage :;
section. _'
: A multi-load, multl-tempera_uretestingprocedurewasusedto determinecreep behavior. °
:_ One creep specimenfor each final annealingandswagingconditionwasused. Eachspecimen
_: wasinltiolly loaded to a stresslevel of 276 MN (40 ksl) at 1093°C (2000°F). After
establishment of a stable secondary creep m_, the load and _peratum were changed.
_ Generally, the stresslevel wasreduced, and the temperaturewas increased. After establish- _
: mentof a stablesecondarycreep rate, the loadandtemperaturewereagain changed. This
" procedurewasrepeateduntil the test temperaturereached1316°C (2400°F) to 1343°C
_- (2450°F)or the stresslevel droppedto 69 MN/m 2 (10 ksi)or 86 MN/m 2 (12. 5 ksl). Although :_
. _ ::
prior strainmayhave hadan effect on subsequentcreep behavior, comparisonof creep data :_:
:_
producedby the abovedescribedprocedurewith slngle-load, single-temperaturetest results _
producedand discussedunderanothersectionof this report, confirmedthe validity of the _
creep testprocedureUsedhere. i _'
_:.: Resultsof the multi-load, multl-temperaturecreep testsof ASTAR-121IC andASTAR-1511C ; ,:
_ are listedin Tables15 through18. Larson-Mlller plotsof 1 percentcreepstrain, asdetermined _,
fromsecondarycreep rate, f.)r each alloy are given in Figures45 and 46. Thetime to 1 per- !
cent creepstrain was determined by extrapolation of secondary creep rate in most cases.
_ Wherecreep strainexceeded1 percentduringa particular incrementof the creep test, the
actual tlmewasusedto calculate the Larson-Miller parameter. In Figure45, the data for ;
)_ materialswagedat 1649°C (3000°F) and 1482°C (2700°F) are the averageof duplicate tests. _"
_-. _.
11
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_ Table 19. Data for Post-TestCreep Specimensof ASTAR-1211C _,
° _,
;r i Total
_ I Swage FirstAnneal Initial Creep Total °
_: Micro- Gmln Tut Creep Pre-Test Post-Test _
_ graph Temperature Temperature Size Time Strain HardnessHardness
_':iI Ident. (°C) (OF) (°C) (OF) (ram) (hrs) (%) (DPH) (DPH)nl | n
<_:_'-I A 1371 2500 1371 2500 W 1274 7. 40 308 286
_ I B 1371 2500 1482 2700 0.015 818 4.36 297 277
_i; i C 1371 2500 1649 3000 0. 024 891 5. 12 339 307
D 1371 2500 1815 3300 0. 036 853 3. 12 330 279
i E 1371 25,00 1932 3600 O.120 796 8. 93 307 296
F 1649 3000 1482 2700 0. 02_ 1249 1.96 323 273
G 1649 3000 1649 3000 0. 026 600 2.51 308 274
_ H 1649 3000 1815 3300 O.038 865 1.79 305 276





with tantaluma_loyshasshownthat recrystallizafionduringcreep testing hasan adverse
affect on creep rate(6).
Thecarbonsolubility in the ASTAR-1211Calloy matrixwasalsographicallydemonstratedin
the seriesof mlcragmphs. Thetantalum carbide phase,Ta2C, which precipitatedduring the
1371°C (25(X)OF)swagingprocess,wasgraduallytaken back into solutionas the final annealing
Mrnpemture-v_ increased. _ carbonIn solutionthen repreclpitatedat thegmln boundaries
as large massiveblocksduringcreep testingat the lowertemperatures.
The material swagedat 1649°C (3000OF)exhibited a completely recrystalllzedmicrostructure
for all final annealingconditions. Thegrainsizesof the 1649°C (300COF)swagedmaterial
were similar, except for the 1982°C ('3600°F)onneatedmaterial. Material annealedat
1649°C (3000°F)andabovehadsimilar mlcrostructuresregardlessof swagingtemperature.
Grain size wasincreasedfor the 1982°C (3600°F) annealedmaterial.
4. 2.4 SupplementalTestingof ASTAR-1211C+
At the conclusionof t:le initial mechanicalpropertyevaluationof this task, foursupplemental
final annealingconditionswere selected for furtherevaluation. Theadditional final annealing
conditions selectedwere as follows:
• ASTAR-1211C- Swagedat 1371°C (2500°F) + 1 hr/1760°C (3200UF)
• ASTAR-1211C- Swagedat 1371°C (2500°F) + 1 hr/1649°C (3000°F)
+ I hr/1260°C (2300OF)
• ASTAR-1211C- Swa_edat 1371°C (2500°F) + ! hr/1815°C (3300°F)
+ I hr_260°C (2300"F)
• ASTAR-1211C- Swagedat 1649°C (3000OF)+ I hr/16490C (3000OF)





Thefi_t annealingcond|t|onwasselectedto Investigatethe temperaturerangebetween
1649°C (3000OF)and 1815°C (33000F). Material annealed 1815°C (3300°F) exhibited the
bestcreep resistanceof the five initial annealing temperaturesinvestigated;while material
annealedat 1649°C (30O0°F)andbelowdisplayedthe better low temperatureductility
behavior. The intermed|atetemperatureof 1760°C (3200°F)wasselectedto provideadditional
lnfommtionconcemlngthe effectsof final annealing temperatureon the low temperature
_ ductility behaviorandelevated temperaturecreep propertiesof swagedASTAR-1211Crodstock.
Therema;nlngthree annealingconditionswere selected to invest;gatethe effect of duplex
heat treatmenton high and low temperaturemechanicalpmpertlesof ASTAR-1211C. It was
notedduringthe processingof ASTAR-1211Cswagedrodthat matedal swagedat 1649°C
(3000°F)and subsequentlyheat treatedat lowertemperaturesexhibited a roomtemperature •
"_ hardnessminimafor annealingternpemturesbetween 10930C (2000OF)and 13160C(24000F).
Thiseffect is illustrated |n Figure30. The hardnessm|nlmawasverified by a subsequent
hardness tudy. Samplesof A_TAR-1211Cswagedat 1371°C (2500°F)were annealed forone
_ hourat 1815°C (3300°F). Sampleswere then annealedat 1093°C (2000°F), 1204°C (2200°F),
1260°C (2300°F), and i3710C (25000F). Roomtemperaturehardnessdata for the OJplex
heat treated samplesare given in Table 20.
Table20. _T Hardnessof DuplexHeat TreatedASTAR-1211CSwagedRod
m iii
Secondary PrimaryAnnealingTemperature
Annealing 1649°C(3000°F) 1815°C (3300°F)
Temperature DPH DPH
i ii ! i I
1093°C (2000°F) 298 298
12o4°c(22oo°8 - 288
1260°C (2800°F) 276 283 ..






The RThardnessvaluesfor theASTAR-1211Cannealedat 1815°C (3300°F) andsubsequently
heat treated at the lower temperatureverify the hardnessreductionnoted previously. Material
" subjectedto the threediffering duplex heat treatments,as listed above, were evaluated to
determine if the hardnessdecreasealso reflected a change in creep propertiesand low tem-
peratureductility.
4. 2. 4. l Low Tem_mture Meahanlca! Properties i
Mechanical propertiesof the four supplementalannealingconditionsare listed in Table21.
Roomtemperaturetensile data are plotted in Figure50 alongwith data for tl_ five previously
testedfinal annealingcondltlom. Theyield andultimate strengthfor the 1760°C (3200°F)
annealedmaterial were unexpectedlylow while ductility, as expressedby total elongctlon,
wasconsistentwith other results. Theyield and ultimate strengthsof the duplexannealed
material were lowerasexpectedand as indicatedby the lowerhardnessvalues. Therewas
no significantchange in the valuesfor.ductility of theduplexannealedmaterial.
Sub-roomtemperaturetotal elongationand reductionin area data for the supplementaltest
conditionsare plotted in Figures51 through54 along with data for the five previouslytested
final annealingconditions. Theelongationanu reduction in area data for the ] 760°C (3200°F)
annealedmaterial fell in line with the 1649°C (3000°F)and 1815°C (3300°F)as expected.
The resultsfor theduplex annealedn._terlalswere not as predictable. Thematerialannealed
at 1649°C (3000°F)/1260°C (2300°F) exhibitedelongationvaluescomparedto the single
1649°C (3000°F)annealedmaterial, while theoppositewas true of the 1815°C (3300°F)/
1260°C (2300°F)heat treated material.
. The mlcrmtructureof threeof the supplementaltestmaterialsare shownin F|gum55. The
photomlcrogmphswere takenof sectionedheadsof roomtemperaturetensile specimens. The
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...... at 1815°C (3300°F)shownin Figure26D. Boththe grain boundaryandgrain matrix wer=
_r t _ decoratedwith a fine precipitate whichoccurredduringcooling. Theduplexannealed
_'-, material exhibiteda fairly clean matrixwith largediscontinuousprecipitate confinedt_ the "
_:L grain boundary. ThesecondIowe_temperatureanneal, 1260°C L J00OF)wa_belowthe carbon
. solvuswhereprecipitation of the To2Cphaseoccurspreferentiallyat thegmln boundary. The
_ : removalof carbonfromsolidsolution wasresponsiblefor the loweringof the roomtemperature
_ ; _ hardness.
::L:. t
_: : 4. 2. 4. 2 ElevatedTem_rature Properties
#. _ The 13160C(24000F)tensiledata of the supplementaltrot urogramare plotted in Figure56
;!ii;_i*:"i alongwith data for the five initial final anneal conditions. The 176((:: (32000F)annealed
_:_' material data fall within a reasonablescatter bond with respect to the strengthof the five
_; " initial anne_._llngconditions. Fractureelongation valuesfor the duplexannealedmaterials
_;' werealso higher than the single temperatureannealedmaterial. Consideringthat the 12600C
_; (23000F)seconck,ry annealingtemperaturewasbelowtheactual test temperature, a significant
%:
_:_ difference in mB:hanlcal propertieswouldnot be expectedunlessa timedependentstructt_ml
%: changewasoccurringwithin the alloy_ duringthe secondaryanneal. Metallographically, it
-_L wasnotedthat massivecarbidesat the groinboundarieswere promotedbysL-h heat treatment.
_iii:,' 'i",i"i / Theseresultsindicate that the dispmltlo, of carbonIn thesealloys hasa significant effect
_i_;:i:.::i_, on shorttlmemechanicalproperties.1
4. 2. 4. 3 CreeF Properties {.
Theduplex annealedmaterialswe._.creep testedusingthe multi-temperature, multi-load ti
techniquepreviouslydescribed. Creepdata are listed In Table 22. A Larson-Mlller plot
of one pement life basedon secondarycreep rote Is presentedin Figure57. A reference
curve for singleannealed material, 1649°C (3000°F), wasIncludedfor reference. The
secondaryanneal, which wm abovethe Initial creep test temperature,1260°C (2300°F)ancJ
1975005014-138
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|316°C (2400°F) vs 1093°C (2000°F)_ appears not to have had any effect on the creep behavior.
The primary or highest annealing temperature appears to control creep properties. Grain size
_ appears to have a _m pronounced influence on creep behavior than dis_sit;on of carbon in
matrix.
4. 2. 5 Selection of Optimum ProcessingSchedule
_ The mechanical property data for both alloys were reviewed with the objective of selecting
an optimum working and annealing schedule. The optimized thermomechanical processwas
selected on h'_ebasis of the best compromisebetween low temperature ductility and high tem-
perature creep strength. Practical aspects, such as available vacuum annealing facilities _'
for large sections, were also considered.
: The following general observations were highly influential in the selection of the optimum
_. process.
• Material swagedat 1371°C (2500°F) required a minimumannealing temperature i
of 1649°C (3000°F) in order to produce a stable, uniform, recn/stallized grain
size. Material swaged at 16490C (3000°F) exhibited a stable recrystallized !
:i
grbin size prior to final annealing treatment. Becauseof the difference in micro-
structure produced by the swaging process, structure sensitive properties were
_ affected at the lower final annealing temperatures, and difference in mechanicai
behavior diminished as final annealing temperature increased producing slmilar
mic_structures in bath materials. =
• • Creep resistance tended to be better for material swagedat the higher temperature.
• Low temperature ductility as measuredby ductile-to-brlttle transition temperature " :









• Creep resistance is favored by large grain size produced by final annealing
. temperaturesof 1649°C (3000°F) and above. "!
• The economicsof materials processingfavors cold working of tantalum alloys
-'- over hot working.
On the basisof the above mentioned observations, the processingschedule selected for both _
: ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C, consistedof swaging at 1371°C (25000F) followed by a i
_ final anne_l of 1 hour at 1649° C (3000°F). _
: 4. 3 [_iVELOPMENT OF MECHANICAL PROPERTYDATA
• The final portion of this task wasdevoted to developing mechanical and physical property data
for both alloys, ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C, processedby the standard processing i
1
schedule developed in the prior section of th|s task. The data developed under this task
_rt|on are outlined in Figure 22. Elevated temperature tensile data from 316°C (61_°F) to _
1649°C (3000°F) in 167°C (300°F) increments were determined. An ultrasonic technique {
,v
was used to determine modulusdata to 871°C (1600°F) from which Polsson'sRatio was deter-
mined. The ductile-to-br|ttle trans|t|on temperatures, DBTT, for both alloys were determined _,
by impact testing and by smoothand notched tension tests. Finally, single-load, single tem-
perature creep testswere performed to confirm the creep properties of the al lays processedby !LL _ .L__ J_..! ..L,.._,,.l..|e
I
To provide the material for thls task, extruded bar stock of both alloys, which had been reserved, I
was processedto 10 mm (3/8 inch) diameter swagedbar stock. The material was swaged from :i
a nominal 25.4 mm (1 inch) diameter extruded bar stock clad in a thin layer of molybdenum.
" The barswere swaged in approx|mately 10 percent reduct|ons at 1371°C (2500°F) to the final
slze. Appropriate test spec|menswere machined from the swaged rod prior to the final heat







• 4. 3. 1 ElevatedTemperatureTensileProperties
Tensile property data for ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C at elevated temperatures are glven
in Table23. Tensilepropertiesasa functionof temperatureare shownin Figure58. The
straln-aglng peak in ultimate strength in the temperature range 549°C (1200°F) to 1149°C
(2100°F) wasevident. This behavior is typical for tantalum basealloys which contain an
! intentional addition of carbon. (
: 4. 3. 2 ElasticProperties
_ Elastlcpmpertlesof ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cwere determinedin the temperature i
rangeof roomtemperatureto 877°C (1609°F) in 11l°C (200°F) increments. ShearandYoung's
madulil were c;etermlned by Panametrics,a subsidiary of Esterline Corporation of Waltham,
Mass. The determinations were made using an ultmsonlc thin-line technique developed by
Panametrlcs(7) . Recrystalllzedsamples3. 2 mm (0. 125 inch) in diameterby 7. 62 cm (3 inches)
longwere used. Elevatedtemperaturetestswereconductedin vacua. Resultsare given
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E = Young'sModulus
G = ShearModulus '_












ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511CProducedby the StandardProcess(SI Un|ts)
ASTAR-1211C
i .i
Test Yield Ultimate Elon_lation Reduction
IP
Temj:emture Strength Streng_ Uniform Total in Area
(MN/mz) (MN/mZ) (%) (%) (%)i
3_,6 .....
649 477 724 13. 0 17.6 61.5
816 361 ?24 13. 0 16.6 58. 1
982 334 638 15.2 19.4 64:3
1149 337 564 10. 9 19.0 67. 8
1316 268 359 8.0 38. 9 73. 4
1482 250 286 4. 5 30. 1 39.6
1649 199 204 2.3 54. 7 72. 3
i ii
ASTAR-1511C
316 676 733 9. 0 15.2 66.3
649 582 788 9. 9 13. 9 52.5
816 457 800 15. 5 17.5 58.2
o&?9 -'36-8 745 18.9 21.3 58. 8
i 1149 359 699 18. 8 23. 3 62.1
1316 288 403 9. 4 28.6 61.5
1482 274 331 5. 3 36. 8 58. 0
1649 242 244 0. 7 46. 2 49. 2








Table 23B. Elevated TemperatureTensilePropertiesof
ASTAR-1211Cand ASTAR-1511CProducedby the StandardProcess
• ASTAR-1211C
_ Test Yield Ultimate . Elongation Reduction
TemL_erature Strength Strength Uniform Total in Area J_
(OF) (ksl) (ksl) (%) (%) (%)
-- ! i i
_ 600 .....
1200 69.2 105.9 13.5 17.6 61.5
_ 1500 52.3 104.9 13.0 16.6 58. 1
. 1800 48.4 92.4 15.2 19.4 64. 3
J
2100 48. 8 81.7 10. 9 19.0 67. 8
2400 38.8 52. 1 8. 0 38. 9 73.4
= 2700 36. 2 41.4 4. 5 30. 1 39.6 :
3000 28. 9 29. 5 2.3 54. 7 72. 3
ASTAR-151IC
_; 600 98. 0 106.2 9. 0 15. 2 66. 3
.._
_ 1200 84. 3 114.2 9. 9 13. 9 52.5
1500 66.3 115.9 15.5 17.5 58.2
1800 53. 3 108.0 18.9 2i. 3 _U.U
2100 52. 1 101.3 18.8 23. 3 62. 1 ;
2400 41.8 58.4 9. _, 28. 6 61.5
_ 2700 39. 7 48. 0 5. 3 36. 8 58. 0
3000 35. 0 35.4 0. 7 46.2 49. 2











Temperature Your_'s !._:lulus ShearModulus Poiss_n's
(OC) (OF) (GN/m2) (pslxl06) (GN/m 2) (pslxl06) Ratio "
RT RT 196.1 28.42 74.7 10.82 0.313
i 93 200 195.3 28. 30 74. 0 10.72 0. 319 -_
_ 208 407 193. 1 27. 98 73. 3 10. _3 0. 316
315 598 191.8 27,80 72.7 10.54 0,318
438 821 190.1 27.55 72.0 10.44 0.319
543 1010 188.8 27.37 71.6 10.37 0.319
651 1204 187.2 27.13 70.9 10.28 0.319
763 1405 1B5.1 26.83 70.5 10.22 0.312 _:
877 1609 184,0 26.66 70.1 10.16 0.312
ASTAR-1511C
ii i ii i ii ii ii ii
RT RT 199. 1 28. 85 76. 8 1I. 13 0. 296
:' 82 179 198.2 28. 72 76. 1 11.03 0. 302
; 191 376 196.4 28. 47 75. 7 10. 97 0. *"97
299 570 195. 1 28. 28 75. 3 10. 91 0. 296 _
421 791 193.4 28,03 74.7 10.83 0,294 :_
527 980 1.92. 0 27"83 74. 1 10. 74 0. 295
635 1175 190.9 27. 67 73.6 10.66 0, 298 :
745 1374 189.7 27. 49 72. 9 10.57 0. 300
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Figure59. Elastic Propertiesof ASTAR-1211Cand ASTAR-1511C
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4. 3. 3 Ductlle-to-B_ittle TmnsltlonTem_rature Behavior "
The ductile--_.-brittle behavior of ASTAR-121|C and ASTAR-151TC processed by the standard
processwere determinedby impact testingandby smoothand notchedtension_ests. _-
:+I
4. 3. 3. i !mp_c,t.P,rpperties ++-
,]
Impacttestsof ASTAR--1211CandASTAR-1511Cwereconductedovera temperaturerange
+ fromroomtemperatureto 538°C (1000° F). Thenotchedspecimenswere cylindrical in shape
with a majordiameterof 5. 7 mm(0. 225 inch) anda minordiameterof 3. 8 mm(0. 150 inch), i:
+
Thespecimenswere 28.6 mm(1. 125 inches)long. Theywere machinedwith an included +
angleof 0. 78 md (45°) with a root radiusof 12. 7 IJm(0.005 inch). Thestressconcentration ..
factor, Kt, was3. 8. Thespecimenswere testedin a BaldwinImpact tester of Bell Telephone
Laboratorydesignforminiature specimens. The machinehada capacity of 21.7 .I (192 inch- :
pounds). Thespecimenswere heatedin place with a hot-air torch until an attached shielded _+
thermocoupleindicated the desiredtest temperature. The temperaturewasstabilized by _:++
holdingat temperatureForseveralminutes, then the test wasconducted. Testresultsare
recordedin Table 25. Thedata are plotted in Figure60. _
Theplot of absorbedenergyForbothalloys doesnot exhibit classical impact behavior. Only _
a gradual increasein absorbedenergy isshown;no abrupttmn_ition to ductile behaviorwasnoted.
+++,
,<
Examinationof the Fracturedsurfacesby optical microscopyrevealed little or no evidence of
ductile fracturebehavior, evenat 538°C (1000OF). SEMmicragraphscf the fracture surfaces /_
are shownIn Figure61. Figures61A, B, andC showFracturesurfacesof ASTAR-1211C. In
Figure61D, the Fracturesurfaceof ASTAR-1511Ctestedat 538°C (1000°F) is shown. In all
cases, classical surfaceFeaturesindicating brittle cleavage type Failure is evident. The ' _,












(°C) (OF) (Joules) (in-lbs.) (Joules) (in-lbs.)
i
RT RT 2.0 17.8 1.1 9.6
260 500 4. 4 38. 4 - -
316 600 - - 3.2 28. 8
427 800 6. 6 58.6 - .-
538 1000 10.0 89. 3 4. 4 38.4
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4. 3.3.2 Low Temperature Tensile Properties
Low temperature ductile behavior of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C wasdetermined in
tension for smoothand notched specimens. The notched specimen had a major diameter of
4.6 mm(0. 180 inch) and a minor diameter of 3.2 mm (0. 125 inch). The notch angle was
1.02 rad (60°) with a root radius of 17,,8 pm (0. 007 inch) giving a stressconcentration factor,
Kt, of 3. 1.
Tensile tests of both smoothand notched specimens were conducted at the some temperatures
over the range roomtemperature to -196°C (-320°F). The test results are tabulated in
Table 26. In Figure 62, total elongation and reduction in area for unnotched testsare plotted
as a function of test temperature. ASTAR-1211C exhibited a lower transltlon-temperature to
brittle behavior compared to ASTAR-1511C. Th higher alloy content in ASTAR-1511C was
responsiblefor the higher DBTT in ASTAR-1511C. Thls behavior was not unexpected. The
notched-unnotched strength ratios are given in Table 27.
The notched-unnotched ratio for both alloys was well over 1.0 at room temperature and in
each case decreased as test temperature decreased. In r,elther case, did the ratio fall
below 1.0 indicating a reasonable resistance to notch sensitivity for both alloys under the
_ imposedtest conditions.
4. 3. 4 Creep Properties
Confirmatory creep testing was _onducted to deten_ine the creep properties of ASTA_-1211C
and ASTAR-1511C produced by the standard proce.-_.. The purposeof the test programwas to
expand the data base with respect to creep behavior. Creep testswere conducted using a
slngle-load, single temperature te_t procedure. The pertinent creep data are given in
Table 28. The actual creep curves are _hownin Figure 63 for ASTAR-1211C and in Figure
64 for ASTAR-1511C. A Larson-Miller plc,t of 1 percent creep as determined from the curves
is shown in Figure 65.
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° Table 27. LowTemperatureNotched-UnnotchedStrengthRatio
of ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511C
TestTemperature Notched-UnnotchedStrengthRatloi
(°C) (°F) ASTAR-1211C ASTAR-1511C
ii
RT RT 1.60 1.54
- 73 -100 1.55 1.27
-129 -200 1.40 1.20
-157 -250 1.19 -
-196 -320 1.18 1.06
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The creep curve shapesare typical for tantalum basealloys and have been observed in priorr, _
•, programs( 2, 8 ). In the high stress, low temperature test for each alloy, a primary or first _
stage was noted. In the case of ASTAR-1211C, a classical secondstage occurred with a '
constant creep rate. In all other tests, the creep rate increased constantly with time. The
, I.arson-Miller parameterswere calculated from secondary creep rates, when available, or
:_ actual time to 1 percent creep_ when a constant secondary creep rate was not in evidence. :
Included on the Larson-Miller plot are data from the multi-load, multl-temperature tests
conducted as part of the screening program in the prior section of this task. Also included
under data for T-111 and ASTAR-811C, developed on prior programs(1'2).
2
_ The resultsof the slngle-load-temperature creep tests when compared to the resultsof the _
, multi-load-temperature cn;ep testswere as predicted. In the multi-load-temperature creep i
tests, prior strain apparently affected subsequentcreep properties as temperature and load
changes were made. Prior experience indicated that the multi-load-temperature test results
proceeded( 8 ).would become conservatlve as the test The slngle-I_d-temperature data
are more representative of the creep behavlor of both alloys. Data for T-111 and ASTAR-811C
awere also included for comparison. The effect of the higher Iloymg addition of tungsten is
quite evident at the lower temperatures and higher stresslevels. The difference in creep
properties dlmlnlshed as test temperature increased. The difference was still quite significant
at the 130 MN/m 2 (2(I ksl) stresslevel. The 104 MN/m 2 (15 ksl) results for ASTAR-1511C
appear to be anomolu:_. There was no rationale to explain the reversal of creep behavior










5• 0 PROCESSING AND EVALUATION OF SHEET
The objective of this task was to produce and evaluate ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C
sheet. The probability of rolling ASTAR-1511C to sheet wasconsidered quite low due
. to the hlgh solute content of the alloy• Initially, the processingschedule outlined in Figure
66 was used to produce ASTAR-1211C sheet• The sameschedule with minor modifications
was used to produce a limited quantity of ASTAR-_.511C sheet.
The sheet evaluation programconsisted primarily of characterization of weld deformation
behavior in tension and bending. The evaluation schedule is outlined in Figure 67.
5. 1 PROCESSING OF ASTAR-1211C AND ASTAR-1511C SHEET
5. 1.1 Extrusionand Forging of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C
In order to expedite the production of ASTAR-1211C sheet and galn information on the
extrusion, forging, and roJJlngprocess,a pilot billet was processedto sheet initially to
establish the working procedures. The pilot billet was prod_.,:,edfrom the second melt electrode
stubs remaining from the casting of heat NASVF-1000A and B. The electrode stubswere cut
longitudinally and fabricated into an electrode suitable for melting into a 7• 1 cm (2.8 inch) i
diameter mold usingAC power. The resulting lngot, deslgnated NASVF-1000C, was machined
to a 6.6 cm (2.6 inch) diameter by 12. 7 cm (5 inch) long billet for extrusion. The pilot
billet and subsequentASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C billets designated for utilization ;n
this task were encapsulated in pressedand slntered molybdenumcans as shown in Figure 23
and described in Section 4. 1.1. The canned billets were extruded to a sheet bar configuration
at the Experimental Metals ProcessingLaboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB. Data for the
extrusion of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C billets to sheet bar are presented in Table 29.
A typical sheet bar extrusion is shownin Figure 68. The extrusion temperature was 1649°C
(3000°F), and the reduction ratios were nominal 4:1. The resulting extrusions were
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: Annealed Re-extruslon Billets
6.6 cm (2.6 inches) diameter by 12.7 cm (5 inches) long _
'?
i-
;_ Clad in PowderMet Molybdenum Cans
Clad Billet Size -7. 6 cm (3 inches)diameter by 16.5 cm (6-1/2 inches) long
!-
Extrude to Sheet Bar 5. 1 cm (2. 0 inches) wide by 2, 5 cm (1 inch) thick4:1 Extrusion Ratio at 1649°C (3000°F)
I
_ Cut Extrusionsto 10.2 cm (4 inches) to 15.4 cm (6 inches) lengths
_: Inspect and anneal - hour/1815°C (3300°F)
' Heat to 1316°C (2400°F) and Forge to Plate ;
50 Percent Reduction ;
-?
RemoveMolybdenum Clad, Condition, Inspect ;_
: and Anneal 1 hour,/18150C (3300°F)
• I
!_ Roll to 1 mm (0. 040 inch) Thick Sheet
Initial Rollln_, Temperature 316°C (600OF)
Determlne RecrystaI llzatlan Behavlor
Finished Sheet Conditioned, Inspected, and
_ Annealed I hour/1649°C (3000°F)


















One Hourat 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C(3300°F)
and 1982°C (3600°F)
DetermineDBTTfor TensileandBendModssof EBand GTA Welded Sheet
in "As-welded"and PostWeld AnnealedConditions
I
ThermalStabili'tyEvaluationof PostWeld Annealedand "As Welded" Sheet
Aged1000 hoursat 1093°C (2100°F), 1316°C (24000F), and 1260°C (2600°F)
I
Metallographlc Evaluationto Include Optical, HardnessMeasurements,
and X-ray Diffractlon Analysisof ExtractedResidues
Select StonderdPostWeld AnnealingTreatment
P






Billet Identification Ratio (MN/m 2) (ks|) (MN/m2) (ks|)
;; .... i i
NASVF-1000 (ASTAR-1211C)i,
• C 4. 3:1 537 77, 8 497 72.0
, B2 4. 1:1 646 93.7 618 89.5
B3 4. 4-1 462 67. 0 388 56.3
i , ill ,i
_* NASVF-2000 (ASTAR-1511C)
J
A-1 4. 2:1 480 69. 6 428 b2, 0
_ A-2 4. 4:1 458 66.4 397 57. 5
C
L;
, All billets extrudedat 1649°C (3000°F)andy|elded 38 cm (15 inches)of soundmaterial.
area of confiner
• Reduction Rat|o -
em._ sectfonal arm of extrus|on
;_ 148
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approximately 5. 0 cm (2 inches) wide by 2.5 cm (1 inch) thick with 6.5 mm (0. 25 inch) radii
at the comers. The extrusion lengths varied from 51 cm (20 inches) to 60 cm (23.5 inches).
The noseand tail were cropped from each extrusion as shown in Figure 68. The remaining
. soundmaterial wascut into three equal lengths generally 12.5 cm (5 inches) to 15.0 cm
/
(6 inches) long. The front one-third of the extrusion was designated with a "N", center
section with a "C"_ and the tall secticn with a "T".
The extrusion bar stock was cleaned by sand blasting to remove oxidized scale from the surface
then vacuumannealed for 1 hour at 1815°C (3300°F) to completely recrystalllze the mlcrc
structure. The co-extruded molybdenumclad was left intact to provide protection from the
atmosphereduring the forging operation.
For forging, the extruded bar stock sections were heated, one at a time, in an induction coil
situated in an argon purged container. The pieces were heated to 1316°C (2400OF) and
soaked for 10 minutes at temperature. The pieces were then transferred to the Dynopak, a
hlgh-energy-rate forging machine, and forged to plate in 1 hour. Reductionswere on the
order of 45 percent. The molybdenumclad was chemically removed from the forged plates.
A set of forged plates of ASTAR-1511C is shown in Figure 69. In general, only minor edge
cracking at the endswhere molybdenumclad was lacking was noted. The forged plates were
trimmed to rectangular shape, approximately 5. 0 cm !2 inches)wide by 15 cm (16 inches)
long. The m surfaceswere machined to produce s,-,_+_, even parallel surfaces for rolling.
! Approximatel), d. 6 mm (0. 025 inch) was removed from each surface. The plates were then
vacuumannealed 1 hour at 1815°C (3300°F).
5. 1.2 Rolling of ASTAR-1211C Sheet
A pilot run was conducted_ initially to determine the rolling characteristics of ASTAR-1211C.
: One plate, designated NASVF-1000CN, was rolled at 482°C (900°F)at 10 percent reduction







intermediateanneal. At n thicknessof 1.9 mm(0.075 inch) doublepassesat the same
mill settlngwere require-:to achieve the desiredreduction. At 1.27 mm (0. 050 inch), the
separatingforceof the mill wasnot sufficient to reducethe sheetany further. The rolling
mill usedwasa Stanattwo-high laboratoryrolling mill with 19. 32 cm (8 inch) diameterrolls.
Thetotal reductionfromplate to 1.27 mm(0.050 inch) thlck sheetwas87 percent. The
sheetwasglvena stress-rellefannealof 1 hourat 1093°C (2000°F) in vacuum. Thesheet
: wastheneasily finish rolled to a final thicknessof 1.0 mm(0.040 inch). The final total
reductionfromplate to 1.0 mm(0. 040 inch) sheetwas89 percent. In view of the high
resistanceto deformationencounteredat the high reduction, the rollingschedulewasrood-
: ifled.
Two plates, NASVF-1000CM and CT, were rolled 60 percentat the rate of 10 percent
reductionper rolling passthroughthe mill thenannealed 1 hourat 1815°C (3300°F) and
finishedrolled 60 percentto the final 1.0 mm(0.040 inch) thickness. SGmematerlalwas
lostdue to severeedgecrackingwhichoccurreddurlngrolling after the intermediate anneal.
; One plate split longitudinally throughthe plate thicknessfromnoseto tail. A total of 2 kg
(4.5 Ibs.) of 1.0 mm (0.040 inch) thlck sheetwas producedwith a yield of 28 percent
fromthestartingbillet anda yield of 57 percentfromstartingplate. ASTAR-1211C
billets NASVF-1000B2and I}3 were processedto sheetusingthesamemodifiedrolllng
schedule• The yield of finishedsheetsimilarto the NASVF-1000C result_l.
5. 1.3 Rollingof ASTAR-1511CSheet
It wasantlclpated that the rolling of ASTAR-1511Cwould be moredlfflcult than ASTAR-1211C
due to the hlgherroomtemperaturehardnessandyield strength• In theevaluation of swa_ed
ASTAR-1211C,it wasnotedthat a duplex heat treatment reducedroamtemperaturehardness
and flow stress. In order to explore tFJ posslbleadvantageof theduplex heat treatment,




given an additional 1 hourannealat 1260°C (23000F). Thehardnessof the plate annealed
1 hourat 1815°C (3300°F) was333 DPH. Theduplexannealedplate hada hardnessof 297
DPH, a reductionof 10 percentin hardness. Bothpieceswere rolled at 316°C (600°F) at
10 percentreductionperrolling pass. At a thicknessof 3. 9 mm(0. 153 inch),a reductionof
48 percent, thesingleannealedpiece split fromnoseto tail. On the next pass,theduplex
annealedpiece at a thicknessof 3.4 mm(0. 135 inch), a reductionof 54 percent, split in
a similarcatastrophicmanner. Thefailed platesare shownin Figure70. It wasnotedduring
the rolling process,that theduplex annealedmaterial yielded reductions whichwere approx-
imatelyequal to the mill settings. Thisbehaviorwasattributed to the lower initial hardness
of the duplexannealed materialandmayalso have beenindicative of a lowerworkhardening
rate. A piece of muterlal, 31.8 mm(1.25 inches)wide by 17.5 cm (7 inches)longwas
salvagedfromthe singleannealedplate which split.
Thisstripwasannealed 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) followedby 1 hourat 1260ac (2300°F).
The inltial annealingtemperaturewasdecreasedfrom1815°C (3300°F)to 1649°C (3000°F)
to reducethe recrystallizedgrain slze in an attemptto minimizethe catastrophlctype failure
observedpreviously. Thestripwasrolled at 316°C (600°F)at 10 percent reductionsper pas
to a thicknessof 1.7 mm(0.067 inch), a reductionof 48 percent. Thestripwascleaned,
pickled, andannealed1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) followedby 1 hourat 1260_C (2300°F).
Thestripwasfinishedrolled to 1.0 mm(0.040 inch) withoutdifficulty. Theremaining
platesof ASTAR-151TC were then processedto 1.0 mm(0.040 inch) thick sheetusinga
rolling scheduleconsistingof 40 to 45 percentreductionsat 10 percentper passfollowedby
the duplexanneal, 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) followedby 1 hourat 1261°C (2300°F).
't
Threeintermediateannealswere requiredto reachthe final r"ge thickness. A total of 1.0 kg
(2.25 Ibs.) of I. 0 mm(0.040 inch) thick ASTAR-1511Csheetwasproduced,a yield of
15 percentfromthe billets or 34 percentfromtheconditionedplate. Theyield data includes
the material lostduringthe initial pilot rolling program,thusa higheryield wouldbeexpected







5. 1.4 MetalIographyof ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511CSheet
Samplesof finished rolled sheetof ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cwere annealedfor 1 i
hourat 982°C (1800°F), 1093°C (2000°F), 1260°C (2300°F), 1371°C (2500°F), 1482°C
(27000F), 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and 1982°C (3600°F). Hardnessdata for !
the annealedsheetare shownin Figure71. The "as-rolled" hardnessof ASTAR-1211C
washigher thanthat of ASTAR-1511C. TheASTAi_-1211Csheetwasreduced87 percent,
stressrelieved 1 hourat 1093°C (2000°F), and then reducedan additional 5 percent. The
mlcrostructureof theASTAR-1211Csheetexhibited a highly wroughtstructurein the "as-
rolled" condition andafter 1260°C (2300°F) anneal (Figures72A and 72C). After 1 hour
at 1371°C (2500°F) the mlcrostructure,Figure72D, wasover 50 percentrecrystallized.
After the 1482°C (27000F)heat treatment, the sheetwasessentially100 percentrecrystal-
lized. Thehardnessminimaat 1371°C (2500°F) and the hardnesspeakat 1649°C (3000°F)
are not unusualbehaviorfor tantalumalloysoFthls type. 1
TheASTAR-1511C,which underwenta different processingschedule, reflectsthe difference
in microstructureandhardnessbehavior. TheASTAR-1511Cwasreduced40 percentafter
_ the last intermedlafeduplex anneal. Therewasno change in the microstructureafter 1 hour i
at 9820C (1800°F), Figure73A. The "as-rolled" mlcrostructureis not shownsince it was
identical to Figure73A. TheduplexannealedASTAR-1511Cexhibited the large Ta2C
precipitate at thegrain boundariesduringthe low temperature, 1261°C (2300°F) portion
of theduplex anneal. Theelongatedgrainsproducedby the40 percentrolling reductionare
evident. The loweramountof cold work wasresDonsiblefor the lower hardnessvaluesfor
the ASTAR-1511Csheetevenafter the 1093°C (20G0°F), 1260°C (2300°F), and 1371°C
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The onset of recrystaJJizationcan be seen in the material annealed at 1482°C (2700°F). *!
After 1 hour at 16490C (3000°F), the ASTAR-1511C sheet had a completely recrystallized
_! grain structure. The hardnessvalu,_sassumedpropor relationship _oASTAR-1211C for anneaiing '_
1 temperatures -]t:ove 1371°C (2500°F). As the annealing temperature was increased, the grain _•
size increased,and evidence of the Ta2C precipitate at the gm_n boundary diminished, dis- _
appearing entirely after 1 hour at 1982°C (3600°F). The hardnessvalues for both ASTAR-
1211C and ASTAR-1511 ' a Iso dec lined after the 1982°C (3600°F) heat treatment.
,,. 1.5 Check Chemistryof ProcessedSheet
[_pon completion of the rolling operation, chemistry sampleswere taken for a;;alysis of
interestitial content. The ingot chemistry of heat NASVF-1000C with respect to alloying
additions was also determined. T_e resultsare listed in Table 30.
Table 30. Check Chemical Ana!ysls of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C
Chemical AnaIpis
W Re Hf C O2 N 2 H2
Sample Identification w/o w/o w/o ppm ppm ppm ppm
i
NASVF-1000-C (Ingot) ASTAR-1211C 12.2 1.09 0.69 ....
NASVF-1000-C (Sheet) ASTAR-1211C - - - 260 8 13 0.2
NASVF-2000-A1 (Sheet)ASTAR-1511C - - - 190 45 12 0.4
5. 2 MECHANICAL PROPERTIESOF ASTAR-1211C AND ASTAR-1511C SHEET
Mechanical property data for ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C sheet were determln_.:; at low
_emperatureand at 1316°C (2400°F). Creep properties were also determined in the lemperature
range 1093°C (2000°F) and 13i6°C (2400°F). Delta includes properties for standard annecled
material, _ne hour final anneal at 1649°C (3000OF) and duplex annealed materials, 1 hour t
• at 1649°C (3000°F)followed by1 hour at 1260°C (2300°F).
, 161J L ,', , j_ i
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5.2. 1 Tensile Praper,ies
Low temperature and 1316°C (2400%) tensile properties for ASTAR-121 _C and ASTAR-_ 511C
were determined using sheet tensile specimenswith a 6.4 mm (0. 250 inch) wide by 2.5 cm
(1 inch) long gage sectlon. The gage thickness was n_minally 1 mm (0. 040 inch), lhe test
resultsare listed in Table 31.
The room temperature tensile strength propertles of the standard annealed ASTAR-1211C and
ASTAR-1511C sheet were comparak_ to data for mater|al swaged at 1371°C (2500°F) and
annealed 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F). The duplex annealed material exhlblted strength values
_'hatwere approxln,ately 10 p_.rcentlower. This reduction in strength was also exh|blted by; /
_ swagedASTAR-1211C rod which had been given o dut lex anneal. Like the swaged rod data, •
the duplex anneal had no eqect on low temperature ductillty for b_h alloys. This fact is •
illustrated in Figure 74. Elongation values for standard annealed and duplex annealed
• ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C sheet are plotted as a function of test temperature. ASTAR-
1211C retains a falr level of ductillty down to -129°C (-200°F) for both conditlons. The
reduction in e;ong'_tlon values for ASTAR-!5_ 1C in both annealed condltlons is apparent. _'
The test resui_ for ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C sheet corroborates the test resultsobtained !
for swagedrod. The tensile DBTTfor ASTAR-121_C sh_e_ is -148°C (-200°F) for both heut
treatments. The ASTAR-1511C DBTT is higher, as would be expected, -18°C (0°F). _nthe
case of ASTAR-1511C there is little difference in tensile elongot|on below room_emperature,
while the duplex heat treatments appear to have a beneflclal affe _t on roomtemperature
ductillty. The sub-zero ductile behavior of duplex anneale_JASTAR-1211C wasaffected to
• someextent by heat treatment. The -129°C (-200°F) value appears to be anomalous, the
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, Test Yield Ultimate Elongation _
SpecimenIdentification Temp. Strengt_ S_rengtl_ Uniform Total :_
' and Fincl H_r Treatment _(°C) (MN/m) (MN/m') (%) (%) :
1-B-2-30 (ASTAR-|211C) RT 747 862 14.8 28
, Annealed1 hr/1649°C - 73 879 978 13.8 15 _
-129 "000 1088 13,2 15
-196 1227 1254 2.4 4
316 259 353 7. 8 27 ; "
1-B-2-30j?4 (ASTAR-1211C) K| 690 789 17.6 28 '
Annealed1 hr/1649°C - 73 822 918 18.4 20 :
4-1 hr/1316°C -129 911 1023 24.6 30 :
' -196 1160 !172 2,3 4
1316 250 340 8. 7 38
2-A-2-._,0 (ASTAR-1511C RT 7°,; 967 12.6 22
Annea!ed1 hr_649°C - 73 1008 _032 12.0 21
_ i -129 1035 1071 14.5 15
: -196 1093 1107 6.3 8
1316 _0 412 6.0 26
2-A-,_.2,_.' ' I'.STAR-1511C) RT 781 88,3 16.2 29 _.
Annealed 1 hr/1649°C - 73 842 944 15.9 21
+ 1 hr_316°C -!29 880 976 11.9 13
-196 922 1009 9.7 10







Table31B. TensileData for ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511CSheet
nl i i
: Test Yield Ultimate Elongation
SpecimenIdentification Temp. Strength Strength Uniform Total
andFinal Heat Treatment _F) ._i) (ksi) (%) (%)
: 1-B-2-30 (ASTAR_1211C) RT 108.3 125.0 14.8 28
Annealed _.hr,/3000°F -100 127.4 141.8 13.8 15
-200 144.9 157.7 13.2 15
-320 177.8 181.7 2.4 4
2400 37. 5 51.2 7. 8 27
1-B-2-30/24 (ASTAR-1211C) RT 100. 1 114.4 17.6 28
Annealed1 hr/3000OF) -100 119. 1 133. 1 18.4 20
+ I hr/240(OF) -200 132.0 148.3 24. 6 30
-320 t68. 2 169.8 2.3 4
2400 36. 2 49. 3 8. 7 38
2-A-2-30 (ASTAR-1511C) RT 138.9 140. 1 12.6 22 ".
Ann_-_ledi hr/300OOF 0 146. 1 149.5 ]2. 0 21
- 50 150.0 155.2 14.5 15
-100 158.4 160.5 6. 3 8
2400 44. 2 59. 7 6. 0 26
2-A-2-30/24 (ASTAR-1511C) RT 113.2 128.0 16.2 29
AL:nealed1 hr/3000°F 0 122.0 136.8 15. 9 21
+ 1 hr/2400°F - 50 127.5 141.4 11.9 13
-100 133.6 146.2 9.7 10





The elevated temperature tensile properties of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C sheet were
lower than values obtained for swagedrod with similar heat treatments. The decreases in
yield and ultimate strengt'.:swere on the order of 10 percent which was consldemd significant.
The thermomechanlcal histories of the sheet and swaged were not the same. The sheet was
rolled in the temperature range 316ac (600°F) to 482ac (900°F), while the swaged material
was processedat 1371°C (25000F). The dlffemnce in elevated temperature tensile properties
may well be due to the difference in working tempemhJre.
5.2.2 Creep Propertiesof Sheet
_ Creep testing of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C sheet was also conc_uctedfor the standard ;
: annealed and duplex annealed conditions. The creep tests were multl-ioad, multi-temperature _
type using pin loaded specimenswith a 6. 4 mm (0. 250 inch) wide by 2. 54 cm (1 inch) long
°
gage section. The gage th|ckness was 0. 9 mm(0. 036 inch). The creep data ore listed in
Table 32, and a Larson-Mi!ler plot far 1 percent creep strain is show,1in Figure 75. The creep
resistance of the sheet material for both alloys in both heat treated conditions was er4uivalent
to or slightly better than the creep resistanceof swaged rod in a comparubly annealed c_ndition.
The duplex annealed material of both alloys exhibited creep properties which were not sig-
nificantly c_ifferent from the standard annealed material. The duplex heat treatment, which
producedlarge grain boundary precipitates of Ta2C, appears to have had little or no affect
on creep behavior of material tested at temperature below the secondary duplex annealing
temperature, 1260°C (2300°F). The _r_._ence_f the JargeTa2C gmln boundary precipitate











5. 3 EVALUATION OF WELDED ASTAR-1211C AND ASTAR-1511C SHEET
The eva luatlon of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C sheet under this task consisted primar| ly 3
of the investigation of the effect of EBand GTA welds on the ductile-to-brlttle transition
• behavior of sheet mater!al. Standard EBand GTA procedure: developed for ASTAR-811C
under NASA Contract NAS 3-11827 were used to produce test specimensfor this program( 9 ).
The DBTTfor GTA and EBwelded sheet of both alloys were determined in the bend mode as
a function of past-weld annealing temperatures and for sheet in the "as-welded" condition.
The weld bend DBTI"wasdetermined using longitudinal welded specimens, i.e., the weld
parallel to the railing direction and long dimension of the test specimen. Under this con-dltlon, weld metal, HAZ, and base metal were subjected to the same stresslevel at the
[ outer bend surface• The bend specimensused were 12 t wlde by 24 t long -- approximately
1.3 cm (0. 5 inch) by 2.54 cm (1 inch) long, respectively. The test spanwas 15 t. The
punch had a radius of 1 t and was driven at a speed of 2.54 cm (! inch) per minute. The
testing proceduresanclcriteria for assessingfailure of bend specimenswere the same as
those developed under Contract NAS 3-2540 ( 1(_.
The tensile DBTT for GTA welded ASTAR-1211C sheet was determined using both longitudinal
and transverseweld specimensas shown in Figure 76. Longitudinal weld tensile specimens !
had the axis of the weld colcldent with the axis of the t¢.;sile gage sectlGn. In this con- ]
figurat|on, the gage section contained the weld metal plus the heat affected zone on each
slde of the weld. Transverseweld specimenshad the weld axis normal io the stressax;s of
1
the tensile specimen. Under this condition, the weld tal, HAZ, and base metal sustained _
the same tensile load,and failure occurred in the material wlth the lowest ductility or lowest
strength. Tension testswere conducted of GTA welded ASTAR-1211C sheet in the "as-
. welded" and "post-weld" annealed conditions.
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Thepost-weldheat treatmentsselectedwere 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F),
and 1982°C (3600°F). The lowertemperaturesstraddlethecarbonsolvus,and the 1982°C I
, (3600°F) iswell above, thusthe dlsposlttonof carbonwithin the alloy matrixwould be '
affected to the greatestextent in this temperaturerange, i
• I
The remainderof this taskwasconcernedwith the thermalstability of weldedASTAR-1211C
andASTAR-1511Csheet. ASTAR-1211Ctensile speclmenscontaining both longitudinal
andtransverseGTA weldsandASTAR-1511Cspecimenscontalnlngonly longitudinal GTA
weldswere given part-weld annealsof 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and
1982°C (3600°F). The "pest-weld" annealedspecimensalong with "as-welded" specimens I
for 1000 hoursat 1149°C (2100°F), 1316°C (2400°F), and 1427°C Ithermallywere aged
. (2600°F). In the temperaturerangecoveredby theaging temperature, the tendencyfor ,_
carbideprecipitation, Ta2C, is greatestin the ASTAR-typealloys, i
5.3. 1 Evaluatlonof WeldedASTAR-1211CSheet _
Sheetspecimenswere preparedfor weldingby hec y picklingof the as-rolled sheetfollowed
by vacuumannealingfor 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F). Individual weld specimenswere pre-
paredby shearingto lengthsandwidthsconvenientfor welding. No evidenceof edge
cracklngor delamlnatlonwasobserveddue to the shearingoperation. All materlal usedfor
theseevaluationswas1.0 mm(0.040 inch) thick sheetproducedfromNASVF-1000CM and CT.
No problemswere encounteredin either EBor GTA wel_ingof thisalloy. Welding parameters
are listed in Table 33.
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Table 33. Weld Parametersfor ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C Sheet
GTA Welds Parameters EBWelds
38 cm/.:,:n (15 IPM) Speed 635 cm/mln (25 IPM)
140 A Current 9. 5 mA
18 V Vol_ge 120 KV
e
8. 8 mm (0. 375 inch) Clamping SpaceI 6.3 mm(0. 25 inch)
Weld Quality appeared compomble to that previously observed for similar welds in ASTAR-
811C. Visual and dye penetrant ins_tlon revealed no defects.
Bend and tensile specimen blanks were prepared by cold shearing the as-welded sheet to the
_ appropriate sizes. The post-weld anneals required to satlsfy the test requirements were _
acccmpllshed by1 hour a_neallng at 16490C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and 1987°C
(3600°F) at pressuresbelow 1.33 x 10-6 N/m 2 (1 x 10"8 torr).
5. 3. 1.1 BendTests
b
Bend testswere conducted only on longitudinal specimens;i.e., with the bending surface
of the punch lying normal to both the rolling and weldlng direction of the test specimen:.
Testswere conducted and evaluated using those procedurespreviously estebllshed under
Contract NAS 3-2540 (I0). All testswere conducted usinga It bend radius. This corresponds
to a nominal outer fiber strain of 33%. To provide a proper baseof comparisonthe 1 t bend









Theresultsof the bendtestson ASTAR-1211Care shownin Figure_77, 78, and79 and are
presentedin tabular formin Table34. The bend DBTTof the EBwelds isseento com_re
well with that of the basemetal, the total rangebeing from24°C (75OF)to 52°C (_25°F)
for all of theconditionsevaluated. The GTA weldshad, by comparison,sllghtiy _igher bend
transitiontemperatures. Thiswasdue .'o the greater heat input of the GTA wei_sand reflects
the generol lossof low temperatureductility associatedwlth increasedgrainsize In tantalum-
basealloys. Pest-weldannealswere seento havesomebeneficiai effect, Iowerfngthe
bend DBTTto withinapproximately10°C (50°F) to _8°C (100°F) of that of the basemetal.
Fracturesduringbendtestingappearedto be largely the resultof cleavage-type crackingand
in _at respectthe data representsa trueductlle-to-brlttle transitionbehavior. Thlswasin
contrastto the "ductile tear" typefracturesgenerally observedin bendtestsof GTA and EB
weldsin T-111 and ASTAR-811C(10).
5.3.1.2 Hardness
Hardnesstraverseswere conductedon sper,lmensrepresentingeachof the weldedand post-
weld annealedconditions. Measurementswere madeon basemetal, heat-affected zone
(HAZ), and weld metal regionsof each usinga 10 Kg loadon a Vickers hardnesstester• The
resultsof thesen_asurementsare plotted in Figures80-83. Resultsfor beth EBand GTA
weldswere similar in t|:_t onehourpost-weldannealswereeffective in reducingthe very
hlghhardnessof the as-welded fusionand heat-affected zones. Valuesobservedon the base
metalseemto agreewell with the 317 DPHdeterminedf_r as-rolled and recrystalllzedbase
metal.
5. 3. 1.3 TensileTranslt!onTempera_reTests
Tensiletestswere conductedover a rangeof temperaturesin an effort to identify the tensile
DBTTof GTA weldsin ASTAR-1211C. Testswereconductedo._material in the as-welded
condition as well as after the various one hour past-weld anneals employed. Test..,were
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- Table34. Summaryof BendDuctile-Brittle TransitionTemperat_r_Resultsfor
GTA and EBWeldedASTAR-121|C Sheet. (Thermalexposureas indicated)
It BendDBTT
i i l| ii
GTA Welds EBWelds
TestCondition (OC) (C'F) (°C) (OF)'"
i i
As-welded 121 250 24 75
1 hr/I M9°C _000°F) PWA 38 100 52 125
1 hr/1815°C (3300°F)PWA 66 _0 38 100
1 hr/1982°C (3600°F) PWA 66 150 52 ! 25
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performed on specimenshaving the weld zone oriented both longitudinal and transverse
(i. e., parallel and normal) to the tensile axis of the specimen. :
The test resultsare listed in Table 35 and are plotted in Figures 84 and 85 in terms of percent "
elongation at fracture vs test temperature. A constant strain rate of 0. 05 mln. was used
i throughoutall tests. The only qualification required for these data is tc point out the curve
_ indicated for the transversetestson as-welded specimens(Figure 84) was characteristic ,_f
the base metal rather than the weld metal since fracture occurred in the base metal. This is :
; a direct consequenceof the specimen design since base metal, HAZ, and weld metal are sub-
iected to the same tensile load,and failure will inevitably occur in the region of lowest strength
and/or ductility. Note these resultsare in agreement with the as-welded hardnessdata of
: Figure 80. _,
The strengthvalues listed in Table 35 are also plotted in Figures 86 and 87 a_ a function of
testing temperature. In the "as-welded" condition, the ultimate and yield strengthsof
longitudinal tested specimens were shifted to much higher levels compared to basemetal. !
The transversetest condition exhibited instability at temperatures below 93°C (200°F). All
; thr_e past weld annealing treatments appear to have normalized fie strength behavior. Both ;
. longitudinal and transverse strength propertles for each PWA were similar; normal flow and _,
} fracture behavior to low temperatureswas restored in each case.
?
' 5.3. 1.4 Metallo,g,raphy ::
L
To provide further information on the effect of the various thermal exposureson the mechanical ;
properties of the EBand GTA welds in ASTAR-1211C, specimensrepresenting each condition





_ Table35. Longitudinaland TraverseTensileProperties
of GTA Weldedand PWAASTAR-1211CSheet
Test Total
_ Temperature Yield Strength Ultimate Strength Elong.Test Type -.
Condition Spec. (OC) (OF) (MN/m 2) (ksl) MN/m2) (ksl) (%)
As-welded L RT RT - - 668 96. 8* 0
L 93 200 883 128.0 887 128. 5 4. 2
L 149 300 807 117.0 840 121.7 I O.9
L 204 400 762 110.5 790 114.5 13.3
T RT RT 779 112.9 916 132.8 14.7"*
T -46 -50 778 112.8 938 136.0 3. 4**
T 93 200 651 94. 3 773 112.0 7. 3
T 149 300 656 95.0 778 112.7 15.2**
T 204 400 - - 706 ! 02.3 15.0"*
i
1 hr,/1649°C L RT RT 700 101.4 834 120.9 8. 6
(3000OF)PWA L -73 -1O0 842 122.0 883 128.0 2.3
L 93 200 655 94. 9 756 109.6 14.8
L 149 300 571 82.8 713 103.4 14. 1
T RT RT 737 106.8 804 116.5 2.3
T -46 -50 858 124.3 927 134.3 2. 0
T 93 200 624 90. 4 753 109. 1 9. 9
T 149 300 580 84. 0 709 102.7 10.9
i i
1 hr/1815°C L RT RT 642 93. 0 759 1; O.0 4. 7
(3300°F) PWA L -43 -50 796 115.3 856 124. 1 1.7
L 66 150 618 89.6 760 110.1 8.9
L 149 300 547 79. 3 701 101.6 16.0
T RT RT 682 98. 8 794 115.0 5. 2
T -46 -50 776 112.5 863 125.0 2.8
T 66 150 645 93. 5 773 112.1 7. 0
T 149 300 562 81.5 718 104.0 9. 1
i i i
1 hr/1982°C L RT RT 676 98. 0 794 115.0 4. 2
(3600°F) PWA L -46 -50 - - 664 96. 3* 0
L 66 150 649 94. 0 768 111.3 4. 7
v L 149 300 571 82.7 700 101.5 12.7
T RT RT 690 100.0 704 102.0 1.3
T -46 -50 858 124.3 884 128. 1 O.9
" T 66 150 702 101.8 767 111.1 11.3
T 149 i 300 618 89.6 700 101.4 12.9i i i .i
Stmln Rate0. 05/mln. * FractureStress- brokeon loadingcurve
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Figure 84. Resultsof Tensile Transition Temperature Testson
GTA Welds in 1.0 mm (0. 040 inch) ASTAR-1211C Sheet.
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Figure90. Microstructureof GTA andEBWelds in 1.0 mm(0.040 linch)








1:igure91. Microstructureof GTA and EBWeldsin i. 0 mm(0.040 inch)
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The as-welded microstructures, Figure 89, are seen to be exceptionally "clean". Post-weld
annealing for 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F), Figure 90, results in the appearance of precipitates
o
in both the GTA and EBweld zones. In the EBwelds there is a clear association between _he
prec;p|tates and the interdendrltlc boundarieswhile in the GTA weld such an association is
not obvious. The effect of past-weld annealing at 1815°C (3300°F), Figure 91, appeared to
be mainly one of continuing the general development seenat 1649°C (3000°F) and somewhat
allevlatlng the evidence of weld zone inhomogenelty residual from the weld solidification.
One hour past-weld annealing at :I;82 ° (3600°F), Figure 92, completely eradicates all
evidence of the prior weld zone structure uxcept for the del|neation of the prior dendrite
boundaries by precipitates. Thesenow represent low angle sub-graln boundaries, probably
of simple dislocation character, and are hence ready sites for the nucleation and growth of
the precipltatlng phase. In addition to the pmclpltates located at the grain and sub-graln
boundaries, a blockier appearing phasecan be seen in both the GTA and EBweld zones.
5.3. 2. Evaluation of ASTAR-1511C Sheet
1"heductile-brlttle transition temperaturesof GTA and EBwelds in 1.0 mm (0. 040 inch)
ASTAR-1511C sheet was determined usiilg 1t bend tests.
Sheet specimenswere prepared for welding by heavy pickling of the as-rolled sheet followed
by vacuum annealir, g for 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F). Pmllmlnary attempts to prepare the
individual weld speclmen_by shearing resulted In edge cracking. Hence, all weld speclmer,
and -.ubsequentbend test _pecimen prepamtion was achleved by cutting with a water cooled
cut-off wheel. All n'x]terial used for these evaluations was 1.0 mm (0. 040 inch) thi,'k sheet
produced frcx_n;,IA_'v'i:-2000-AIN. GTA and EBwelds were prepared _._ingthe mine weld
o
paramer_.rsalready reported In this report for ASTAR-1211C. Visual and dye penetrant
193
1975005014-211
inspectlon revealed no evidence of defects of any kind. Post-weld anneals were performed
_ for 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and 1982°C (3600°F) at pressuresbelow
•i: 1.3 x 10.-6 N/M 2 (1 x 10"8 torr).
; 5. 3. 2. 1 BendTes_
" Specimen orlentatlon and testing procedureswere identical to those used for ASTAR-1211C
_' welds reported previously. Again, all testswere conducted uslnga It bend radius, corres- i
ponding to a nominal outer fiber strain of 33%. The It bend DBI"I"was also determined for
the ASTAR-1511C base metal after a 1 hour 1649°C (3000°F) anneal.
The results of the bend testson ASTAR-1511C are shown in Figures 93, 94, and 95 and are
presented in tabular form in Table 36. The bend DBTTof the EBwelds is seento be slightly
_ hlgher than that of the base metal and is relatively unaffected by the post-weld anneals,
_ mmalnlng conslstently around 98°C (200OF). As was noted for ASTAR-1211C prevlously,
the bend DBTTof the GTA welds is h|gher than thoseof the EBwelds• However, the lossof
ducti Iity in the GTA welds is much more severe for ASTAR-1511C aM even far the best post-
weld anneal at 1815°C (3300°F) remainsat 149°C (300°F). Fractures appeared to be invariably
!
_ the result of c leavage.
_ 5.3.2.2 I'_rdne= _.
Hardnesstraverseswere conducted on specimensof each of the conditions evaluated by bend
testlng. Hardnessmeasumme,ltswere made on base metal, heat-affected zone (HAZ), and
i . weld metal reglonsof each usinga 10 Kg load on a Vlckers hardnesstester. The results of
?'
_ these measurementsare plotted in Figures 96 through 99. Resultswere similar to thoseobserved _
_ for ASTAR-1211C in that the very high hardnessof the as-welded fusion and heat-affected ' _
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Table36. Summaryof BendDuctile-Brittle TransltionTemperaturesResultsfor
GTA andEBWeldedASTAR-1511CSheet. (Thermalexposuresas |ndlcated) !
1t Bend DBTT
L GTA Welds EBWelds
;- - Test Condition (°C) (OF) (OC) (OF)
As-welded >316 >600 107 225 .!
1 hr/1649°C 0000°F) PWA 204 400 93 200 _-
1 hr/1815°C (3300°F) PWA 149 300 93 200
1 hr/1982°C (3600°F)PWA 232 450 93 200
Lon Trans.
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annealsappearto havebeenunableto completelyreiieve theweld zonehardness. However,
comparingthesedata with the fact the hardnessof the as-rolledand recrystalllzed( 1 hour -
• 1649°C (3000OF)basenJetalwasDPH344 suggestsit is the basemetal readingsof Figure97
that are low, rather thanthe weld and HAZ valuesbeinghigh. Thebasemetal hardness
• valuesare moretypical of ASTAR-1211Cthan ASTAR-1511C.
5. 3. 2. 3 Metal10graphy"
Micrastructuresof the GTA and EBweldsproducedin the ASTAR-151IC she,.',_re shownin
Figures100 through104. I_ the as-weldedcondltlon_ Figure101, boththe fusionzoneand
heat-affected zoneof GTA andEBweldsappear exceptlonall_ _.ean, i.e., flee o_evidence
of preclpltatlon.
Post-weldannealingfor 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) resultedin the appearanceof two types
of precipitates, Figure102. In boththe GTA andEBfusionzonespreclpltateshave formed
in the interdendritlc regionsand, in addition, a cellular, discontinuouspreclpitatehas
appearedat someof the grain boundaries. Thislatter formof precipitate hasbeenpreviously
notedon ASTAR-811Cweldsbut only after 1000 houraging treatmentsat 1149°C (2100°F).
One hourpost-weldannealingat 1815°C (3300°F), Figure103, hasresultedin the general
developmentof the precipitatesin the weld fusionzonesto approximatelythe samecor,dition
reatlzed by 1 hourannealingat 1649°C (3000°F) in theASTAR-1211C. Thiscan be seenby
comparingFigure103 to Figures90 and 91. Thlsimpliesthat the highertungstencontent






Figure 100. h/_|crostructureof ASTAR-1511C BaseMetal. Shown After







Figure 101. As-WeldedMicr_tructure of GTA andEBWeldsin
1.0 mm(0.040 |nch) ASTAR-1511CSheet.
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" Figure 102. Microstructure of GTA and EBWelds |n 1.0 mm(0. 040 inch)
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The effect of I hour post-weld annealing at 1982°C (3600°F) is shown in Figure 104. This
anneal has had the effect of substantially increasing the grain size as well as resulting in
extensive grain and sub-graln boundary precipitation. Note the very regular and complete
• decoration of the sub-graln boundaries in the EBweld. Where it has been possible, for
example near the intersection of grain and sub-grain boundaries, polygonization hasoccurred,
and subsequen_cooling from the annealing temperature has resulted in precipitation on the
polygonlzed boundaries. There also appears to be very fine, intragranular pn_clpltates within
the grain and sub-graln interiors. The considerable change in structure noted _.etween the
1815°C (3300°F) and the 1649°C (3_00°F) anneals implies the temperature for complete carbon
solutlonlng lles within tha| ,ange.
5. 3. 3 Evaluation of -hermali_, Aged, GTA Welded Sheet
The final portion of this task invoi_,e,__he %._sile testing of GTA welded, post-weld annealed,
and thermally aged mate,_al. Longit_:llnal and transverse welded specimensof ASTAR-121 ]C
and longitudinal welded specimensof ASTAR-1511C were post-weld annealed 1 hour at
1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and _987°C (3600°F). Four tensile specimensof each
post-weld anneal along with four specimens in the "as-welded" condition were thermally
aged for 1000 hoursat 1149°C (2100°F), 1316°C (2400°F), and 1427°C (2600°F). The aging
treatments were done in a vacuumof 1.3 x |0 -6 N/m 2 ( 1 x 10-8 torr ) or better in ultra-
high vacuum annealing furnaces.(10)
5. 3. 3.1 Determination of Tensile DBTr of GTA Welded ASTAR-121 ]C Sheet
Tensile testsof PWA and thermally aged specimenswere conducted over o range of temper-
atures. Initial testing was carried out at room tempe,ature, and subsequent test temperaturese
were selected on the basisof prior results. The tensile test data are listed in Table 37. The





Table 37. LowTemperatureTensilePropertiesof GTA Welded, PWA,
andAgedASTAR-1211CSheet
Test
Temperature Yield Strength Ultimate Strength TotalSpecimenThermal Spec. I Elong.
_ History Type (°C) (°F) (MN/m2) (ksl) (MN/m2 (ksi) (%) .
As--welded T RT RT 658 95. 4 718 104.1 4. 6
+ 1000 hws/1149°C T 93 200 595 86. 3 682 98. 9 7. 9
• (2100°F) T 149 300 524 75. 9 6?3 90. 3 8. 7
T 204 400 502 72. 7 _87 85. 0 8, 2
L RT RT 665 "_. 4 707 102.5 3. 0
1. 93 200 576 83. 5 689 99. 8 15. 9
L 149 300 535 77. 6 646 93. 7 18. 0
PWA-1 hr/1649°C T -129 -200 877 127. 1 908 131.6 1.7
(3000°F) + 1000 hrs/ T -73 -100 771 111.8 822 119.1 5. 0
1149°C (2100°F) T RT RT 663 96. 1 735 106.5 8. 8
T 149 300 519 75.2 618 89.5 9.9
L -73 -100 776 112.4 796 115.3 1.3
L -18 0 690 100.0 753 109.2 5.6
: L RT RT 635 92. 1 742 107.5 17.4
L 149 300 535 77.6 642 93.0 18.0
i m
PWA-1 hr/1815°C T RT RT 651 94. 3 710 102.9 4. 7
+ 1000 hrs/1149°C T 93 200 572 82.9 662 96.0 9. 0
(2100°F) T 149 300 512 74. 2 623 90. 3 9. 7
T 204 400 484 70. 2 569 82.5 8. 4
L -73 -100 782 113.3 801 116.1 1.3
L -18 0 691 100.2 739 107.1 3.9
L RT RT 651 94. 4 748 108.4 12.4
L 149 300 507 73. 5 630 91.3 19. 8
PWA_ hr/1982°C T RT RT 643 93.2 693 100.4 4.2
(3600"F) + 1000 hrs/ T 66 150 589 85.3 679 98.4 9.6
i 1149°C (2100°F) T 93 200 562 81.5 643 93.2 8. 9
• T 149 300 515 74.7 607 87.9 9.7
L RT RT 641 92.9 702 101.8 6.2
L 66 150 595 86.3 637 )2.3 3. 1
L 93 200 553 80. 1 648 _ 9 20. 1








I Table 37. LowTemperatureTensilePropeL'tiesof GTA Welded, PWA, -_
andAged ASTAR-1211CSheet(Cont'd.)
r Test
SpecimenThermal Spec. Temperature Yield Strength Ultimate Strength Total.... Elong.
• History Type (°C) (OF) (MN/m2) (ksl) (MN/m 2) (ksi) (%)
As-welded T -46 -50 774 112.2 824 119.4 5. 2
+1000hrs/1316°C T RT RT 674 97.7 752 109.0 8. 5
(240OAF) T 93 200 607 88. 0 718 104. 0 9. 4
T 149 300 549 79. 5 642 93. 0 8. 8
L RT RT 676 98. 0 708 102.6 3. 7
L 66 150 635 92.0 731 105. 9 12.6
L 93 200 609 88. 3 701 101.6 15. 3
L 149 300 562 81.5 652 94. 5 18. 3 :
i im
PWA-1 hr/1649°C , T -101 -150 846 122.7 902 130.8 7. 1(3000°F)+ 1000 hrs/ T -46 -50 744 107.8 818 118.5 8.6
1316ac (2400°F) T RT RT 676 98.0 769 111.4 12.6
T 149 300 553 80.2 635 92.0 10.6
L -101 -150 853 123.7 901 130.6 4.4
L -46 -50 756 109. 5 839 121.6 9. 9
L RT RT 675 97. 8 778 112.8 23. 4
k 149 300 538 77. 9 637 92.7 20. 8
PV]A-1 hr/1815°C T -101 -150 840 121.7 881 127.7 3. 8
(3300°F)+ 1000 hrs/ T -46 -50 753 109,2 834 120.9 9. 7
1316°C (2400°F) T RT RT 659 95. 5 741 107. 4 9. 3
T 149 3C0 534 77. 4 624 90. 5 10.0 ;'
...... i
L -101 -150 847 122.8 894 129.5 4.3 :f
L -46 -50 740 107.2 813 117. 8 8. 5
L RT RT 680 98. 5 760 110.2 15.0
L 149 300 531 77.0 642 93.0 17. 5
PWA-1 hr/1982°C T -46 -50 747 108.2 747 108.2 . 2
(3600°F) + 1000 hrs/ T RT RT 666 96.5 738 107.0 7. 5
1316ac (2400°F) T 149 300 539 78. 1 621 90. 0 9. 0
" T 204 400 480 69. 5 572 82.9 13.0
L RT RT 652 94. 5 660 95.7 1.3
L 149 300 535 77. 5 599 86.8 6, 5
L 177 350 513 74.4 610 88.4 19.7







ITable 37. Low TemperatureTensile Propertiesof GTA Welded, PWA,
andAged ASTAR-1211CSheet(Cor,t'd.) !
, - !
Test TotaI • I
Temperature Yield Stren_lth Ultimate Stren_lth Elong. iSpecimenThermal Spec. _.....
History Type (°C) (°F) (MN/m2) (ksl)(MN/m2)I (ksi) (%) _ "
i
As-welded T -,46 -50 811 117.5 866 125.5 7. 1
+ 1000 hrs/1427°C T RT RT 723 104.8 771 111.7 7.7
(2600OF) T 149 300 591 85. 7 659 95.5 8. 7
T 204 400 538 78. 0 581 84.2 7, 3
L RT RT 718 104.0 767 111.2 6.3
!. 52 125 682 98. 9 759 110.0 11.2 !.
L 93 200 653 94.6 724 104.9 11.8
L 149 300 590 85.5 677 98. 1 16.2
ill i
PWA-1 hr/1649°C T RT RT 725 105.0 763 110.6 5.2
(3000OF)+ 1000hn/ T 93 200 651 94.3 712 103.2 9.4
1427°C (2600°F) T 149 300 590 85. 5 - 95.0 11.5
m ii
L -46 -50 820 1!8. 8 656 121.0 3. 0
L RT RT 719 104.2 787 114.0 10.0
L 66 150 680 98.6 754 109.3 16.
L 149 300 580 84. 0 672 97. 4 20. 4
PWA-1 hr/1815°C T RT RT 721 104.5 737 106.8 1.9
(330[)"F) hrs/ T 93 200 649 94. 1 712 103.2 7. 6
1427°C (2600°F) T 149 300 580 84. I 649 94. 0 8. 9
T 204 400 558 80. 8 616 89. 3 11.9
L RT RT 723 104. 8 768 1i 1.3 6. 6
L 66 150 675 97. 8 717 103.9 5. 0
L 93 200 460 66.6 727 105.3 14.9
L 149 300 596 86. 4 675 97. 8 15. 8
PWA-I hr/1815°C T RT RT 727 105.4 749 1108.5 2.8
(3000°F) + 10_ hrs/ T 93 200 651 94.3 709 102.8 6.6
1427°C (2600vF) T 149 300 587 85. 1 650 9.. 2 9. 5
T 204 400 551 79.8. 613 8'3.8 8.8.
L 149 300 575 83. 3 620 89. 8 3. 6
L 177 350 566 82.0 631 91.5 6. 4
L 204 400 539 78. 1 620 89. 9 13. 8
1. 232 450 520 75. 4 608 88. 1 17.6
StrainRateO.05/mln.
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and 107• Testdata for bothlongitudinaland transverseorientationswere includedon the
sameplot. The longitudinalelongationvaluesweregenerally higher than the transverse
• testvaluesand exhibitedclassicalductile-to-brlttle type behavior. Thetransversedata
exhibited gradualchangesin elongationwith test temperature. Therea*.onfor the difference
" in behavioris shownin Figure108. The tensilespecimenswere PWA1 hourat 1649°C
(3000°F) andagedat 1149°C (2100°F). The DBTTcurvesproducedfromtest data of the
picturedspecimensare shcwnin Figure 105B. The longitudinalspecimens_howedevidence
of ductile strainaccommodationalong thewhole gage lengthat the highertest temperatures.
The changein deformationmodeastest temperaturewasreducedwasalso reflected in the
fracture mode. At the lowertest temperature, th_ fracturewasessentiallycleavage-type
while ductile shearwasevidentat the higher temperatures. In the transversetests, the
strainwashighly localized in the weld metal, producingloweroverall elongationvalues.
Thisbehaviorwasparticularlyevident at temperaturesabovethe DBTT. Thus, the curves
producedby the transversetestdata changedgradually with temperaturerather than abruptly
as wasthe casewith the longitudinaltest results. All transversespecimens,except two
failed in the weld metal and in thegagesection.
Ductile-brittle transitiontemperatureswere taken fromeachcurve andare summarizedin
Table38. The DBTTwastakenas the mid-point on thecurve wherethe rate of changesof
_longationwith temperaturewasthe greatest. The longitudinalvalueswere readily obtained
without muchdifficulty. Thetransversevalueswere moredlfflcult to dlscemdueto the shallow
or smallrate of changein elongationwith iempemture.
The DBTTare summarizedIn Figure109. "As-welded" and unageddata werealso includedfor
comparison. In the longitudinaltestmode, the "as-welded" materialhada DBTTof 121°C
(250°F). Post-weldannealsof 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and 1982°C
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Figure 107. Tensi!e DBTTof GTA Welded ASTAR-1211C
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Table 38. Summaryof DBTTTest Resultsfor GTA Welded, PWA,
and Thermally Aged ASTAR-1211C Sheet
&
r
Specimen Thermal History DBTT*
PWA Tempe,'atum _ging Temperature Longitudinal Trarsverse
(°C) _°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) (°F)
AW AW NA NA 121 250 -!8 0
1649 3000 N A N A 24 75 52 125
1815 3300 NA NA 93 200 66 150 :
1982 3600 NA NA 93 2(30 38 100 :
=m
AW AW 1149 2100 66 150 93 200
1649 3000 1149 2100 10 50 -18 0
,- 1815 3300 _149 2100 24 75 38 100 :
19d2 3600 1149 2100 80 175 52 125
ff
AW AW 1316 2400 52 125 38 100
1649 3000 1316 2400 --46 -50 -46 -50
1815 3300 1316 2400 -18 0 -73 -100
1982 3600 1316 2400 163 325 24 75
AW AW 1427 2600 66 150 66 150
1649 3000 1427 2600 38 100 66 150
1815 3300 1427 2600 66 150 93 200
1982 3600 1427 2600 191 -_-r_ 107 225
N--_ = Not Ag._l
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Figure 109. Summaryof DBTTBehavior of
GTA Welded ASTAR-1211C Sheet
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The effect of thermal aging on non-PWA and PWA materlal was quite pronounced. The
_ tmnsitlon temperatures of material not PWA but thermally aged were reduced to a temperature
range of 52°C (125°F) to 66°C (150OF). The effect of PWA on the DBTTof thermally aged
: ...,_riat was also significant. Material PWA at 1649°C (3000°F) exhibited the lowest transition
• temperatures observed in this study. The transition temperatures were equivalent to or lower
than nonaged material with the same PWA. As the PWA temperature was increased, the
" transition temperatures for the aged material increased, but stayed below the value for non-
aged material, At 1982°C (3600°F) tmnsltlon temperatures for material aged at 1316°C
(2400°F) and 1427°C (2600°F) increased above 149°C (300°F), while 1149°C (2100°F)
annealed material remained comparable to nonaged material. Of the three PWA temperatures
- evaluated, Me 1649°C (3000°F) anneal produced the mostdesirable results.
The results of the transverse tensile testswere lessconclusive, cJsprevlously discussed. The
DBT"r was lesssharply defined due to the nature of the transverse tensile test. In this eval-
uatlon, the as-welded material had a DBTTof -18°C (70°F) in contrast to the 1149°C (250°F)
; frqm the transversecase. |he only clearly dlscemible trend was in regard to the effect of '*
highest PWA temperature 1982°C (3600°F) on aged material. _e increaseswere not as
_ dramatic as in the case of the longitudinal test specimens. While the transverse tensile test
condition did not provide conclusive results, no deleterious effects were noted for this mode
of testing.
t
5. 3. 3. 2 HardnessEvaluation of Aged GTA Welded ASTAR-1211C Sheet
Hardnesstraverseswere conducted on specimens representing each of post-weld annealed
and aged conditions. Measurementswere made on bose-metal, heat-affected zone (HAZ),
and weld-metal regions of each using a 10 Kg load on a Vickers hardnesstester. The results
of the measurementsare plotted in Figure 110. The hardnesssampleswere taken from the
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e
undisturbedbosemetal, HAZ, and weld metal. TheagedASTAR-1211Cmaterial produced
the lowest hardness readings observed. The values ranged from 230 DPH for non-_A
" material agedat ! 149°C (2100%) to 275 DPHfor material PWAat 1982°C (36000F)and
! :
aged at ]427°C (2600°F). Thehardnessvalueswere constantin eachspecimenin that a4 Z
variance of no greater than 15 DPHwas noted in mast cases for brae metal, HAZ, and weld
metal. Roomtemperatureyield strengthas indicated in Table 37, although lowerthan bose _
metal pmpe_ies, were not as low as would be indicated by room temperature hardness.
, . (2)Thisbehaviorhasbeen observedin otheralloys of similarcompoJhon.
?
5. 3. 3.3 MetallographlcEvaluationof AgedGTA WeldedASTAR-1211CSheet
The mlcrostructuresof the post-weldannealedandthermallyaged ASTAR-1211CGTA weld
sheetare shownin Figures1]1, 112, and 113. Themlcragmphincludesweld metal, HAZ,
and basemetal. Themicrostructurefor all the aged conditionsappearquite similar. Large
blocky precipitatesare foundat grain boundariesin all cases. Thisprecipitate hasbeen
identified asTa2C by x-roy diffraction of extracted residues. Theprecipitate appearsto
be largerandmareconcentratedin the material thermallyagedat 1149°C (2100°F). At :
the higheraging temperatures,the precipitatesappearto be finer and moreuniformlydis-
?
tributed on the grain boundaries. A secondtype precipitate wasalso evident within the
interdenclriticareasof theweld metal. The interderdritlc precipitate appearsto be stable
andpersistsat thehighestaging temperature. Material given a PWAat 1982°C (3600°F) _
hassimilar typesof precipitates located within the grain matrix. Thissametype precipitate
hasbeen noted in unagedmaterial annealedat 1982°C (3600°F). The fine precipitate hasnot
been positively |dent|fled. One possibility, whichhasbeen postulated, suggestedthat the
interdendrltic phaseis an intermetalllc compound,W2Hf(10). The interdendritlc zones
V
are knownto be high in hafniumdueto solidification processes.Extractiontechniquesfor
successfulremovalof intermetallicsfromthe base,.,.rrlx are not knownat this time.
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Figure 111. Microstructure of GTA Welded ASTAR1211C Sheet
Aged at 1149°C (2100°F)
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The gmln size of the heat affected zone increased significantly as PWA temperature in- |
creased. The gmln size was increased to the extent that, in somecases, two grains composed
the region between sheet surfacesin the HAZ. The ductile-brlttle behavior of refractory
4 alloys has been shownto be sensitive to grain size. Increasing grc/n size causesDBTT to
increase.
5. 3.3.4 De:ermlnafion of Tensile DBTTof GTA Welded ASTAR-1511C Sheet
GTA welded, post-weld anneaJed, and thermally aged ASTAR-1511C sheet was also eval-
uated to determine tensile DBTT. ASTAR-'511C was only tested in the longitudinal con-
fi.qumtlon clue to the limited supply of sheet material available. The same test procedures
used for the ASTAR-1211C were used for ASTAR-1511C. CompJete tensile data are qlven
in Table 39. Elongation values as a Functionof test temperaturesare given in Figures 114,
115, and 116. The ducfiJe-brlttJe transition temperatures derived from the elongation-
test temperature curves are summarized in Figure 117 and Table 40. The DBTT for ASTAR-
1511C welded sheet was significantly higher than ASTAR-1211C. The additional tungsten,
3 percent, was responsible for the dramatic increase in DBTT. As in the case of ASTAR-
1211C, the 1649°C (3000OF) PWA produced the lowest DBTTfor each aging temperature.
Tensile DBI"r for "as welded" and PWA material but not aged were not obtained for cam-
par|son due to limited supply of sheet material, increasing the PWA temperature to 1815°C
(3300°F) and 1982°C (3600°F) caused only a moderate increase in the DBTTfor materiaJ
aged at 1149°C (2100°F)and 1316°C (2400°F). Th_ material aged at 1427°C (2600°F),
however, experienced a significant increase to above 260°C (300°F). From the data pre-
sented, it appears possible that a lower PWA temperature may exist.
° 5.3.3.5 HardnessEvaluation of A_ed GTA Welded ASTAR-1511C Sheet 1
Hardnesstraverseswere conducted on specimensrepresenting each of the post-weld annealed
and aged conditions. The speclmenswere taken from the head section of Iongltudlnal room





! Table 39. LowTemperatureTensilePropertiesof GTA Welded,
_ PWA, andAged ASTAR-1511CSheet
Test
"_" Specimen Thermal Spec. Temperature Yield Strength Ultimate Strength Total•, _ Elong.
"_ History Type (°C) (OF) (MN/m 2) (ksi) (MN/m 2) (ksi) (%)
As-welded L RT RT 748 108. 4 760 ! !0. 2 I. I
_. + 1000 hrs,/1149°C L 149 300 606 87.9 680 98.5 5.0
:. (2100°F) L 19"1 375 566 82. 1 676 98.0 15. 0L 12 450 533 77. 2 649 94.0 16. 8
PWA-! hr/1649°C L RT RT 704 102.0 749 108.5 2.7
(3000°F) + 1000 hPs/ L 93 200 652 94. 5 727 105. 3 7. 7
1149°C (2100°F) L 149 300 598 86. 7 691 100. 2 13. 5
PWA-1 hr//815°C L RT RT 719 104.2 738 106.9 4.0
(3300°F) + 1000 hrs/ L 93 200 638 92.4 709 102. 8 6. 0
! 149VC (2100°F) L 149 300 591 85.6 679 98. 4 8. 9
L 232 450 514 74. 5 613 88. 9 8. 0
_' PWA-I hr/1 982°C L RT RT 698 101.1 709 i 02.8 1.4
_+ (3600°F) + !000 hrs/ L 149 300 590 85. 5 670 97. ! 10. 4
_ ! 149°C (2100°F) L 191 375 559 81.0 649 94.1 9.6
• L 232 450 492 71.3 599 86. 8 20. 7
As-welded + I000 hrs/ L -46 -50 826 119.7 843 122.2 1.7
++ 1316°C (2400°F) L RT RT 730 105. 8 794 115. 1 6. 6
L 93 200 664 96. 2 766 111.0 13. 2
L 149 300 618 89.6 711 103.1 12.8
PWA-I hr/1649°C L -46 -50 834 120. 8 860 124. 6 2. 7
(3000°F) + 1003 hrs/ L RT RT 740 107.2 800 !!6.0 6. 1
1316°C (2400°F) L 93 200 661 95.8 770 111.6 16.3
; L 149 300 606 87.8 690 108.0 17.8
PWA-1 hr/1815°C L RT RT 736 106.7 773 112.0 4.5 i
(3300°F) + 10_X]hrs/ L 93 200 664 96. 2 683 99. 0 2.4
1316°C (2400_F) L 121 250 633 91.7 727 105. 3 9. 6
L 149 300 611 88.5 704 102.0 11.7
PWA-! hr/1982°C L RT RT 731 106.0 735 106.5 .5
+" (3600°F) + 1080 hrs/ L 93 200 658 95. 3 697 101.0 4.2 :
• 1316°C (2408°F) L 149 300 576 83.5 666 96. 5 10. 3 + j
As-welded + I000 hrs/ L RT RT 697 101.0 828 120.0 6. i
1427°C (2600°F) L 93 200 686 99.4 707 102.4 3. 1 i
L 121 250 692 100.3 774 112.2 12.3 i,
L 149 300 622 90. I 704 102. 0 1i. 7 •
_; PWA-I hr/1649°C L RT RT 716 103.8 814 118.0 4.6 ?
:; (3000°F) + 1000 hrs/ L 66 150 740 107,2 808 I17. I 9.0
•", 1427°C (2600"F) L 93 200 707 102.5 791 114. 7 14. 0
L 149 300 632 91,6 712 103.2 14.4
IPWA-! hr/1815°C L 149 300 663 96. 1 716 103.8 5.6 +
I
, (330OAF)+ 1000 hrs/ L 232 450 573 83.0 638 92.4 7.4
! 1427°C (26000F) L 274 525 522 75.7 572 82. 9 4. 8
L 316 600 502 72.8 586 84.9 17.3
PWA-1 hr/1982°C L 149 300 638 92. 4 653 94. 6 2. 3
(36000F) + 1000 hes/ L 232 450 552 80. 0 591 85.7 5. 8
_. 1427°C (26000F) L 274 525 513 74. 4 578 83. 7 6.5
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Figure114. TensileDBTTof GTA WeldedASTAR-1511C
SheetThermallyAged 1000 Hrs./1149°C (2100°F)
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Figure 116. Tens!le DBTTof GTA Welded ASTAR-1511C
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I +Table40. Summaryof DBTTTestResultsfor GTA Welded, PWA,• and ThermallyAgedASTAR-1511CSheet !+ " SpecimenThermalHistory DBTT*
PWATemperature Aging Temperature Lc.,-_g!t',_llr_a!
(°C) (°F) (°C) (°F) (°C) i (°F)i i
AW AW 1149 2100 163 325
1649 3000 1149 21£_, 93 200
1815 3300 1149 2100 93 200
1982 3600 1149 2100 177 350
AW AW 1316 2400 66 150
1649 3000 1316 2400 52 125
1815 3300 1316 2400 107 225
1982 3600 1316 2400 121 250 •
i i ii
AW AW 1427 2600 107 2:5
1649 3000 1427 2600 , 66 150
1815 3300 1427 2600 288 550
1982 3600 1427 2600 288 550
* Determinedfromtransitioncurves, F|gures113, 1i4, and 115.
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and weld metal hardnesseswere measuredfor each condition. As was noted far ASTAR-
;. 1211C, the hardnessvalues were unusually low. The hardnessvalues for ASTAR-1511C were
generally 30 to 40 DPH points higher than ASTAR-1211C for comparable thermGl history.
The some trends as noted for ASTAR-1211C were observe_" for ASTAR-1511C. The spread in
hardnessvalues for base metal, HAZ, and weld metal was 15 DPH points or less in most
cases. The only explanat|en for the low hardness values is the complete precipitation of
carbon from solution. Carbon has a significant effect on room temperature hardness. Room
temperature tensile _ies were lower than base metal data as was expected for welded
tantalum alloy but not as muchas "...ndlcatedby hardnessvalues.
5. 3.3.6 Metallographlc Evaluation of Aged GTA Welded ASTAR-1511C Sheet
The mlcrostructure of base metal, HAZ, and weld metal of post-weld annealed and thermally
aged ,_TAR-1511C sheet are shown in Figures 119, 120, and 121. The observatlons, whlch?
• were made for ASTAR-1211C, are also applicable for PWA and aged AS'f_-1511C. The ;
higher the post-weld annealing temperature the larger the gmln size in the HAZ. The
second phase pr_|pitate, Ta2C , was found at the grain baundarle'i of all sr_clmens examined.
The Ta2C phase was in evidence in the base ,'netal, HAZ, and weld metal. An interdendritlc
phase wasalso present in the weld metal of mostspecimens, and its behavior was slm|lar to
i
that noted in ASTAR-1211C. The disposition of the second phasesdoes not appear to play
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Figure 119. Structure of GTA Welded ASTAR-1511CSheet
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6.0 PROCESSING AND EVALUATION OF TUBING
_ Since the alloys being investigated in this program were considered primarily as bar and .
forging material, the production of thin walled tubing was conducted as a feasibility study.
The objective of this task was to make and evaluate 19.0 r.lm (0. 750 inch) OD x 1.0 mm
(0. 040 inch) wall tubing. Two approaches for the fabrication of tubing are outlined in
Figure 122. Two billets of each alloy composition were utilized. One billet was extruded
: to a solid round bar, then rifle drilled to produce a tube hollow for warm drawing. The
secondbillet was drilled, then extruded over a mandrel to produce a tube hollow. The con-
; dltioned and annealed tube hollows were drawn over a mandrel at elevated temperature to
the finished tube size. The drawing of the tube hollows was done at Superior Tube Company,
Collegeville, Pa. In this approach, the tube rocking operation was bypassedsince only a
; small quantity of finished tubing was required, and ;he drawability of the alloys was of primary
concern. The extrusion and rifle drilling of a solid round bar appeared to be the most positive
method for making redraw st_k. The extrusion of the alloys over a mandrel was evaluated
/ because the economic production of large quantities of tubing would require such a step.
?
In the event that finished tubing was produced, evaluation of the product was to be carried
out according to the outline in Figure 123. Included in the evaluation was the determination
of mechanical properties, unlaxlal tensile, uni_xlaJ and biaxlal creep. Welded tubing in
the "as-welded" and standard post-weld annealed conditions were sc,eduled for evaluation by
determining unlaxlal tensile DBTT, unlaxlal tensile and elevated temperature tensile properties.
6. 1 PROCESSING OF ASTAR-1211C AND ASTAR-151 lC TUBING
• 6. 1.1 Extrusionof ASTAR-1211C and 1511C Tube Hollows
Two billets of each composition were extruded as part of the processingevaluation for the
production of tubing. One billet of each composition was encapsulated in a powder met
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I I
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I I
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2. 9 cm (1. 125 ;,,. ) OD - Cut to 25. 4 cm 2. 9 cm (1. 125 in. ) OD x 2.22 cm (0. 875 in) ID
"i (10 in. ) Lengths J Cut to 25.4 cm (10 in. ) Lengths
I if
Anneal - Temperature to be Determined Anneal - Temperature to be Determined
' Rifle Drill to 2.2 cm (0.875 in.) ID :
.: J Hot Draw at 538°C (1000°F) to i. 9 cm
Hot Draw at 538°C (1000°F) to 1.9 cm (0.75 in. ) OD x !. 0 mm(0. 040 in. )
(0. 75 in. ) OD x 1.0 mm (0. 040 in. ) Wall Tubing - Intermediate Anneals as
Wall Tubing - Intermediate Anneals as Required
Requlmd
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billet of each compositionwasdrilled andencapsulatedas illustrated in Figure 124. The
center hole wasnominally 2.54 cm (1.0 inch)diameter. Thebillets were ultrasonlcally
inspectedaccording to MIL-STD-271D (Ships). A 0. 8 mm (1,/32 inch) diameter hole 1o25 cm
(1/2 inch) deep drilled parallel to the billet axis midway between the OD and ID wasused
as a standardreference. Bothbillets were free of indications. Thecenter hole was lined
with a molybdenumtube with a 2.5 mm (0. 1 inch) thlck wall. The molybdenumcan was
braze-welded with vanadiumas the filler metal. The drilled billets were extruded over a
floating taperedtool steel mandrel which wascoated wlth a 0. 25 mm (0. 01 inch) of zirconla.
The extrusiondata are listed in Table 41. In one case, the mandreloverheated and separated
by tensile failure near the end of the extrusion and causedsomelossof material. Thesolid
round extruslonswere reheated to 1371°C (2500°F) and swagestralghtened. Theco-extruded
molybdenumc lad wasretalned in place to provlde protection fromatmosphericcontamination
durlng reheat and swaging. The extruslonswere declad chemically and cut into sections28 cm
(il inches) long. Sectionsof "as-extruded" tube hollows are shownin Figure 125, and a
solid-round is shownin Figure 126. The tube hollows had an OD of 28.6 mm(1-1/8 inch)
with an ID of 19.0 mm (3/4 inch). The solid round barswere approximately 2. 5 cm (1.0 inch)
in dlameter. The solid roundbarswere sent to the vendor for deep hole drill;ng.
6. 1.2 TubeDrawing
The extruslonswerecut into segmentsapproximately28 cm (11 inches) long. Thesegments
were sllghtlybowed, each havingapproximatelya 1.6 mm(i,/16 inch)gap betweenthe
chordand the tube hollowOD when placedon a flat surface. After discusslonswith the
peopleat SuperlorTube, it wasdecidedthat the firstdrawingpasswouldbe usedto stralghten
the tube hollows. The first drawlngpasswouldbe accompllshedwith the tube hollow ID and
OD surfacesin the as-extrudedcondition. Conditioningandadjustmentof wall thickness 1
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!' Table 41. ExtrusionData for TubingStudy
!' I Extrusion Extrusion Yield of
j Extrusion Constan, Constant SoundBIIlet Temperature Reduction 3reakthrough Running Material
Identification (°C) (OF) Ratio (MN/m2) (ksl) (MN/m2', (ksl) (¢m) (in)
NASVF-1000-A-3 1538 2800 6:1" 563 81.5 521 75. 5 61 24
NASVF-1000-A-4 1649 3000 6. 3:1** 507 73. 5 407 59. 0 76 30
NASVF-2000-B-3 1649 3000 6. 3:1** 597 86. 5 518 75.0 66 20 _**
NASVF-2000-A-3 1649 000 6:1" 488 69. 3 421 6i. 0 58 23
* SolidRound










The tube hollows were given a duplex heat treatment - 1 hour at 1815°C (3300°F) followed
by 1 hour at 1260°C (2300°F) - in preparation for tube drawing. The microstructure of the
tube hollows after heat treatment are shown in Figure 127. The hardnessva!ues for the
annealed materlalv_ere288 DPH for the ASTAR-1211C and 316 DPH for the ASTAR-1511C. ;
Prior to the drawing operation at Superior Tube, two experiments were conducted to provide
guidance in selection of drawing parameters. A piece of annealed ASTAR-1211C sheet was
given reductions of 10, 25, 50, and 75 percent by rolling to determine the work hardening
rate. The hardnessof ASTAR-1211C as a function of reduction by rolling is given in Figure
128. The thinnessof the sheet reduced 75 percent made the hardnessvalues uncertain. The
greatest increase in hardnessoccun'ed at reduction in the 10 to 50 percent range. ASTAR-
1511C would be expected to behave in a similar manner with the curve displaced upward
to account for the higher hardnessdue to the higher alloy content. Redu:tlons on the order
of 10 to 20 percent between anneals were planned for both alloy compositions.
The second experiment consisted of an o×idation study to determine the maxlmum temperature
which could be used in the drawing operation without severely contaminating the tube hollows.
Annealed tabs of ASTAR--1211C sheet 2.5 cm (1 inch) by 1.3 cm (1/2 inch) by 1.0 mm(0. 040 inch)
thick were exposed in still air at temperature for 24 hour per!otis. The sampleswere accurately _,
weighed before and after the thermal exposure. The results of r le experiment are given in
Table 42. The calculated weight change values were basedon uniform distribution of the
contaminant throughout the sample, when in fact, the contaminant remains primarily at the
surface. The 310°C (600°F,_ sample remained bright while the 427°C (800°F) and 538°C
(1000°F) samplesshowedvarying degrees of discoloration. The 649°C (1200°F) sample had
a thicker surface film which spalled off in places during sample cooldown. Basedon the
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" Table 42. Low Temperature Oxidation Study of ASTAR-1211C !
- 'Weight Change Weight !
Exposure Sample After 24 hr. Weight Change Change _
Temperature Weight Exposure Exposedas Per hr. iii (oc) (°F) (g) (g) (ppm)* (ppm/hr)
316 600 5. 5623 None 0 0
4427 800 5. 3396 +0. 0003 56 2.3 ,'.
538 1000 5.5766 +0. 0006 107 4.5 :_
649 1200 5.4184 +0. 0063 1162 48.5 _'




The tube drawing processusedon this program utilized a hardened steel alloy mandrel to
draw the tube hollow through the die. Under this arrangement, the OD and ID of the drawn
tube can be carefully controlled. This procedure requires that the leading end of the tube
be gg ; i.e., ,,"ta ed" the OD and ID are _educed .- provlde a gr|pplng area for the mandrel.
In normally ductile material, a simple svraglng reduction can serve to "tag" the tube hollow.
Special hydraulic equlpment speciflcalgy ._signed to handle more dlfficult experiments
was al_ available.
For the inltlal drawing operation, four tube hollows, two of each compasltlon, were sent to
Superior Tube. Inltlal attempts to "tog" the ASTAR-1511C tube blanks were unsuccessful.
Both ASTAR-1511C tubes developed longitudinal and transversecracks as a result of the
swaglng process. Raising the swaging temperature to 316°C (600°F) to 427°C (800°F) was
: not effectlve in reducing the tendency to crack even at minimal reductions.
: Two ASTAR-1211C tube hollows were successfully "tagged" wlth mlnor cracking. Both tube
hollows were heated to 538°C (1000°F) and successfullydrawn. The finlshed size was 25. 9 mm
(1.06 inch) OD x 17. 9 mm (0.705 inch) ID for reductlon of 10 percent basedon change in
crosssectional area. The " a---J''t gg=u end of each tube hollow, which had been cracked,
:: separated completely during the drawing operation. Removing the mandrel from the drawn
• tubing proved to be a difficult task. Normally, the tube walls are expanded away from the
mandlel OD by a rolling operation. One tube hollow was broken during this operation. The
: successfullydrawn tube hollows are shownin Figure 129. Examination of the tube blanks
revealed circumferential cra_,ksalong the ID of both tubes. The cracks were attributed to the
rolling operation used to remove the mandrel. After consultation with Superior Tube, the OD
of all the ASTAR-1211C tube blanks and one ASTAR-1511C blank were machlned to a nominal
25 cm (1 inch) diameter, nnd the ID was machlned to give a 3.2 mm (1/8 inch) wall thickness.
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ASTAR-1211C tube blanks were annealed 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F) followed by 1 hour at
1260°C (2300°F). The resultsof an attempt to swage one of the shorter ASTAR-1211C tube
blanks at 427°C (800°F) is shown in Figure 130. The failure was typlcal of the results of
"ta--i "attempts to swage point ASTAR-1511C. It was concluded that gg ng by swaging at
temperatures in the range of 316°C (600°F) to 427°C (800°F) was i:nsatisfactory for these
particular alloys.
Another approach, which offered posslbilltles of success, ,vashydrostatlc extrusion. Thls
processhasbeen used successfully to deform brlttle materials at ambient temperatures.
Facilities for carrying out such an operation were. available at the NASA-Lewis Research
Center. It was decided that one small ASTAR-1211C tube hollow could be usedto evaluate
the hydrostatic deformation processas a meansfor "tagging" the tube blanks. The detai Is of
the operation of the NASA facility are given in a NASA Technical Note (11). The tube
blank was fitted wlth a mild steel mandrel to provide support at the tube blar_ ID and to
provide a seal for retention of the working fluid. The objective was to push 1.3 cm (1/2
inch) to 1.9 cm (3/4 inch) of the tube blank into a conical shapeddle. A dle wlth a 40 degree
included inlet angle was available and was usedas a matter of convenience. The demon-
stratlonwas quite successfuland achieved what appeared to be a sufficient reduction in the
first 1.3 cm (I/2 inch) of the tube. The remaining large ASTAR-1211C and the machined
ASTAR-1511C were also processedin the samemanner as the test piece. The resultsof the
hydrostatic "ta- -i -"g_ ng operation are shown in Figure 131. The tube blanks were etched
and dye penetrant inspected prior to shlpment to Superior Tube for warm drawing. The dye
penetrant inspection revealed that the ASTAR-1511C tube contalned a circumferential crack
,, a--e J °,just below the t gg a or reduced end. T'°mecrack is not evident in the photograph of
Figure 131. It was suspectedthat the crack may have formed during the etching process.
There was no direct evidence to thls effect, however. In light of this development, only
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i 1"Thetube blankwascoatedwith a proprietarylubricant, heated to 316°C (600°F) and
I successfullydrown. Theoriginal tubeblank was20 cm (8 inches)longwith a 24.4 mm
E
" (0.960 inch) OD and 3. 1 mm(0. 121 inch) wall. Thedrawingpassreducedthe OD to k_
23.2 mm(0.914 inch) and the wall to 2.7 mm(0. 107 inch), a reductionof 15.2 percent.
Inspectionof the tubeblank after the drawingoperation revealeda circumferential crack
approximately1/3 of the lengthback fromthe noseof the tube. The remainderof the tube
blank wassoundand possessedan excellent surface. Removalof the mandrelagaincaused
difficulties. Themandrelremovalprocedure,which followed, consistedof t eating the
tube blank andmandrelto 482°C (900°F) for 10 minutesto allow the greaterthermalexpan-
slvlty of the Discalloymandrelto expandthe ASTAR-1211Ctubeblank. Thenon cooling to
ambienttemperaturethe mandrelwasmovedapproximately1.3 cm (1/2 inch) with respect
_ to the tubeblank. An attemptto use the |,,.,draullcdrawbenchto extract the mandrelthe
remainderof the distancewasunsuccessful;the hydraulicsystemwasstalled. A repeat of
l the thermalexpansionof the tube blankusingthe proceduredescribedrJbovewasagain
attemptedwithoutsuccess.Asa final attemptto removethe mandrel, it wasdecided that
the tube mightbe expandedaway from the mandrelby rapld heatingof the tube OD. The
mandreland tube blank wereallowed to cool to ambienttemperatureand then theywere I
introducedinto the 649°C (1200°F) zone of a multiple zone fumace for two minutes. The
mandreland tube blank weremovedto a cooler partof the furnacein preparationfor removal
fromthe furnace. At that time, threeaudible "pings"were heardat oneto two second
intervals. The tube blankwasremovedfromthe furnaceandexamined. Threecircumferential
crockswere noted in the rear two-thlrdsof the tube blank. It wasconcludedthat the cracks
were mostlikely due to failure of the tubeblank to accommodatethe differential thermal
expansionof the mandrel. It is not knownwhatwould causethe ASTAR-1211C, whi_.hhas i !




. The resultof thedrawingoperationis shownin Figure132. Theendwith the reducedOD,
_i '_tog", waspulled throughthe die first. Thecrack in the tag end r,ccurredduringthe tagging
p,,'ocess•The wide crack indicatedby "A" occurredduring the drawing process. Thec acks
-?.
_ indicated by "B", "C", and "D" occurredduring the attempt to removethe mandrel. Micro-
i graphsof the cracked regionsare shownin Figure 133. Fi.aure133Ashowsthe crack which
occurredduringdr'_wlng. Thecrack in Figure133Boccurredduring thermal cycling. Both
crack_ are primarily transgranuksrin nature, althoughsomegrain boundaryseparationcan
"_ be noted. Hardnessmeasurementstakenadjacent to the crackedregion rangedfrom340 to
350 DPHwhich wastypical for ASTAR-1211Cwhich hasbeencoldworked13 to 15 percent.
Checkinterstitial chemicalanalyseswerecenductedand revealed no slgnlflcantcha_,.-_ein
bulk interstitial chemlstry. Hydrogenlevel was0. 00008 percent, oxygenwas0. 0004 per-
cent, nltrogenwas0. 0014 percent, andcarbon was0. 0'250percent.
• To check the posslbilltyof an adve_e reaction wlth the SuperlorTubeproprietarylubricant,
• three roundbar tensilespecimenswere sentto SuperiorTubefor coating with the lubricant.
On returnto WANL, onespecimenwasthermallyexposedat 316°C (600OF)for two hours.
A secondexposedat 482°C (900°F)and the thlrclat 649°C (1200°F). After thermalexposure,
the specimenswere testedat roomtemperaturealong with an uncoatedunexposedspecimen.
Tensiletestsworecarrledo,t at a strainrate of 25.4 cm (10 inches)per minute• Thisspeed
approximatedthe tubedrawingspeed. Resultsof the lensile testsare given in Table43.
. Resultsfor material testedat O.05/mln strainrate were al,.o includedto illustrate tLe eff_t
of stralnrate. Thetest resultsindicate that a significantreductionin total elongationoccurred
as the strainrate is inc,reased. A correspondlngincreasein strengthpropertieswasalso noted
with the increasedstrain rate. Thereducff,_.nin area, however, remalnedessentially the
sale. The specimenscoatedwith SuperiorTubelubrlcantand thermally agedshowan effect
due to theaging treatment. Thespecimenaged at 316°C (600°F) exhibitsthe lowerelongation
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Y|eld St.'ength Ultimate Stren_lth Elongation AreaSpecimen
Condition (MN/m2) (ksl) (MN/m2) 0csl) (%) (%)
UncoatedControl* 1035 15(1 1035 150 1.7 56.3
Coated + 2 hrs. at
i 3160C (600OF). 1082 157 1082 157 2. 0 57. 4
Coa_ed+ 2 hrs. at .... 1075 156 0. 1 7. 5
482(_C(900OF)* !
_ Coate_+ 2 hrs. ct
. 649°C (1200OF)* ..... 642 93 0. 2 2.6
7,
Uncoated** 7o4 110. 6 918 133.0 23.6 47. 6









(900°F) and 649°C (1200°F) exhibited both a drastic reduction in eiongatlon as well as a
significant reductlor, in area. It appeared that thermal aging above 316°C (600°F) produced
a significant lossof ductility in ASTAR-1211C at the higher strain rate. It was not certain
whether the lossin ductillty wasdue to the thermal exposure along or was associated with
the lubricant.
One last tube blank of ASTAR-1211C was processedat Superior Tube in an attempt to produce
tubing. In llaht of the apparent strain rate sensltlvity a_ld the effect of temperature on the
: ductility of ASTAR-1211C, the processingschedule was changed. The drawing and "tagging"
operations were carried out at 204°C (400°F) rath,_rthan 316°C (600o1:) to 427°C (800°F).
The dra_ ing speed was reduced from well over 76.2 cm (30 inches)a minute to 25.4 cm
(10 inches)a minute. The lubricant was switched from one Superior Tube proprietary lubricant,
which contained _ glass frit ror elevated temperature, to one more suitable for the revised
204°C (40_°F) drawing temperature. The tube blank, which was approximately 23.9 cm
(9 inches) Io._gand had an OD of 2.5 cm (0.980 inch) with a 2.9 mm (0. 114 inch) wall
thickness. The tube blank was successfully "tagged" without cracking. This wasdone in
small 2.6 mm(1,/8 inch) incremental steps. The tube blank was successfully drawn at 232°C
(450°F) at a reduction of 12 percent. The finlshed length was aoproxlmately 25. 4 cm
(10 inches) long. The finished OD was 2.31 cm (0.910 inch) giving a final wall thickness
of approxlmately 2.5 mm(0. 100 inch). The blank was heat treated 1 hour at 1316°C (24 0°F)
and returned to Superior Tube for second drawing operation. The parameters for the second
draw were the same as for the first.
The resulting tube from the seconddrawing pa_ was crack free. The tube was removed from
the mandrel by passingthe tube througha bor rolllng mill. In this operation, the tube was
worked slightly in the samedirection as the drawing operation. The resultlrd tu',_eOD was








i 11.8 percent. A third successfultube reductionstep:,/asalsc can'ied out using the same
procedure. The resultingcrack-free tube, shownin Figure T34, hada final OD of 2.1 cm
" (0.830 inch) with a 2.2 mm(0. 087 inch) wall thickness. The reductionwason the order of"
12.3 percent.
4
At this point, the feasibilitystudywasconcluded. Althoughtheobjective of producing
1.9 cm (0. 750 inch) by 1.0 mm(0. 040 inch) wall tubingwasnot achieved, it wasconcluded















7. 0 PROCESSING AND EVALUATION OF FORGED ASTAR-1211C AND ASTAR-1511" DISCS
lt-
l_ i " The objective of this task was to evaluate the forgeabillty and obtain the mechanical prop-
erfles of ASTAR-1211C and ASTAR-1511C. Three billets of eacll composition we re upset
i forged to round discs. Creep and tensile specimenscut parallel te the radii of the discs weretested. The proce sing and ev luation schedule is given in Figur 135.
_ 7. I PROCESSING OF FORGED DISCS
i The billets, which were annealed 1 hour at 1815°C (3300°F),were encapsulated in powder :
_ met molybdenumcans as shown in Figure 136. The billets were surroundedwith approximately
i 1.3 cm (1,/2 inch) thick molybdenumclad at the OD. To protect the billet ends, molybdenum
. _ sheet 0. 5 mm (0. 020 inch) thick was weld brazed in place using vanadium as a filler braze; material. The billets were heated to 1538°C (2800°F) in an inert atmosphere induction
- heating furnace. The billets were then upset forged with one blow in a Dynapak hlgh-energy-
rate forming machine. The forging details are given in Table 44.
: _[ Forged discsof ASTAR-1211C are shown in Figur,_ 137. Despite the high reductions, 60 to 73
._ }" percent, little or no cllecklng or cracking wasobserved. The constraint provided by the thick
" i molybdenlJmcan during the forging processapparently was helpful in reducing the tendency
f_f ,::,,_,:kingat the OD of the discs. The 0. 5 mm (0. 020 inch) sheet at the billet end reduced
"_ _, the tendency for dishing out at the center of the discs. Thicknessof the declad discs were
very uniform from edge to center.
i 7.2 EVALUATION OF FORGED ASTAR-1211C AND ASTAR-1511C DISCS








6.6 cm (2.6 inches)Diameterx 4.4 cm (1-3/4 inches)Long
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property testing were the determlna'ion of tensile DBTT, notched-unnot_-hed strength ratio,
and elevated temperature tensile and creep behavior.
7. 2. 1 Recrystalllzatlon Behav!or
Two discs of ASIAR-1211C were cut throughthe diameter and the surfaces through forging
were examined macroscoplcally. The macrographoc the etched surfaces are shown in
Figure 138. No distinct flow pattern was evident in the macrastructure. The material
appears to have deformed in a more or less idealized manner. No "dog bone" shaped
pattern, which characterizes forging with inadequate lubrlcatlon, was evident. Only a
very faint indication of the prior extrusion direction was discernible.
Sampleswere cut from the forging and anneale.J for 1 hour at 1093°C (2000°F), 1260°C
(2300°F), 1371°C (2500°F), 1482_'C (27C_3uF_.1649°C (3000°F), 1815°C (3300°F), and
1982°C (3600°F). The mlcrostructuresof the forged and heated samplesof ASTAR-1211C
and ASTAR-1511C are shownin Figures 139 and 140, respectively. The "as-forged" micro-
structure of each alloy showsthe c_,_Formedgrain structure produced by the forging reduction.
The billets were annealed for 1 hour at 1815°C (3300°F) prior to forging, producing the
large grain size evident in the mlcrographs. The responseof both alloys to the heat treat-
ments were slmlJar. In the temperature range 1093°C (2000°F) to 1482°C (2700°F), no
evidence of recrystalllzatlon was detected. Precipitation of Ta2C at grain boundaries was
noted particularly in the temperature range 1093C'C(3000°F) to 1260°C (2300°F). X-ray
' diffraction nnalysis of extracted residues identified Ta2C as the only precipitate present.
As the heat treating temperature increased, the quantity of grain boundary precipitate
decreased. Evidence of a fine -eneral precipitate which occurred during cooldown was
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Figure 139. Microstructureof ForgedandHeat TreatedASTAR1211C
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Hardnessdata for the forged and annealed materialsare shownin Figure141. Recrystallizatlon
did not occur in either alloy until theanneal|ngtemperaturereached1649°C (3000°F). The
amountof reduction, which rangedfrom64 to 73 percent, and the forgingtemperature15380C
(2800OF),producedthe higherrecrystcllizationtemperature. Thehardnessdata reflected the
• normalbehaviorexpectedof tantalum-bosealloy, recoveryas indicated by the reduction|n
hardnesspriorto achievingrecrystalllzatlonasannealingtemperatureincreased. TheASTAR-
1511Cunderwent hardnessincreaseat 1649°C (3000°F) while no suchpeakoccurredfor
ASTA_-1211C. Bothhardnessresponseshavebeenobservedfor similarconditions.
; 7. 2.2 Tens!leDBTTand ElevatedTempera_re Properties
Tensilespecimenblankswerecut fromthe forgeddiscs. Thesp_imen blankswere cut parallel
_! to thediscs_radii to insureuniformityin mlcrostructurefromspec|mento specimen. Themachined
tensilespecimenswere given thestandardheat treatment, 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F). The
! low temperaturetensilepropertiesof ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Care given in Table45
:_ alongwith tensilestrengthdata for matchedspecimens. Thetensileelongationvaluesare
, plotted in Figure142. The DBTTfor the forged ASTAR-121IC wasapproximately-115°C
(-175°F). Thevalue for ASTAR-1511Cwasnear roomtemperature. The DBTTfor the forged
material washigherfor bothalloys thanswagedrod with comparablefinal heat treatment.
TI,e notched-unr_otchedstrengthratiosare given in Table 46. Thesamepatternnotedfor
swagedrodwasalsonotedfor forgedmaterial. TheASTAR-1211Cexhibited a notched-
, unnotchedstrengthratio of 1.59 at roomtemperature. The ratio decreasedas the test temper-
ature decreased,but remainedabove 1.0. TheASTAR-1511Cexhibited similarbehavlor, haw-
_! "' ever, the ratio droppedbelow 1.0 at -129°C (200OF)test temperature. This behaviorplus
the fact that the stressconcentrationfactor (Kt) for ASTAR-1511Cwas3.0 opposedto 4. 2 for
ASTAR-1211CIndicate that the forgedASTAR-1511Cwasmorenotchsensitive.
Theelevated temperaturepmpertlu for forged ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Care listed
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LTemperature Yield Strength Ultimate Strength Uniform Total Area
(°C) (°F) (MN/m2) (ksi) (MN/m2) (ks;) (%) (%) (%)
HI
ASTAR-1211C
_, RT RT 792 114.8 907 131.4 12.7 22. 1 53.2
RT* RT* - 1440 208. 7 - - -
: - 73 -100 941 136.3 1045 151.5 12.4 17.9 31 1
: - 73 -100" - 1465 212. 2 - - -
-129 200 993 143.9 1142 165.5 9.8 9.8 9.6
-129 -200* - 1480 214.4 - - -
•,!57 -250 1124 162.9 1170 169.5 3.4 3.4 4.1
-157 -250* - • 1600 232. 1 - - -
-196 -320 1253 182.0 1310 189.8 1.,,r 1.5 2.4
_ - 196 -320* - 1620 234. 5 - - -
AS"AR-1511C
: RT RT 928 134.6 963 139.3 9. 1 11.1 20. 0
RT* RT* - 1388 201.0 - - -
- 73 -100 1088 157.6 1095 158.7 1.3 1.3 2.6
: - 73 -100" - 1161 168. 1 - -
_ r I
_ -101 -150 1170 169.3 1190 172.5 1.0 1.0 2.1
-101 -150* - 640 92. 7 - - -
-101 -150* - 1410 204. 1 - - -
-129 -200 1174 171.5 1195 173. 1 0.7 0.7 0.6
-129 -200* - 1115 161.4 - - -
, StrainRate0. 05/m;n.
• Notched
: Kt = 4. 2 - ASTAR-1211C
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ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cas a Functionof TestTemperature
11
TestTemperature NotchedStrengthRatio
(°C) (°F) ASTAR-1211C ASTAR-1511C
RT RT 1.59 1.44
- 73 -100 1.40 1.06
-101 -150 - 1.18
-129 -200 1.30 0. 93
-157 -250 1.37 -
-196 -320 1.24 -
Kt forASTAR-1211C- 4.2
Kt for ASTAR-1511C- 3.0
4
,_:, 280





Thestrengthpmpertlesare plottedasa functionof test temperaturein Figure143. The
significanceof _hetensilepmpertleswas the extraordinarypmpettlesof ASTAR-1511C. The
yield andultimate strengthvalueswere greaterthan thoseof swagedmaterial, particularly
at temperaturesof |316°C (2400°F)andabove.#
7. 2. 3 Creep. pmpert!es
Creep test specimenswere annealed1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F) prior to testlng. Creepdata
are presentedin Table48. Larson-Millerparametersfor 1 percentcreepstmln are plotted
in Figure 144along with data for swagedrod. Data for T-111 and ASTAR-811Cwere in-
cluded for reference. Thecreep resultsforASTAR-1211Cwerequite conslstent. The creep
data for ASTAR-1211Cwere generatedfromfourtestspecimens,althoughsomeloadand
temperaturechangeswere requiredduringtestingto producedlscemlblecreep rates. The
creep propertlesof the forgedASTAR-1211Cwerecomparableor slightly better than those
of swagedrod.
Thedata for ASTAR-1511Cwerenot consistent. Threetestspecimenswere usedto generate
thedata palntson _he[arson-Miller parameterplot for ASTAR-1511C. Theslopeof the
curve for forgedASTAR-1511Cdivergedsignificantlyfromthe data for swagedrod, partlcularly
at the lowerstresslevelswheretest temperaturewas1316°C (2400°F). Thecontlnultyof
the curve suggeststhat theanomalouscreep behaviorwaslikely characteristicof the materials
ratherthandue to a hiddenflaw In thespecimen. The low stressdata for forgedASTAR-1511C
indlcated lowercreep resistancethan ASTAR-811C. Thiscreep behaviorwasinconsistent
froma compositionstandpalnt;ASTAR-1511Chas7 percent:_ighertungstencontentthan
ASTAR-811Cand, therefore,wouldbe expectedto possessgreater hlghtemperaturecreep
• resistance. The anomalouscreep behavlorof ASTAR-1511Ccould havebeencausedbya
numberof factors. Incompleterecrystallizationis knownto have a significant deleterious
affect on creep propertiesof tantalumalloys. Additional testingof material froma different






Test Elongation in ,_
; Temperature Yield Strength UltimateStrength Uniform Total Area !
: (°C'i' (OF) (MN/m2) (ksi) (MN/m2) (ksi) (%) (%) (%)
?
_- ASi'AR-1211C
?_ 649 1200 437 63.4 715 103.6 9. 9 13. 8 63. 7
982 1800 354 51.3 698 101.1 13.8 18. 9 57. 7 _
1316 2400 268 38. 9 358 51.8 7. 4 25.6 63. 8
1649 3000 214 31.0 217 31.4 0.7 23.1 38.2
ill ,, -
ASTAR-1511C
649 1200 635 92.0 736 106. 8 5. 7 11.4 57. 5
982 1800 594 86.0 728 105.6 6. 2 10. 5 51.8
1316 2400 530 76. 7 552 79. 9 1.6 8. 7 41.3 .!
1649 3000 258 37.4 305 44.2 3. 7 31.9 48. 1 _





Figure 143. Elevated Temperature Tensile Prol_rf'.'esof









8. 1 PROCESSINGOF STARTIh_GMATERIAL
Bothalloy compositionsASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cwere successfullyproducedas
12.6 cm (5.0 inch) diameter ingotsby doublevacuumo.c melting. Targr_alloy levelswere
achievedwithin the tolerancesset forth in the _rogramplan. Initial melting of elemental
electrodeswascafrled out usingAC poweron a routinebasis. Final DC meltingwasaccom-
pllshedwi_hminordifficulty traced to a nonvariablepowe,stirringcoil. (Theover powered ;_
"4
stin'ingcoli causedthec_rcto rata_erapidlyat the mld-polnt of the coil andthusraisedthe
powe; requiredto melt the electrode. Proper_.ontrolof stirringcall powerduring DC arc
meltingwill mlnlmizearc rotation.) No evidenceof segregationwasdetected in all the
processingand evaluationtasksof this program. Theexperiencewith 12.6 cm (5.0 inch)
diameteringotsindicatesthat larger, homogeneousbillets of bothalloy compositionscan be
_ producedwithout majordifficulty.
_ 8.2 PROCESSINGAND EVALUATION OF SWAC'EDROD
8. 2. 1 ProcessEvaluation
Bothalloyswere succ_sstuilyconvertedto smal:diameter 1 cm (0. 4 inch) rodby double
_ extrusionto nominal2. 5 cm (1 inch) diameterbar with molybdenumclad in place andswaging
to size at 1371°C (2500°F) and 16490C (3000°F). Evaluationof processingtemperaturesand
_ final annealingtemperatureswith respebtto low temperatureductility, elevated temperature
_, tensilestrength,andcreep propertiesof both alloys revealedthe following:
. • The tensileductile-to-brlttle-transltlon-ten_peraturesfor bothalloys were more
sensitiveto final annealingtemperaturethanprocessingtemperatur,_..Final
i annealingtemperaturesof 1649uc (3000°F)and below producedtensile DBTTs
well belowroomtemperature< -157°C (-25fl°F). As final annealing temper-
-_ aturesIncreased,the tensile DBTTsalso increasedbut remainedbelow room






• Forrecrystalllzedmaterial, processlngtemperatureandfinal annealingtemper-
inures, appearedto have little affect on roomtemperatureand 1316°C (2400°F)
tensileprop•rilesof ASTAR-1211C. The elevatedtemperaturetensile properties
" of ASTAR-1511Cexhibited somedegreeof senslt'vltyto processingtempemtcre.
Thematerialswage_qt 1649°C ('3000OF)t_cl tensilestrengthpropertieswhich
averaged69 MN/m z (10 ksl) higher than rnaterl_!swagedat 1371°C (',ZS00°F).
• Thecreep behaviorof bothalloysweresimilar. Material of both alloy com-
pmitlonsprocessedat 1649°C (3000°F) hadgreatercreep resistancethan
materialprocessedat the lowertemperature. Thedisparityin creep resistance
wasgreatestfor final annealingtemperaturesbelow 1649°C (3000°1=). In
general, the higherthe final annealingt,_.mperature,the bette.rthe creep
pmpertlesfor both alloy andboth processingtemperatures.
.• Basedon the resultsof the low temperatureductility behavlor, 1316°C (2400°F)
tensile pmpertlml,andcreep properties,a standardfinal annealingtemperature
of I hourat 1649vC (3000°F) wasselectedForbothalloys. This final annealing
temperatureprovidesthe b_t compromisebetweenlow temperatureductility
and elevated temperaturestrengthproperties.
Extendedevaluatlonof standardannealedswagedrodproducedthe Followingconci,_;ons:
• Thehighersolutecontentof ASTAR-151IC wasevident in all of the alloy
propertiesevaluated.
• ASTAR-1211Cand._STAR-1511Chadtensilestrengthpropertiese+roomtem-
peratureandat 1316°C (2400°F)that weresignificantly higherthan ASTAR-
811C.
• At 1649°C (3000°F), ASTAR-1511Chadan ultimate strengthof 244 MN/m 2
(35.4 ksi) comparedto 204 MN/m 2 (29. _ ksi) for ASTAR-1211C.
• Young'smodu21usforASTAR-1511Cwasslightly higherthanASTAR-!211C,199.1 GN/m (28.8 x 106 psi)versus196.1 GN/m 2 (28.4 x 106 psm)at
at roomtemperature.
• Shearmodulusfor ,_STAR-1511Cwas76. 8 GN/m 2 (11.3 x 106 psi)and 74. 7
GN/m 2 (10.8 x l0° psi) for ASTAR-1211C.
" • Polsson'sRatio for ASTAR-1211Cwas0. 32 and0. 30 for ASTAR-1511C. Bothi
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• Underimpactloading, ASTAR-1211Cexhibited indicationsof a transition
frombrlttle-to-ductile behavioras temperatureincreasedto 538°C (1000°F)
; while ASTAR-1511Cexhibited completelybrlttle behaviorup to the same _
temperature.
• Thetensile DBTTfor swagedrodannealed I hourat 1649°C _000°F) was "
• < -157°C (-250°F) for ASTAR-1211Candapproximately-129°C (-200°F)
for ASTAR-1511C.
_ • Thecreep i_operflesof ASTAR-1511Cwereslightly better than ASTAR-1211C. _
_ Thestressrequiredto pro_luce1 percentcreep strainin 1000 hoursat 1204°C _"
: (2000_F)was176 MN/m z (25. 5 ksl) forASTAR-1511Ccomparedto 155 MN/m 2 :
(22. 5 ksl) for ASTAR-1211C. Thesevalueswere a slg_ficant improvement
over ASTAR-811C, 124 MN/m 2 (18 ksl) and93 MN/m z (13.5 ksl) for T-111
underthe sametest conditions.
• Duplexannealing, 1 hourat 1649°C(3000°F) followedby 1 hourat 1260°C
(2300°F), wasfoundto reduceroomtemperaturetensile strengthapproximately
10 percentwithout adverselyaffecting roomtemperatureductility. Although
i316°C (2400°F) tensilestrengthproperfieswere reducedabout l0 percent
by theduplex heat treatment, creep propertieswere unaffected.
_ 8. 3 PROCESSINGAND EVALUATION OF SHEET
• BothASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Ccan be convertedto sheetusingfairly
routineconversionpractice. Once material hasbeenconvertedto a thick- _
nesssuitablefor rolling, both alloyscan be rolled at a nominaltemperature
;. 0 0 0 0 .
of 204 C (400 F) to 316 C (600 F) at 10 percentreductionsper r011mgpass.
ASTAR-1211Crequiresan intermediateannealafter a total reductionof 60 per-
cent andASTAR-1511Crequiresan annealafter 40 percentreduction.
_ -e Tensileandcreep propertiesof ASTAR-1211Cand ASTAR-1511Csheetgiven
the standardfinal anneal, 1 hour at 1649°C (3000°F)are comparableto swaged
: rcd properties.
• The longitudinalGTA bend DBTTfor ASTAR-1211Csheet in the "as-_velded"
conditionis 121°C (250°F) comparedto 10oC(50°F) for hosemetal. A pest-
_ weld anneal of 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F)reducestheweld bend DBTTto .
_ 38oc (100°F).
:=_ 288 _
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• The "as-welded"bendDBTTfor longitudinal EBwelded ASTAR-1211Csheet _:
is 24°C 0'5°F). A post-weldanneal of 1 hourat 1815°C (3300°F) produces
. an increasein the DBTTto 38°C (100°F).
• LongitudinallyGTA weldedASTAR-1511Chasa weld bend DBTTabove316°C
• (600°F) for "aswelded" sheet. A post-weld-annealof 1 hourreducesthe
DBTTto 149°C (3000°F).
• LongltudlnallyEBweldedASTAR-1511Chasa bendDBTTof 107°C (225°F) L_
in the "as-welded" conditionwhich is reducedto 93°C (200OF)bya post-
weld-annealof 1 hourat 1649°C (3000°F).
• Thetensile DBTTsfor GTA weldednonpost-weld-annealedASTAR-1211Csheet I :
aged for 1000 hoursat 1149°C (2100°F), 1316°C (2400°F), and 1427°C (2600°F) ifell into the temperaturerange52°C (125°F) to 66°C (150°F)comparedto
i .L
121°C (250°F)for nonaged"as--welded"condition. _
• A post-weld-annealof 1 hourat 1649°C _000°_ reducedthe tensile DBTT
of GTA weldedASTAR-1211Csheetto 24 C (75"F) fornonagedmaterial.
Thermalaging at 1149°C (2100°F), 1316°C (24000F), and 1427°C (2600°Fc_
for 1000hoursh,_ ,o adverseaffect on the DBTTs. Mater'al agedat 1316 C
(2400°F) displayeda DBI"Tof -46°C (-50°F). Materiel givena post-weld- •
annealof 1 hourat 1815°C (3300°F)exhibited a DBTTof 97°C (200°F) for
the nonaged-18UC (0°F) to 66aC (150°F). TheDBTTsof materialgiven a
, 0 0 .
post-weld--annea_of 1 hourat 1982 C (3600 F) were affected by thermalaging.
Material post-weld-annealedat 1982°C (3600VF)but not aged andmaterial !_
Post-weld-annealedand agedat 1149°C (2100°!:)had essentiallythe _me _
DBTT, 97°C (200°F)while materiai agedat 1316°C (2400°F) and 1427°C
(2600°F)exhibited a markedincreaseto 163°C (325°F) and 191°C (375°F),
respectively.
• Thetensile DBTTbehaviorof GTA weldedASTAR-1511Csheetwassimilar to
that of ASTAR-1211C. Material I_nst-.weld--annealedat 1649°C (3000°F) •
followed by ther,nalagingat 1149_C (2100°F), 1316°C (2400°F), and 1427°C
(2600°F) exhibited DBTTswhich rangedfrom52°C (125°F) to 93°C (200UF).
Thesevalueswerethe lowestforall conditionsevaluated. Material thermally
agedbut not pgst-weld-annealedhadDBTTswhich rangedfrom66°C (150°F)
to 163°C (325°F). Material post-weld.annealedat 1815°C (3300°F) and -
1983°C (3600°F)exhibited DBTTswhich rangedfrom93°C (200°F) to 288°C
. (sSOOF).
289
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• BothASTAR-1211Car,dASTAR-1511Care amenableto weldingby the GTA
and EBtechnlques;however, the DBTTs,whichare slightly higherthan room :
:" temperaturein the optimumcondition, mustbe carefully consideredin weld :
jolnt design. _
..
8. 4 PROCESSINGAND EVALUATION OF TUBING
:: • ASTAR-1211Ccon be fabricatedto tublng. Tubehollowssuitable for tube
: drawlngcan be producedby extruslonof drilled billets overa mandrel. The
resultingtubehollows2. 7 cm (1. ] inch) OD by 2. 3 cm (0. 9 inch) ID can be
/. reducedto 1.9 cm (0.75 inch) OD by 1.0 mm(0.._10 inch) wall tubingby :
'_ drawingover a mandrelin the temperaturerange204°C (400°F) to 316°C
(600°F). Reductionsof |0 to 12 pementare possiblewith frequentintermedlate
stressrelief anneals.
• Thefeasibility of producingASTAR-121] C tubing hasbeen demonstrated. The
;: processing,however, requiresdevelopmento optimize reductionand heat
: treatmentschedules.
: • The feaslb|llty of produclngASTAR-1511Cis marginal. The higherstrength '
and lowerductility of ASTAR-1511Cmaketublngproductionmaredifficult.
8. 5 PROCESSINGAND EVALUATION OF FORGEDDISCS
• BothASTAR-]211C andASTAR-1511Care forgeablewhenproperlyprotected
duringheatupandactual forglng. Sim_leshapessuchasdiscscan be upset
forgedat upsetratiosof 3. 7:1 or possiblyhigher.
• Mechanical propertiesof _orgedmaterialof bothalloys werecomparableto
swagedrodandsheetgiven thesamestandardfinal annealingtreatment, i
8.6 GENERALOBSERVATIONS :;
Theobjectivesof the programwere achieved in all respects. :.
: • TheASTAR-1211Calloy compositionselectiondemonstratedthat superlor .
high temperaturestrengthcouldbe achlevedby tradingoff low temperature
ductility particularlyIn the weldedcondition. The ASTAR-1211Calloy was
readily processedto smalldiameterswagedrod, rolled to sheet, f_brlcated to
tubing, andupsetforgedwlthout requiringspecialor uniquehandling. Mech-
anical pmpertlesof all mill shapeswere consistent.
i




• TheASTAR-151lC alloy compositionconfirmedthe trade-off premiseby
illustmtlng the fact that even higherstrengthpmpertlescould be produced
• at the sacrifice of low temperatureductility. ASTAR-1511Cwasreadily
not swagedand forgedto desiredshapes;however, rolled sheetwasmore
difficult to producethan ASTAR-1211Crequiring lessreductionandmore
frequentintermediateanneals. ASTAR-151IC tubingcould not be fabricated.
• ASTAR-121IC and ASTAR-151IC exhibited, respectively, a 52% anda 67%
higher tenslie strengththanT-I I I at 1649°C (3_0°F). ASTAR-811Cby
compar|son exhibited only a 21% improvement |n tensile strength over T-I 11
at the sametemperature.
• In creep, ASTAR-1211CandASTAR-1511Cdisplayedimprovementsof 67%
and 89%, respectively,over T-111 at 1204°C (2200°F). ASTAR-811Cby
comparisonexhibited a 33% improvementin creepstrengthover T-111 at
the sametemperature.
• The creep strengthof ASTAR-1511Cis :_tuivalent to TZM up to 1260°C
(2300°F). At temperaturesabove 1260-(: (2300°F), ASTAR-1511Cbecomes
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